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ABSTRACT
A thin, shallow, orbiting solar reflector can retain its
shape without either being mounted on a rigid truss or by being
spun. For orbits of synchronous or greater radius where solar
radiation forces dominate, they can be made to keep the reflec-
tor in tension everywhere. In order to apply pointing torques
to the reflector and to keep it in equilibrium as the gravity
gradient forces and its attitude vary, it is necessary to have
some active control over out-of-plane surface forces. This
control is primarily achieved by varying the reflector's shape,
which deviates from flatness by < 1 part in 100. Power from
thin, low efficiency solar cells is used to control the thermal
stresses in the reflector, and thus its shape. Large, * 5 km,
diameter reflectors can remain in tension while operating in
stable Sun-polar orbits, for half of the time they reflect sun-
light to the Earth, while the rest of the time is devoted to
attitude manuevers to precess the orbital plane. Large scale
use of these large, light, easy to deploy reflectors in the
stable Sun-polar orbit will make it possible to augment the
Earth's solar energy influx, and to control its climate.
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SYMBOLS
Following is a list and description of the most important
symbols used throughout this thesis, with the exception of Chap-
ter 7, for which a seperate listing will be given. In some
cases a symbol has a specific meaning in isolated sections of
the thesis. In these cases the region of validity will be de-
noted in ( )'s either by chapter, chapter and section, or equa-
tion numbers. The symbol listing will be alphabetical begin-
ning with vectors, followed by Latin letters, then by Greek let-
ters, and finally listing special symbols.
Center of mass acceleration of reflec-
tor due to non-gravity forces.
Covarient vectors for initial shape.
Covarient vectors for
respect to x,y.
Contravarient vectors
with respect to x,y.
Contravarient vectors
with respect to u,v.
final shape, with
for final shape
for final shape
Orbital basis vector.
Apse direction for reflector's orbit.
AI) A
A)A
A I )Ai
Au;A v
f4 )
Direction from planet to reflector.
In plane of reflector, normal to rim.
Eccentricity of reference orbit.
Specific surface forces due toreflec-
tion; absorption; re-emission.
Angular momentum of reference orbit.
Inertial orbital basis vectors.
Normal to ecliptic plane.
Direction from Sun to reflector.
Average direction of reflected photons.
Local direction of reflected photons.
Normal vector to initial shape, (3);
normal vector to reflector's orbit.
Local normal vector to final shape.
Local normal vector to final vibrating
shape.
Specific surface forces due to, general;
solar; gravity gradient forces.
Displacement from initial to final
shape.
Position on initial shape.
b0
A
P 5)G
Position of reflector in orbit.
Position on final shape, from center of
mass.
Position on final shape.
Basis vectors in average reflector
plane, rotating with reflector. z is
normal to the reflector plane.
Same as for a reflector with
rigid body vibrations.
Basis vectors in ^, plane, which do
not rotate with reflector, they depend
A
on 2 .
Velocity of reflector in orbit.
Non center of mass-moving specific sur-
face forces due to, general; solar; gra-
vity gradient; dynamic forces.
Angular velocity of reflector; angular
velocity including rigid body vibra-
tions.
Same as U,^ .
Same as for rigid body vibrations.
A A A
X /)L
X ) /) Z-
S )s )
/w w
,A/ A /
a )a.), ) a a+_) a
A-0 A
A W A
Absorption coefficient, total; large
part of OL ; 0(9 ) part of a ; for so-
lar cells; for up; down thrusters.
Coefficient describing linear a, .
lst metric tensor for initial shape.
lst metric tensor for final shape, in
contravarient; covarient forms.
Effective 1st metric tensor for final
shape, defined in (3.13).
Area of reflector's planform.
Coefficients used in (4.D,4.G) to de-
scibe shape.
bi )1z)b 3 ) hE)h5 Coefficients used to describe nominal
stress state, first defined in (4.177
to 4.181).
Coefficient used in reemission force.
Defined by = 2 - 1.sa, .
2nd metric tensor for final shape.
Speed of light.
Coefficients used in stress-strain re-
lations, first defined in (4.481,4.482,
4.484).
CA ) 8 ) cc
Reflector radius.
C
DIO)DOID 2,)D11,DOI
fl
Reflector's rim curve.
Distance from planet to reflector.
Coefficients used in finding shape,
first defined in (4.370 to 4.374).
Coefficient used to describe a linear
,, first defined in (4.114).
A
In (3) they are the components of e
Elsewhere they describe 2 of the 3 main
shape curvatures.
Eccentricity of reference orbit.
Modulus of elasticity.
Reference specific solar force, F .
Parameter telling if nominal stress
state is one of tension, first defined
in (4.218).
Left; and right hand sides of approxi-
mate in-plane equilibrium equations, in
polar coordinates.
In (4.B) is used in finding shape. In
(4.C) is a stress function.
Stress function for differential stress.
F Stress function for vibration stresses.
F throl F, Coefficients used in describing gravity
gradient and dynamic forces, first de-
fined in (4).
F Coefficient defined by FA A jo 4
Main shape term causing T" stretching.
Coefficients used in the equilibrium
equations for differential stresses.
First defined in (4.461 to 4.463).
Used in 2nd shape iteration for shape
described in (4.D).
Same as A for shape described in
(4.G).
Reflector thickness. In (1) is
Planck's constant.
Angular momentum of reference orbit.
Used with F to describe nominal stress
state. In (2) they are thicknesses
of power cell layers.
Used in 3rd shape iteration for shape
described in (4.D).
Used in 3rd shape iteration for shape
described in (4.G).
Used with F
stress state.
K k k-) K3)K,
to describe differential
H ,H
introduced in (4.C). In (2.B) is
length parameter for power cell.
Specific mass, total; large part of m ;
0(9 ) part of m .
~I)K
Constituitive tensor; effective consti-
tuitive tensor, first defined in (3.A).
Used in shape iterations, see (4.360 to
4.368).
Current density.
Thermal conductivities of layers of the
power cell of (2.B).
Compatability equation.
Describe nominal stress state, first
defined in (4.174,4.175,4.1764.182).
Describes stretching, Yx ~
Nominal stress state,^,r coordinates.
Used in 4th shape iteration for shape
described in (4.D).
Used in 4th shape iteration for shape
described in (4.G).
Describes rejected nominal stress state
m,, , 0)
Stress state, x,y coordinates.
Mass of reflector. In (8.H) is number
of working orbits per cycle.
Mass of planet.
First iteration for shape. In most
of (4.B) up to (4.122) it is the non
g part of the shape.
Solar frequency spectrum.
Differential stress state, polar co-
ordinates.
Two principle stresses for
Number of material layers.
Solar power flux.
Specific solar cell power.
Yad state.
In (4.C)
is a stress function.
Electrical control specific power. In
(5) is normal vibrational displacement.
Components of q 
.
Specific control power into, solar
cell; up thruster; down thruster.
Maximum specific control power avail-
able from solar cell.
Stress function first used in (4.194).
n 4
n n.
NL
q1 )7
YA
rrA
t
T
T T+) -T
Radial coordinate from geometric center
of reflector.
Radius of reflector's orbit.
Dimensional stress, x,y coordinates.
Time.
Temperature.
Largest part of T, defined in (1.10);
thermal stress causing part of TO
Temperature of, power cell; up thrust-
er; down thruster.
Center of mass components of R along,
Non g part of shape.
Describes shape and derivatives, total;
and ith iteration, for shape of (4.D).
Describes shape and derivatives, total;
and ith iteration, for shape of (4.G).
Center of mass component of R along X
Tensor surface coordinates in (3).
Distance between geometric and mass
centers of reflector.
W
W i W M)
m A 14Y
xx
X0
O T
Center of mass component of R along.
Initial shape of reflector.
Initial curvature of parabolic reflec-
tor in directions, X";A
Figure of merit for thermoelectric
material.
Thermal expansion coefficient.
Rim stress parameter for nominal stress
state.
Strain tensor in coordinates.
Re-emission force coefficient, total;
largest part of 9 ; 0(2 ) part of,8
Controllable re-emission force coeffi-
cient; part of Ar used for trim torque.
Main curvature of shape in T direction.
Used in analysis of thermoelectric
power cell, see (2.14).
Lower; upper limits on
Strain tensor in x,y coordinates.
Christoffel symbols for final shape.
Dirac delta functions.
I LL )/LL
iA
C 
/
Emissivity coefficient, total; front
side; for solar cell.
Emissivity coefficient for up, down
thrusters.
3A - ) S , L
9M
9 ef-C
In (1) is that of back
side of reflector.
Fraction of thickness devoted to ith
layer.
Zero laplacian part of j
Fraction of surface element devoted to
a unit. Solar cell; up thruster; down
thruster; upper limit on 3; lower
limit on 5 .
Final shape of reflector.
Used in (6) to describe 2nd iteration
for .
Efficiency of solar cell.
Planned shape, velocity; acceleration.
In (1,2) is general angle. In (4.C)
is a phase angle, see (4.183,4.184).
In (8) is angle of reflector from peri-
apse in its orbit.
Position in orbital cycle where reflec-
tor starts reflecting to Earth.
E CF ) A
)(9)p
Ratio of specific mass to average spe-
cific mass, total; largest part of/,u
0(9 ) part of g .
Poisson's ratio. In (1) is photon
frequency.
Used in differential stress analysis in
(4.F).
Control variable defined in (6.32).
Coefficients for approximate J , see
(6.51 to 6.56).
Coefficients for J , first defined in
(6.57,6.58).
Portion of S which is uniquely found
from compatability equation.
Coordinate of point on final surface,
measured from the geometric center a-
long 0 . In (1,2) is material density.
Electrical resistivity.
Stefan-Boltzmann constant.
Nominal stress state, polar coordinates.
Two principle stresses for rIstate.
/~L)/~oj2i
Ir 7
S 1) 5Z ) 13 ) S 0 157) 3
'A ) 58
Vibrational stress, polar coordinates.
Coordinate of point on final surface,
measured from the geometric center a-
long T . In (2.B) is dimensionless
temperature.
Temperature excursion, T =T -To
T for, solar cell; up thruster; down
thruster.
Misalignment angle between ,r and x,/'
Rigid body vibration angles between X
z and x, , .
Gravity gradient angle, see (4.45).
Angular position of point on final sur-
face in polar coordinates, relative to
the geometric center.
Position of Earth in its solar orbit.
Inclination between reflector's orbit
and ecliptic.
Used in (8) to give reflector attitude.
Gravity gradient angle, see (4.46).
Rigid body vibration angles betweenA',
Z and ,, .
f',/"
OPI) WP2 30F3
,I) Z) t3
O, W W3"
( )
( )X (X 4 ) ( ),C )()( ),r/ ) A )V) AJ '
Average angle of incidence for sunlight.
Local sunlight angle of incidence for,
final shape; vibrating shape.
-~A
Gravity gradient angle between : and D
Components of angular velocity of"fr,?
basis, along /^,r) .
Components of reflector's angular velo-
city, along A -), ,
Components of vibrating reflector's
angular velocity, along /> )^'Z'
The average of ( ) over the reflector's
area, see (4.29).
Derivative of ( ), possibly multiple
derivative, with respect to the coordi-
nates XY, Uv .
The following symbol definitions are valid only in Chapter
7. They are ordered as were the above symbols.
B , Complex representation of magnetic
field, general; for Eth ray and P pol-
arized light; for th ray and N polar-
ized light.
I?
-)-~ JL
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A
Complex representation of electric
field, general; for Eth ray and P po-
larized light; for Eth ray and N polar-
ized light.
Basis vectors used in Fig.10 , to de-
scribe solar cell behavior.
Poynting vector.
Absorption coefficient in metal layer,
total; for P light; for N light.
Complex coefficient first defined in
(7.67).
Complex coefficient first defined in
(7.68).
Complex coefficient used for magnetic
field of Pth ray and P light.
Speed of light.
Thickness of dielectric.
Initial electron energy.
Final electron energy, after excitation.
Complex coefficient used for electric
field of, Eth ray and P light; &th ray
and N light.
A,APAN
PF, N
Complex coefficient used to describe
ray 3 for, P light; N light.
Escape probability for electron excit-
ed inside metal layer.
Complex coefficient used to describe
ray 4 for, P light; N light.
Current density in cell, total; Schott-
ky reference, see (7.163); due to
photoemission.
Boltzmann constant.
Imaginary part of refractive index in,
metal layer; metal slab.
Mean free path between collision of ex-
cited electron with, electron; phonon.
Flux of photoemitted electrons across
interface B.
Density of excited electron states with
respect to energy of state.
Real part of refractive index in, metal
layer; dielectric; metal slab.
Probability that a scattered or creat-
ed electron has direction u.
GP,G/
~JT ~
o O j S
S ) n 3
le ),4
Probability that an electron escapes
without scattering.
Probability that electron escapes after
specific number of scatters.
In (7.E) is the probability of electron
scatter at a location. In (7.F) is
the solar power flux.
In (7.A,7.B) it is the probability that
an electron will be excited. In (7.F)
it is the cell's specific power.
Maximum specific power from cell, as in
rest of thesis.
Probability that electron from o will
scatter at o .
Probability that electron will reflect
from B interface.
Resistance of cell per unit area.
Temperature of cell.
Temperature of Sun.
Direction of scattered electron,u=sec9.
Voltage across cell.
Describes photoemission flux at a spe-
cific excited electron energy.
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Complex coefficient used to descibe ray
7 in, P light; N light.
Coordinate in cell along i. In (7.A)
it is a dimensionless excess electron
energy.
Describes photoemission flux due to
photons of V . In (7.D) it is a co-
ordinate in the cell in the direction.
In (7.E) it is a coordinate where an e-
lectron scatters, and is in the f di-
rection.
Fowler function, first defined in (7.1).
Used to describe photoemission flux as
a function of electron energy and V .
Used in (7.A) to give photoemission due
to photons of V .
Dimensionless coordinate of scattering
point. In (7.A) is a dimensionless
work function energy.
Coefficients describing light absorp-
tion, total; P light; N light.
Wavenumber describing absorption in
metal layer, defined in (7.95).
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e(_) Re) Re
WP IV
Attenuation coefficient describing
light absorption in metal layer, de-
fined in (7.96).
Tells what direction ith ray goes in.
S Electron interaction coefficient, first
defined in (7.141).
Thickness of metal layer.
Fermi energy.
Work function of metal across inter-
face B.
3 Dimensionless excited electron energy.
n' Solar photon spectrum.
Describes electron loss cone, first de-
fined in (7.126) .
9efV Solar cell efficiency.
Complex angle of light in metal slab;
real part of 9 : imaginary part of 9 .
Direction angle of scattered electron.
Dimensionless fermi energy.
Electron interaction coefficient first
defined in (7.4).
Photon frequency.
2 H
e Electrical resistivity.
Dimensionless scattering coordinate,
corresponding to y.
Complex angle of light in metal layer;
real part of # ; imaginary part of .
Dimensionless work function.
Angle of light in dielectric.
Dimensionless initial electron energy.
Angle of incidence of incoming photons.
Dimensionless photon energy.
Photon frequency in radians/ second.
INTRODUCTION
The Sun is the largest source of light and energy in the solar system,
dominating the thermal balance of all the planets, save Jupiter. Further-
more, most of the solar power output is available as electromagnetic
radiation, so that users are physically removed from the power production
point, and have no problems due to inefficiency and wastes in the power
production process. The only costs and inefficiencies facing a user are
those which he introduces by his utilization scheme. Obviously, then,
because of its abundance and the absence of power production costs, in-
efficiencies, and wastes; solar energy is valuable to users both on Earth
and in space. The primary inconvenience associated with solar energy is
simply that the Sun does not beam power directly to users, but rather
does so isotropically. As a consequence, solar power is dilute,being 1.4
kilowatts per square meter in the Earth's neighborhood. Another incon-
venience is that the user must have a line of sight to the Sun, depriving
planetbound users of half their intercepted solar energy. So users nor-
mally find themselves either deprived of sunlight entirely, or limited to
the natural power levels determined by their area. So, it's desirable to
redirect sunlight from its original path, to the user's location. The most
obvious way to intercept and redirect solar power is to directly reflect it
to the use point; solar reflectors have been employed on Earth for cen-
turies to do this. With the advent of space travel, it's possible to use
space reflectors, to reflect energy and light both to the Earth, and ulti-
mately to space dwelling users. For obvious reasons, space is a preferred
locale for reflectors to planets; the two most important reasons being that
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there is much more area available in space than on planets, and that the
space environment is milder than that of planets. The greater area of space
has two advantages -- there is more power available, and also area on planets
is more valuable than in space so that planetbound reflectors will have to
bid against other area users. Because of the mildness of the space environ-
ment relative to that on planets, a reflector in space uses at least three
orders of magnitude less material than a planetary one. And for a user in
space, or on the nightside of a planet, a space reflector is the only possi-
bility.
Another very inconvenient aspect of solar power with regard to space
reflectors is that the Sun is not a point source. In the Earth's neighbor-
hood, the Sun has an angular diameter of about .01 radians, meaning that any
reflected sunlight will have a minimum beam divergence of this angle. So,
for a reflector in synchronous orbit about the Earth, beaming light to it,
there is a minimum spot size at the Earth of about 210 miles. So, unless
there are many such reflectors, all aiming at the same spot, the additional
energy supplied is still too dilute to be extracted efficiently by solar cells
on the Earth. In the near term the most important Earth use for space
reflectors will be night lighting. As discussed in Ref. [21, 22], illumi-
nation levels of use to eyes and other sensors are readily attainable. In
the future, with large areas of space reflectors, Earth will be able to use
energy either indirectly via weather and climate modification, photosynthesis,
etc., or more directly via reflection to a small number of use points at
which intensities are high enough for efficient extraction.
Another consequence of the Sun's angular diameter is that unless the
reflector's target is within ~ 100 reflector diameters of it, then focusing
of the sunlight by using a parabolic reflector is useless, so the reflector
should be a flat plate with curvature < - . As such a flat
reflector also maximizes the projected surface area and is structurally
simple, the reflectors considered in this thesis will appear essentially
as thin, flat plates. Thinness is a property which is certainly desirable
to minimize the mass of the reflector. Obviously there is a lower limit set
to the thickness of a reflector; this being that the reflector must reflect
and not transmit light. In metals, reflection of light is a process involving
only the first few hundred angstroms of the material; any greater thickness
is useless with regard to the reflector's primary mission of reflecting light.
Since the reflector's mass and cost scale with its thickness, then, barring
some secondary need for extra material, space reflectors should be quite thin.
Now since a reflector is very thin compared to its aperture, it will behave
structurally as a membrane, and be unable to retain its shape in the
presence of compressive forces. Some mechanism is required to insure that
the reflector keep its flatness. In addition to the requirements that a
space reflector be essentially flat, and remain so, and that it be as mass-
less as possible, and, hence, thin, is the requirement that it be pointable.
We either care where the light is reflected to, and must point the reflector
to insure this, or, if we're using the reflector as a solar sail, we need
to properly control the force imparted to it and, hence, must have control
over the reflector's attitude.
Previous space reflectors, such as the Echos, were constructed of a
plastic substrate on which was deposited a reflective metal coating. In
such a surface, only the metal coating is directly useful, i.e., reflects
sunlight; the substrate is useful only to the extent that its strength is
needed, or that it is useful during the fabrication process. But the stress
levels inherently experienced by a reflector in space are small enough so
that a reflection limited thickness of metal is quite capable of with-
standing the stress levels. In a flat membrane, the stress magnitude is
just the environmentally imposed force per unit area, magnified by the
ratio of the reflector's aperture to its thickness. The largest environ-
mental forces which a reflector must experience are those due to the fact
that it reflects light, which in the Earth's neighborhood mount to 10~9
dynes per square centimeter. Assuming a reflector aperture of a kilometer,
and thickness of 1000 angstroms, we see that the characteristic stress level
is only a bar, or 15 psi, which is clearly not limiting. So, unless the
reflector is poorly designed, leading to stress levels orders of magnitude
greater than the characteristic environmental ones, a thick plastic sub-
strate is not structurally necessary in space, and will be avoided. In this
thesis, I am not concerned with the details of reflector fabrication; pre-
sumably it is convenient to form the reflecting film by depositing it on a
substrate. Once deposited, however, the substrate has served its purpose,
and should be removed before the reflector is used. Thus, the reflectors
considered herein will be metal ones of thicknesses of about an order of
magnitude greater than that required for reflection, i.e, Z. .5 microns.
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In order to control a reflector's attitude, we must be able to apply
torque to it. Now there are three ways to do this: We can use a mass
expulsion device, in other words, a rocket, or we can use momentum transfer
with gyroscopic elements, or we can manipulate the existing environmental
forces. The obvious objection to the rocket approach is that it involves a
mass loss, but there is a less obvious objection which applies both to the
rocket approach, and to the gyroscopic one -- this objection is structural.
Both approaches produce torque by applying concentrated loads to a portion
of the reflector. The transmittance of these loads to the rest of the
reflector is a task which the thin, flat, membrane-like reflector is not
inherently qualified to do. The load transmittance requirement is at odds
with the flat, thin reflector ideal and is satisfied only by an auxiliary
structure. The alternative approach of using the existing environmental
forces to supply control torques is clearly desirable if they are large
enough. Fortunately, they are; the characteristic attitude change fre-
quency associated with gravity gradient torques is clearly just the orbital
frequency of the reflector about the mass in question. But this same fre-
quency is the typical attitude change frequency which you want the reflector
to have. The situation is even better with regards to the available
radiation forces due to reflected light, which for free space and synchro-
nous Earth orbit reflectors are about 1,000 times larger than gravity
gradient forces. So attitude changes are possible if we can even slightly
manipulate the radiation forces on the reflector. Three possible means of
achieving some control over these forces are to control the energy reflected
and absorbed at a point on the reflector surface, or to control the energy
emitted from a point, or to make small changes in the shape of the reflector.
There are two ways in which an initially flat membrane-like reflector can be
induced to remain flat. The first was alluded to in the discussion of atti-
tude change mechanisms, namely, to employ a rigid structure which holds the
reflector in whatever shape is desired. Such an approach has its attractions;
it does provide a load transmittal network and, hence, allows the reflector
to sustain properly located concentrated loads. The other advantage is that
we have been building and using trusses for centuries, and know they work.
Trusses, however, are, at best, an unwieldy and inelegant solution; the
deployment of a kilometer-sized truss in space clearly is a double task,
but should be avoided if possible. Another truss-associated problem is that
they lead to a heavy reflector, both due to the mass of the truss itself, and
due to differential thermal stresses between the truss and the reflecting
film. This generally forces use of a thicker reflector than if the truss
did not exist. The other way to keep a flat membrane flat is to keep it
everywhere in tension. The obvious and traditional approach to this is to
simply spin the membrane. Regrettably, if the reflector is spun fast
enough to insure that the tension stresses due to spinning are greater than
the environmental ones due to reflection of light, then the reflector's
effective moment of inertia due to its spinning dominates its natural one,
and attitude changes are harder to perform. The alternative approach is to
insure that the environmental forces always cause tension. This is nice,
if possible; this thesis is devoted to showing that it can be done in cases
where solar reflection forces dominate gravity gradient ones.
Thus, I am concerned herein with the design and behavior of large,
essentially flat, very thin, metal reflectors operating in high, i.e.,
synchronous, Earth orbits, or in interplanetary space. Typical reflectors
are circular with kilometer diameters, micron thicknesses, and are flat to
et 1 part in 100. The reflector's attitude and stress state
are actively controllable by manipulating the natural environmental forces;
which are modeled as solar radiation forces, and gravity forces due to a
single point mass.
The reflector attitude will be controlled by manipulating the solar
radiation forces. The three means of doing so discussed previously, require
control power to implement. The most efficient way to utilize this control
power to change the radiation forces turns out to involve slight shape
changes of the reflector; with an auxiliary approach involving the surface
forces due to emitted thermal radiation. The control power is obtained
via thin, simple solar cells designed as an integral part of the reflector.
Since we don't need the high efficiencies of conventional photovoltaic cells
but do need a thin and cheap cell, it is better to use a cell based on
photoemission over a Shottky barrier. In this way, a small portion of the
incident solar energy is converted to electricity, which is then trans-
portable. All the converted solar energy must be ultimately rejected to
space as thermal radiation, but by intermediately having it available
as electrical energy, we can choose where it is taken from and where it is
rejected to space. In this way, we can control small temperature excursions
from the mean reflector temperature. The temperature variations can be used
in two ways; either to control the reflector shape via thermal strains,
and/or, to apply surface forces due to emitted thermal radiation.
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The behavior of large, flexible orbital structures under the influence
of gravity gradient forces has been treated in Ref. [23]. For a nonspinning
flat membrane at a general attitude, it is not possible to always be in
tension. Thus, reflectors operating in the low orbits where gravity gradient
forces are large must rely on spinning or a truss to retain their shapes.
Since, for such orbits, the typical desired attitude change frequences are
high, as are the desired tension-producing spin rates, then the environ-
mentally available forces are inadequate to produce the required control
torques of spun reflectors. So such reflectors will be truss structures,
and will not be treated here. Fortunately, in most cases, solar radiation
forces dominate gravity gradient ones, and solar forces can be used to
produce an all tension stress state in as essentially flat reflector. The
recipe for this is quite simple; reflectors typically are inclined at some
angle to the Sun in order to reflect light in the proper direction.
Thus, one part of the reflector is closer to the Sun that the other. Make
the reflector's absorption coefficient greater on the part farthest from
the Sun than its value on the part closer to the Sun. More photons are
absorbed in one location than the other, which results in an in-plane
stretching force in the direction of the incoming light. To cause
stretching in the other direction on the surface, normal to the projected
sunlight vector, we simply make sure that the reflector has a slight posi-
tive curvature in this direction. In this manner, the reflector
experiences in-plane stretching forces in all directions, which leads to a
tension stress state. This scheme is complicated by the fact that since the
absorption coefficient varies over the reflector's surface, so does the
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reflection coefficient. So the nonuniform in-plane forces are inevitably
accompanied by nonuniform out-of-plane reflection forces. By its very nature,
a flat membrane is much more resistant to in-plane forces than to out-of-
plane ones. The stresses due to unbalanced normal forces are greater than
those due to in-plane forces by the inverse of the reflector's curvature,
i.e., by > 100. So if unchecked, the reflection forces will cause far
more stress than the tension causing absorption forces; and being normal
forces, will produce compressive stresses as well as tensile ones.
Fortunately, it is possible by accompanying the nonuniform absorption co-
efficient by a nonuniform mass per unit area, to cancel the unbalanced
normal forces, while retaining the unbalanced in-plane stretching forces.
In this way it is possible to keep a flat space reflector in tension without
the use of a truss, or spinning it.
The remainder of the thesis is organized as follows: the first chapter
discusses the environmental effects in space, and which will be included in
this thesis. Basically, the two forces considered are solar radiation forces,
and single body gravity gradient forces, while the temperature of a point on
the reflector's surface is determined only by thermal radiation, which
dominates thermal inertia and conductivity. In the second chapter, various
alternative reflector designs are discussed. The third and fourth chapters
derive the conditions under which an all-tension stress state is possible,
show what that stress state is, and what reflector shape is required to both
give the required attitude control torques, and to be compatible with the
all-tension stress state. In the fifth chapter the influence of vibrations
is discussed. They are shown to consist of low frequency rigid body and
inextensional modes, and high frequency modes, more than two orders of magni-
tude above typical orbital and attitude change frequencies. A control
strategy to damp out vibrations is developed. In the sixth chapter, a
strategy by which the available control power is used to cause the required
temperature excursions is presented. The solar power cells are discussed in
the seventh chapter, while the eighth applies the reflector design to show
some possible applications, and some which are not possible. Finally, the
thesis is summarized, and various untreated areas requiring future work are
mentioned, the prime one being the dynamics of the deployment of a flexible
reflector.
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CHAPTER I
SPACE ENVIRONMENT
In this chapter will be developed the model of the space environment
to be used throughout the thesis. In the model, the temperature of a point
on the reflector's surface will be assumed to depend only on a local thermal
balance between deposited heat, chiefly due to absorbed light, and the heat
loss due to emitted radiation. The effects of thermal inertia and of
thermal conduction between nearby points on the surface will be ignored.
The forces on the reflector will be assumed those due to solar radiation,
and those due to gravitational effects of a single point mass. The largest
neglected force will be forces due to radiation from other bodies, i.e.,
reradiated or reflected light from the Earth. When estimating the size of
forces and thermal effects, I'll assume that the reflector is operating
either in high Earth orbit, i.e., synchronous height or above, or is in
interplanetary space 1 AU from the Sun.
Electromagnetic radiation from the Sun is characterized by a propa-
gation direction E , and a flux distribution n'l/) which is the number
of photons per unit area, per unit time, per unit frequency. In considering
the power flux associated with this photon flux, and the fraction thereof
which is absorbed by the reflector, we can integrate over the solar frequency
spectrum. This allows us to characterize the solar power flux and the
reflector's absorption coefficient by frequency independent numbers. Let
V be the light frequency, h be Plank's constant, acv) be the
frequency dependent absorption coefficient of the reflector, while ps is
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the frequency independent solar power flux, and a is the V indepen-
dent absorption coefficient.
a fh ac v ) n'v) Av (1.2)
Now consider the thermal balance of a point on the reflector's surface.
Due to the thinness of the reflector, we can ignore thermal resistance
through the thickness of the reflector. The temperature at a point on the
surface facing the Sun is the same as that of the point directly opposite it
which is on the face opposing the Sun. But the heat loss via thermal radia-
tion from a point on the front side, that facing the sun, of the reflector
may be quite different from that on the back side. This difference is
possible because the emissivity of a metal is determined by its properties
close to the surface, within a few hundred angstroms of it; so, for the Z
5000 A thicknesses considered in this thesis, it is quite possible to have
difference emmissivities, EF and c, , on the front and back sides of
the reflector. The radiation loss per unit area from a point on the
reflector is thus
Here e is the Stefan-Boltzmann constant, and T the reflector temperature.
The absorbed solar power is easily given in terms of a. and p, once we
know the orientation of the reflector. Define the unit vector N as being
the local normal vector to the reflector's surface; pointing out from the
reflector's front side, and thus towards the Sun. Because the reflector is
A
essentially flat, this vector differs only slightly from the vector z
corresponding to a flat surface. Inclination angles y and -y' may be
defined by
Cosy z (1.4)
c -- (1.5)
where the angles y and y' stay in the first quadrant. Thus, the
absorbed solar power is
qbs = a p CO5 C/ / (1.6)
In addition, we have power flows from a point on the reflector to a
neighboring point via thermal and electrical conduction. The thermal con-
duction flux away from a point is
q - h KV T (1.7)
where K.,is the thermal conductivity, and h is the reflector thickness; not,
as is clear from the context, Plank's constant. The electrical power flux
is just our control power, it is useful to define the flow into a point in
dimensionless terms.
Teod~l *i Pscosy(1.8)
The effect of a net power unbalance is a temperature change depending
on the reflector's density lo and its specific heat Cp . So the
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thermal balance equation is
dT
ap cosy' + p, C-oSY =,ph C, ft ( E,+ E,) rT - X T2: (1.9)
We can estimate the magnitude of the various terms in this equation.
Let a be .25, p, be .14 watts/cm", y and y' be zero, h be one
micron, o be 2.7 gm/cm3, C, be .9joqles/gm/*K, 6,+EF be .75, and K,
be 2.4 watts/cm/*K. In the presence of only pb and rr , the temper-
ature is seen to be 3000K. In order that thermal conduction be the same
size as absorption, then T must be 150 *K/cm2 , and for inertia
dTto be as important, T must be ~ 150 0K/sec. Since the reflector
dimensions are of ' lo6 cm, and attitude changes are required over day
periods, then neither condition is true; so the temperature is essentially
given by a balance between absorption and radiation. Next, consider the
effects of control power. We can linearize the equation for T about its
absorption-reflection value T, :
aps cosJ /E(B+EF
T c T + ToAT + + I
iPs Cos yP + ap, CCOSY'- Cosy ~~pc, + H a~COSy Y T- KkT 
(1.10)
(1.12)
Compare the
I
compare phCpdt
and Va L-
4) ' 2 sec~'
vibrations discus
magnitude of the terms on the right-hand side, specifically
to T ap, and to iKTV2 . If Rz
then inertia and conduction are important only if
or L . Since, even for the high frequency
sed in Chapter 5, ( will never vary this fast in time
L4o
or space; we can ignore thermal inertia and conduction. The temperature of
a point on the reflector will be given by
_L co Sy ) +(1.13)T, t cosy + 4a
along with equations (1.10, 1.11).
Sunlight creates three types of forces on a reflector; one type due to
reflected light, and two types due to absorbed light, one of which occurs
when a photon is absorbed, and the other when thermal photons are emitted.
It is convenient to define a characteristic radiation force per unit area
of f.
{ U (1.14)
where C is the speed of light. Now, I'll always assume that reflection is
specular. Thus, the direction of reflected photons is f"' , given by
A /%
mW = + 2 cos ' N (1.15)
So the force on a surface element due to reflected and absorbed photons is
given by the difference in the momentum of the outgoing and incoming solar
photons seen by the surface element.
ER +fA = cosy' Z -()-a)i' .Esa cos y'. - (- a) cos ' (1.16)
Splitting this up into a reflection part -, , and an absorption part
f , we can define
f = -a)col Y' N (1.17)
A -F a Cos y' p^ (1.18)
The importance of the force due to re-emitted radiation is not as
obvious as that due to reflected and absorbed light, but is considered by
Buckingham in Ref. [22,24]. The total hemispheric power emitted per unit
area from one side of the reflector is e crT'l ; this power has an
angular dependence given by Lambert's Law. The power flux emitted at an
angle 9 from the normal is i T cos. Therefore, the
associated normal momentum flux is V T cos' . Integrate over
the hemisphere
fo f li T COs'9 3.smfP di = 3 T N( l9
So the force due to emitted light is, per unit area:
aL rTS
, ( C8- F)N (1.20)
We can use equations (1.10, 1.11, 1.13) to remove o-T:
(E+E,) 6T ap, cosy' + ps cos? (1.21)
f ( c , o )f(A (1.22)
A -3 (1.23)
/ 3( (EB-5)/E 5r (1.24)
So the three radiation forces are given by equations (1.17, 1.18,
1.22). The effects of the Sun's finite size on these forces enter as the
Ll 2
2nd power of its angular radius, and are thus o~' sized corrections;
thus, I'll ignore them. Since I'm considering reflectors at synchronous,
or greater, orbital distances from another radiation source such as the
Earth; the incident power from the Earth relative to that from the Sun is
, s I . The value obtained by including earthshine light is
thus not worth the complexity it would introduce, and I'll neglect it.
Gravity gradient forces are of the same size as those due to earth-
shine for kilometer sized reflectors; but their effect on the stress state
is an order of magnitude greater, since radiation's main effect is just
to accelerate the reflector's center of mass. It causes stresses or
torques, only to the extent that the reflector is curved, or has a non-
uniform absorption coefficient, or mass distribution. For the reflectors
which I consider the stress causing radiation forces, both solar and Earth-
shine, are - 23 the size of their center of mass accelerating forces.
So I will include gravity gradient forces. I've now formulated the thermal
and force models to be used throughout this thesis. But I'll next
consider some other environmental effects. Since the reflecting surface
is metal, the Sun's UV flux is not damaging; but the effects of solar wind
should be considered.
At synchronous orbital radii, the reflector is normally immersed in a
thin, cold plasma; with _ 1 particle per cm3 , at electron tempera-
tures of < 1 ev; Ref. [25, 26]. But frequently the magnetosphere
undergoes a substorm in which the plasma can be modeled as having a density
of ; 10 ions per cm3 , with an electron temperature of 10-20 key,
Lj3
Ref. [26]. When such a storm occurs, the charge on a satellite jumps from
its usual value of 1-10 volts, to a value of a 10 kV. In normal satellites
differential charging during a substorm is a major problem, but should not
be so for the metal solar reflectors considered in this thesis.
There are a number of mass loss mechanisms acting on a satellite in
space due to sputtering induced by collisions with space ions, due to
evaporation, and due to meteoroids. From Ref. [27], we see that evapora-
tion at the T ~ 300 *K temperatures considered herein is negligible even
for a metal such as Li, being « 1A/yr. We also see from Ref. [27]
that while the reflector suffers some 10" perforations/ ml /yr;
these result in mass losses of A lOA/yr at synchronous height orbits.
Because of the distributed nature of the reflector, and the forces on it,
the presence of many small meteoroid holes is unimportant. Finally, we
must consider the effect of ion sputtering. While this was at one time
thought to be a severe mass loss mechanism, Ref. [28, 29], this is no
longer the case. The solar wind sets a worst case ion flux of
3 x 10 ion collisions/cm /sec for high orbit or interplanetary
reflectors, Ref. [30]; the ratio of He to H ions is also less than
assumed in Ref. [29]; being 4 to 5%, Ref. [31]. Using a sputtering yield
of .02 atoms per H * collision, and .3 atoms per He+ collision, Ref.
[32]; we see that an aluminum surface loses -- angstroms per year.
There are a number of other small environmental forces which can be
ignored, such as the effect of oblateness of the gravity source, drag due
to the space plasma, and magnetic drag forces. So to summarize, I will
1 Ll
assume that the reflector's temperature is given by equation (1.21), and
the forces on it are due to the zero and first gravity moments caused by
a point mass, i.e., the center of mass acceleration, and first order
gravity gradient forces, and due to the radiation forces of equations (1.17,
1.18, 1.22).
CHAPTER 2
ALTERNATIVE DESIGNS
This chapter briefly explores some alternatives to the reflector design
discussed in the rest of this thesis. The first alternative to be considered
is that of obtaining the static all-tension stress state by spinning the
reflector about its normal, i . This can be quickly shown to be unattrac-
tive, as the reflector becomes gyroscopically stabilized, and it is harder
to vary its attitude than that of a nonspinning reflector. There does exist,
though, a potentially very attractive alternative to the photoemissive solar
power cell which I have adopted for the reflector and analyze in Chapter 7.
The other possibility is a thermoelectric power cell: the surface of the
cell is divided into small alternating regions of high and low emissivity.
This allows large temperature differences to be maintained between the regions.
By making the alternating regions out of positive and negative thermoelectric
materials we can maintain a voltage drop across the power cell terminals, and
thus extract power. The thermoelectric power cell is harder to fabricate than
the photoemissive cell of Chapter 7 which is why it is not adopted throughout
the rest of the thesis.
A. Spinning Reflector
A reflector of thickness h, and radius C, experiences solar radiation
caused stresses of 0 ( ). These stresses are not ordinarily all tension
producing so, to insure in-plane equilibrium, we need a spin rate f2 of
size
f c(2.1)
R ~ m;M W~(2.2)
For the typical reflectors of this thesis mC ~_ 20 gm/cm so
that I ~ 2.2 x 10- rad/sec, i.e., Z one revolution per hour.
This spin rate makes it hard to apply in-plane torques large enough to vary
the reflector's pointing direction 1 . Let's assume that we want the
reflector to have Z varying at a characteristic frequency of < ,
the Earth rotational rate, and let the reflector have moment of inertia
about in-plane axes of I. For a Z oscillation amplitude of 9 , the
characteristic torque needed for a Q = 0 reflector is 'sT .
rs = WZ (2.3)
while that for a spinning reflector is T,
TS =W,.QIT (2.4)
So their ratio is
T /(2.5)
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The quantity F = -T will appear throughout Chapter 4
and characterizes the ratio of gravity gradient and inertial forces to those
of solar reflection; it is a small number -- e 10 . So we see that a
spinning reflector is about I Z orders of magnitude harder to point
than a nonspinning one. This is why spinning is a bad way to achieve an
all-tension stress state.
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B. Thermoelectric Power Cell
Because of the thinness of the reflector, h , it is not
possible to maintain a large temperature drop between the front side (that
facing the Sun) and back side of the reflector. But it is possible to
keep a large difference in temperature between two nearby points on the
reflector's surface. I'll analyze a simple power cell where this temperature
difference is obtained by having regions of high and low emissivity, shown
in Figure 20:
FIGURE 20
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The front and back surfaces of the reflector are devoted to reflecting
and reemitting solar radiation. Normally, the thickness h, is small --
I'll assume 750 A -- but due to the high density of good thermoelectric
materials, the thickness A, must also be small, so I can't ignore
h, /hK as I can elsewhere in the thesis. The coatings are electric-
ally insulated from the thermoelectric material denoted by regions t S, but
cannot be thermally insulated. The combination of high absorption and low
emissivity at X = 0, 4L leads to a high temperature there, while the
temperature at X = 2L is low. Between X = 0 and 2L we have a thermoelec-
tric material of positive Seebeck coefficient, while between X = 2L and 4L
the Seebeck coefficient is negative; thus, we get a voltage drop AV
between X = 0 and X = 4L. Thermoelectric material design is sufficiently
advanced that positive and negative Seebeck coefficients are about equally
available. To simplify the analysis of this power cell I will assume that
the thermoelectric materials differ only in the sign of their Seebeck
coefficient, S. The magnitude of S, the electrical resistivity , and
the thermal conductivity k. are assumed the same for the two thermo-
electric materials, and are also assumed to be temperature independent over
the range of interest. In treating the top and bottom layers, I will
assume that the temperature differences are obtained solely by 6 H.)L so
that aH = aL , and that the layers are characterized by a constant
thermal conductivity k, . Let the maximum temperature at X = 0, 4L be
TH and the minimum at X = 2L be TL . It is convenient to
employ a reference temperature:
T (2.6)
Tr4  T4/Ta = TL/ r T/Tx (2.7a,b,c)
where . is the solar power flux, and a the Stefan-Boltzmann constant.
The voltage drop across the cell is AV , and its internal resistance
is R
5_0
A\/ =25 (7 -r, )T, (2.8)
kr A /(hw ) (2.9)
where W, is the width of the cell. The optimum power point is when the
load resistance is the same as Rr . This causes a current J to flow
through the cell and reduces by 1/2 the voltage drop across the cell.
J = (2.10)
P & V r P E ,S T, (T,- , )12 (2.11)
P~g~V '1/L [S r c'r
The efficiency of the cell is just its power P divided by the incident
solar power. I'll consider only normally incident light, so that
P __(__1.)
gaff ptw - isafe STC-1) .] (2.12)
We can split 9eg up into various factors:
2 (2.13)
T- (A, k, k,)(.4
fe' h~ki +.h If(4L )2~ (2.15)
The term hk, indicates cell degradation due to a heat leak
through the top and bottom layers, the /:(l -1 ) ' term is depen-
dent on the cell structure and can be optimized by choosing the cell size L
properly, while ZA depends solely on the thermoelectric materials and
is the traditional "figure of merit" of thermoelectric materials.
5~1
The determination of the maximum properly involves a
solution to the differential equation
; (2.16)
where E=6< for sx<o and e= - for o<. with
boundary conditions C at x= -i . The solution to this equation
gives 7r =7-i) and T= for a given yL.,E
E a . We can choose the which optimizes yelrc-r, )z
by (2.14) we then have the cell dimension L.
However, a simpler approximate method is to solve the algebraic set of
equations obtained by treating power flow into and out of the o<x <L
and L < X< 2 L regions of a power cell. Characterize the temperature in
o< x < L by TrH , that in L < x< zL by T and
the gradient between the regions by (rN-T)/L . The equations
to be solved are
a = 6 L? +L (2.17)
a em L7 - f1 (2.18)
fL -Y) (T - 7L) (2.19)
e'r+ -rL )' =f T ) (2.20)
We can vary {L from o to a and immediately find 7 -/ , ( -r)
for a given f by using (2.17, 2.18, 2.20).
Consider a power cell using L = 0.1, = 0.9, and a = 0.15.
This a is the absorption coefficient to be used in the photoemission power
cell -- see (7.170). The maximum y, (TrT- ) occurs for jL = .068,
= .272, T8 = .9516, T = .7015; with ye(4- f = .0170.
We can compare this crude treatment to the solution of the equation (2.16)
for the same a- , r ) , L ? ye . The exact values are
= .9460, TL = .6825, and T- ) = .0189; so the
crude algebraic approach is not too bad.
Using this value of Ye -T-) , I'll consider two different
types of thermoelectric materials, metals and semiconductors. For a metal
thermocouple composed of a negative alloy (91 Bi + 9 Sb) and a positive
alloy (86.7 Bi + 8.6 Sb + 4.7 Sn) I'll use the values S=6x10 6volt/*K,
1 e= 2.2xio6 ohm-cm, k. = .0444 watt/cm/oK, ,, = 9.5 gm/cm3
from Ref. [34]. For a semiconductor thermocouple, I'll consider doped alloys
of Bi.Z Te3  and Sb . Te . Such alloys will be characterized by 5=yx lo-
volts/ "K, ,Ae = 8.5 x 10 ohm-cm, k2 = .016 watt/cm/ 0K, I,, = 7.0 gm/cm 3
from Ref. [35]. For a reflector to be used in a Sun-polar orbit, which is
the most useful Earth orbit mission, we show in section 8H that the specific
mass of the reflector should be 1.0 x 10 gm/cm 3  . For a power
cell in which we ignore the top and bottom layers, the metal thermocouple
gives 0 = 1 50A, L = .064 cm, 1egg = .7 x 10 ; and the semi-
conductor one gives h. = 1430A, L = .045 cm, 9eg = 1.0 x 104 if we
use the exact values for y ('r,-r )2 . By using a reflect-
ing layer of a low thermal conductivity material such as a Ti alloy with
k, = .08 watt/cm/ 0K and 1 = 4.5 gm/cm 3  the cell performance
is degraded less than if we used a metal such as Al. We get for the metal
5-3
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thermocouple h = 700A, L = .089 cm, = 5.8 x 10 ; and for the
semiconductor 12 = 945A, L = .081 cm, rf 2.1 x 10 .
We thus see that for a thermoelectric power cell heat leak through the
absorption and emission coatings will be a big problem. By improved
coatings we should be able to reduce the ( i- ) degradation factor
down to I 2 for a semiconductor thermocell, which makes it Z 2 times as
efficient as the photoemission cell of Chapter 7. At the moment, I consider
that fabrication of a semiconductor thermocell, involving the deposition and
doping of alternative ~ 2 mm wide regions of semiconductor, is considerably
more difficult than that of the photoemission cell; enough so to offset the
gain in efficiency. The thermocell does represent an interesting future
alternative, though. The metal thermocell should be easier to fabricate
than the semiconductor one, but cannot deliver as much power as the cell of
Chapter 7.
CHAPTER 3
FORMULATION OF MEMBRANE EQUATIONS
The reflector has no rigid structure and is quite flexible, there-
fore, I can analyze its behavior using membrane shell theory. In order to
obtain a self-consistent set of equations, I'll first formulate the strain-
displacement, stress-strain, and equilibrium equations in tensor notation.
Once this is done, I'll take advantage of the shallowness of the reflector
to re-express the equations in a more practical coordinate system. In
presenting the equations, I will assume that the reflector thickness h is
constant, as is the average modulus of elasticity E, the average poisson
ratio V / ,and the average thermal expansion coefficient Ar. These averages
are taken through the thickness h. I'll use a characteristic membrane
radius C to nondimensionalize all lengths except for h and C. Because of
the mild force environment of space, I'll be able to use small strain theory,
dropping all terms quadratic in the strains.
A. Tensor Formulation
The position of the original, undeformed membrane is described by a
surface £(x'x^) through its midsurface; likewise, the midsurface of the
deformed membrane is given by.S(x X ) . The two independent coordinates
X XZ used to define a point on C or ' are collectively referred to by.X ;
where Greek subscripts and superscripts range from 1 to 2. As usual, I'll
employ the summation convention, and denote ordinary differentiation by a
comma, with a semi-colon denoting covariant differentiation. Vectors are
distinguished by underlining and unit vectors by a caret, i.e., X . From
the surfaces £O(x) and _R'(x') , basis vectors can be defined:
(3.la,b,c)
A , A = (_A,A )/,xA) Aa A (3.2a,b,c)
The original surface 2 becomes 8' by going through a displacement (x)
' a +(3.3)
The straintensor is formed by
HA(A -a)3.4)
which leads to the strain displacement equation
; - A (3.5)
Because of the small strain assumption, the stress-strain equation is linear.
The stress used in the equilibrium equations is averaged throughout the
reflector thickness. The relation between this average stress tensor and the
straintensor is
E
.0 = - or (3.6)
Here, f and aE are defined as averages over the thickness, and AT is
the temperature deviation. Assume the membrane is layered into NL layers,
and that the i th layer occupies Cc fraction of the thickness:
E E (i))6; (3.7)
(3.7)
j=). ()
H E A A"A i +60 AP(3.11)
So H and A1 are formed by
H f E i ) H (3.12)
A yC E OTi)M (D H A) G - i)) A (39.13)
The contravarient tensor Aq appears in ; it is related to in the
usual manner,
A4 A = E (3.14)
Now that the stress-strain relations are known as well as the strain-displace-
ment ones, then it's time to develop a consistent set of equilibrium equations.
This will be done using the principle of virtual work. Assume that the deformed
reflector surface _R is subjected to a surface force per unit area of
with no concentrated load at its rim; the rim is denoted by a curve C'. The
principle of virtual work requires
Sf Cp - + %, g')-hs dt R y4dA J (3.15)
where m is the reflector's mass per unit area, and the surface integral is over
the surface 8 . We must relate 8 
_R and to S .
Z d m~O (3.16)
_L = _L SA i -_+ L (3.17)
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Since S and are symmetric tensors, then
-
(3.18)
f hs-OAA 4A~$~ f ) A dA = C dlS0
A NA ( 3 .1 9 )
A., 
- A
where P _ e 80 is a unit vector normal to the boundary curve C'. Now the
virtual work equation is
(iCp_(s A ) - m 'p- + dhAdf - CAA seA Cc'Af =
(3.20)
Since St is arbitrary then we require
CA = c ' (3.21)
A e60 =o (3.22)
Equation (3.21) holds on the surface, while (3.22) holds on the rim curve C
I'll now switch to center of mass coordinates to describe the deformed sur-
face 8'
' +P (3.23)
NICM fA rm 'dA (3.24)
where M is the reflector mass.
I can extract a Force Equation, Moment Equation, Boundary Condition, and
Continuum Equilibrium Equation from the two above equilibrium equations. The
Force Equation is obtained by integrating the surface equilibrium equation over
the area.
5'8
f m CS R'JdA
C J A J A + K k C C ~ A A c / C z M R /c dA + , s e, ' c_
ol A = C M OIVA'M
To get the Moment Equation, cross the surface equilibrium equation by
integrate over A.
s4A4)" JA A C
A XptJA , 'A
(3.28)
(3.29)
and since sCAe A = 0 on C' and since S 4A is symmetric we get
A P'X p dA A c P mx TT R' dA
dA + P, x fpdA =CMR' xCJ +C
Jx A dA cfAm xP dJA= C t 7m 9 x JA
So the full set of equilibrium equations is
PA =- cM C '
f xpJA c ffArm 2xcr adA
sa'Ae A = o
A - ~ tf2d
( h s, ); = Cz m zC RR + T JA - Cp
The Force Equation is (3.33), the Moment Equation is (3.34), the Boundary
57'
(3.25)
(3.26)
(3.27)
R' and
xP dA
(3.30)
(3.31)
(3.32)
(3.33)
(3.34)
(3.35)
(3.36)
Af C pdA + f sA A )dA=
d ' A + f P,'x (h
Condition is (3.35) and holds on the rim curve C , and the Continuum Equili-
brium Equation is (3.36).
B. Shallow Shell Formulation
The reflector is essentially flat, deviation from flatness is A 1 part
in 100. This suggests we define a coordinate frame fixed in the membrane in
which one of the basis vectors is a unit vector normal to the plane of the
A
reflector. Call this Z , and make the other two basis vectors form a
constant orthonormal cartesian basis set with 2
X = + z (3.37)
8 -(X+' ) 2+(+ A~ + p A (3.38)
J^ 1 - = + pAZ (3.39)
As a notational point, I'll represent derivatives with respect to x or y, inter-
changeably bya( )X = ) = ( So x . Now find the basis
vectors and strain-displacement relations.
A z(3.40)
(3.41)
(3.42)
(3.43)
A-A -) (3.44)
(3.45)
3 +*z,3 3 3 (3.46)
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Let's assume that we know and must find . An examina-
tion of the strain-displacement relations shows that 0( for
general values of . Solutions in which O0()') O(? ) are possible
only when ) and . Define
K = 2 -, 7(3.48)
So solutions where ()are possible only when KO . Let's
assume that is the sum of two strain tensors, one of which gives K=0 and
the other which gives K4o . Unless the first type of strain is much greater
than the second type then O(',) O(z ) . Physically the only source of
a large K=O component of strain will later be shown to be the thermal strain
due to a change in the reflector's inclination to the Sun. By making o
constant over the surface, this will manifest itself only as a uniform expansion
or contraction of the reflector, which I can ignore.
So from now on I'll assume that O (1, ?) Q O (e3)
Remember that my stress-strain relations and equilibrium equations were
derived under the small strain approximation, dropping terms quadratic in strain.
But this says we can drop some terms from the strain-displacement relations,
since O. So terms of OCZ'g\ are quadratic in
strain and can be dropped. Then the strain-displacement relations become
+ Z + $ (C ) (3.49)
+ + 2 + (3.50)
+ + (Z) (3.51)
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Equations (3.49 - 3.52) are not accurate to O(P9 ) ; I will assume that
O~~~f )' 20 2 ~~3f
K 3 + x2)y7X ? ±(?Y+ (3.52)
Later on I'll use K extensively, the two most important features of this com-
patibility equation are that it does not involve or , and that it is
nonlinear in % . Once 14, are known we can compute K from its definition
(3.48); the compatibility equation thus is a single nonlinear equation for Y
I'll use it in the reverse manner though. In order to satisfy the equilibrium
equations, while having no compression anywhere, since the unrestrained mem-
brane cannot support compressive stresses; and having specified torques, in
order to vary the attitude; it will be necessary to deform the membrane to some
specified final shape 9 . Treating 2 as a known quantity, then is known
as well, so we immediately find K from the compatibility equation. This
imposes the condition that K be a known quantity. Since ,y depends only on
S9 , and AT ; and 9)5 are known, then this becomes an equation which
AT must satisfy. It's my ability to control aT by converting some solar
energy into electricity and rejecting it as heat at some other place on the
membrane which lets me guarantee that this equation for AT will be satisfied,
thus satisfying simultaneously all the membrane equations.
Now reformulate the equilibrium equations in light of the shallow
membrane assumption.
( "A A2) = p J1A + (3.53)
Here I've defined the right-hand side in terms of two constants, -F and
C, and a nondimensional vector i . The constant - is where is the
solar radiation power flux, and c is the speed of light. It will also be
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convenient to nondimensionalize the stress. So, from now on, all surface
forces will be in units of ( , and all stresses in units of f
~ mA and make the continuum equation become
(m-OAO ) = g
Expressed in component form, this is
8 A =8) _E. 
-
rB M''.AY /
Here, A 'A 4 and are Christofel Symbols, 8 is the 2nd Metric
Tensor; they're defined as
A01. A
6A - Ay
In our coordinate system A A, A
A+ A
r)' B - are
A
+ ++9,+gZa
/)-a~
i/i ~
A -- - 2< x ~ J +I- )-~I )]A- 1 '4LU~)'±~~l
N , copots yo2
The x components of (3.59 - 3.63) are accurate to )
components are accurate to 0(93).
; while the 2
6 1I
Let
(3.54)
(3.55)
(3.56)
(3.57)
(3.58)
(3.59)
(3.60)
(3.61)
(3.62)
(3.63)
])J - ,IX
(3.64 - 3.66) are not accurate to
X~o +7j, +9x'
A A
- xy + + ,Z
=9jxx ~
1z
Bi2 fxy xy x ~~] =~x+pfZ eat
8J2 -/ - ) > + //
Here (3.70 - 3.72) are accurate to O(T)
The equilibrium equations become
, and (3.73 - 3.75) are accurate to
(3.76)m' + M + 0(pm"0') -A' = + +
65'
All + 27 + (p )
A~z + 2 + ( .)
Equations
(3.64)
(3.65)
(3.66)
(3.67)
(3.68)
(3.69)
x 2xx +
B P xx 
2 +
Br px x x
JT- X2/x7 2 =;;
(3. 70a ,b)
(3.71a,b)
(3.72a,b)
(3.73)
(3.74)
(3.75)
-~L~x~pf E(,)4-(/) 
,
mJ +m' + O ( m )= _' = - / ++( -+O m-) (3.77)
ja " .+2 + 0 +O(3 d) =4,0(378rn r /V(3.78)
Examining these equations we see that unless O (E-A) - the biggest
stress terms will be given by
i + m (3.79)
m +22. 0 (3.80)
7
m" 2 + %ma M (3.81)
In this system of forces it is impossible to have the reflector be
everywhere in tension. Therefore, it is a necessity that
Unfortunately, the major environmental forces, solar radiation and gravity
gradient, have for general reflector attitudes O(-.);O(fA.#) . So it is
necessary to find some way to decrease O(N-i) or increase O(A-S) over what
would be expected on the basis of . The traditional way of doing this is
to give the membrane a large spin rate around the Z axis, thus increasing
over that due to environmental forces. This is unattractive; the
reason is that spinning makes the reflector too gyroscopically stable and thus
you can't vary the attitude fast enough for many interesting applications. With
spinning outlawed, I've adopted the second approach--reducing O(i-M) . Without
going into the means for doing this immediately, we can examine the consequences
of having O(.-) O2 A'-) . Denote as OlmAo( the size of stresses due to
the largest terms of -_Ax or - . Then Q terms, and otp') terms in B
produce stresses of O1ffZmA(o) . From now on, I'll neglect such corrections.
Such a move is easy to justify, since I0';>O( ) >)d~". If 9 corrections
are allowed, then q', appear in the equilibrium equations and the compat-
ibility equation K loses its validity. I don't consider the additional
accuracy to be worth the price in complexity and so ignore Ofym'so)] stresses.
The equilibrium equations using shallow shell membrane theory are thus
MX +m / 9 Y(3.82)
m + (3.83)
+. m' = (3.84)
In Chapter 4 I'll treat the stress state of the reflector in some detail,
showing how to obtain a state of tension throughout the membrane, while under-
going rigid body motion; showing the shape the reflector must have to create
such a stress state; and then considering linearized vibrations about the
static stress state and shape in Chapter 5. After the stress treatment, I'll
make use in Chapter 6 of the compatibility equation to determine the power cost
of producing the required shapes.
CHAPTER 4
STATIC STRESS STATE
A. Formulation of Equilibrium Equations
The surface force g acting on the membrane is formulated in Chapter 1;
it is due to the solar radiation field of the sun, and gradients in the gravi-
tational field of a point mass, usually the Earth. I ignore such effects as
solar wind forces, earthshine, other gravitating bodies, etc. Solar radiation
force is due to three effects--reflection, absorption, and re-emission of
AAphotons. Incoming solar photons move along unit vector / ; effects due to
the nonconstancy of E -- because of the finite size of the sun, or motion
through the solar system--can be neglected in the stress equations:
-sAcs ' )n c' (4.1)
The angle -7 is the inclination between Z and i ; because of the membrane
curvature the local inclination angle is not y but ' , defined by
cosSy' - 1- (4.2)
As derived in Chapter 1, the three solar radiation forces, in units of ,
are: first reflection, then absorption, and last, the re-emission force:
N acot- (4.3)
S.s-a S (4.4)
( oy 9 SCos W) N (4.5)
Here, oL is the absorption coefficient and the static re-emission co-
efficient, while , is a numerically smaller re-emission coefficient, over
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which we have active control. Because i is clearly a meaningful direction,
it will be more convenient to expand the equilibrium equations using coordinates
u,V than X .
uVE Cs ir y0 A sin (4.6a,b)
va -:X sn cos # 0 S -X Csn +/Cot(.ab
A + = cA (4.8a,b)
\" A cos +A9'sint Q+ . (4.9)
(4.10)
v -'sj n p + Ce0 p ~~ +p 2 (4.10)
jv ~ . .. A - - (4.11)
AA A
Z=-s of i - osyE(4.12)
The L)v components of (4.9-4.10) are not accurate to OcP) while the
a components are not accurate to ). Equation (4.13) is accurate to
OT-9 ) , as are the tA) components of (4.11); the Z component is accurate
to 0(3) -
We can define stresses in the u,v directions, and will recast the
equilibrium equations using these stresses
~M2 c~m 0'()( +m.2sj/I ,Cosf /Y + (4.14)
ax Y~V) X1< +(" 7M r QM") mn2 + ±JS2 4.5
M " 4- ;Z ~( a )31 + (3/ ma m sd< - 2 M' ACOS# +m '2cOS2 f
The equilibrium equations are
1 + 1 = S - ^ + -
U 7S
A+2 ,2+p A/ = -
The reflection absorption, and re-emission forces are, respectively:
f -- a) cos - i2- 9 / - c s-s y )()9-cosa7 (2 CV V A
A a{csy -p sn . co .7)+L,)] g
Cosy - ps . CO.s Li f(, ] +joo7$
The f' i,:A)F are accurate to OC() ; I have assumed Ie81 is of so
C Os c 5os Denote the sum of the three solar forces to be FS
Ps 4 ~ 2 'C + * * ~,A >} (4.23)
(4.24)
-s- = -sa 9Vcosy
(4.25)
Equations (4.23, 4.24) are accurate to O(Y*) , while (4.25) is accurate to 0 (9) .
To form the part of
of g. as well, since
due to P, , which I'll call i' , we need the average
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(4.16)
(4.17)
(4.18)
(4.19)
(4.20)
(4.21)
(4.22)
that
s O Co 0.5 + c co.1 + cs yV,' c i oig C -a)os7 + l-a os
s ~~ (- -+ a) )cos z) -A cos y 11 ( + 4 p, fi-n.sz % s2 +A cosY
(4.26)
Express the total mass of the membrane as
-11 - -(4.27)
A =$ Af " n $ + $ pf+ tf C*Audv = iff c2A, (.2
A= f d8dv (4.28)
Equation (4.27) is accurate to O( ') ; I'll use the symbol () frequently, but
in all cases other than (4.27), unless specifically stated otherwise, it will be
defined by
A'1 ( (4.29)
x d d0Ij~a~~v =4,f dLdv X =d (4.30a,b,c)
With this notation, and defining
=£s1pj+ 2L +Lv - (4.31)
In order to find the average + +- .we must express it in A),
constant components, rather than A/ which are functions of Ltv
+ f+ .),1 = -. Sicas + U -akos +.5a sin, -Y cos (4.32)
.. A 1+ i 2) tp f] =1 f (J a)cos- c o (4.33)
J- (I+ t (iV)co y .SAcJi'}La~v]s-2 Li+( yp.5%fA os - -s )cosy I-+J2 z.ay sinycos 5 (4.34)
- 0 - )(7L S~fsm-f +{ ( - )c~ -0.52 co 51 $l + pY +eco
s-VLI +-5f95 +.sL)) 3 {= -. f cos? + I O-a), cosy+ (4.356)
As L+-( _(4}5
-T+.5) )+-.--cosy -(-.,)cosN +(.z- i.raJ,9 sIycosy (4.37)
p in - 0-) ) k +i 0 a) ~Lt )Jf costy -./(9i± f(y)1icos y+A cosy.
9a 2(4.38)
cos--) +''s Cios -+ cost -/ Vc v (.9
-+ ) - s y-5()cos: + -ct )p r cosy +
S I n, O. cos y j sn y l p a) ccos/ yv +. )- -x) co/-S es .I OS
- L +2- s ~ny} -- )Cos z +C(2 - c .rcoo 79 ( -t) +
(4.40)
- .- ,Fp * 1:27 +J)~e cost
__ (4.41)
+/ (t -a)coff +.o CsOi - cos y
Av, -,-a o5s2y -1L p U -' )cos +pR cosyl+Ai cz-a)cosy -cosy)Jv (4.42)
- t -~3mcs+} -T pL7/) 3 sil -ppU (JU -ao) cos' +.5c5's>y -AcosIf
-V . -a.cos-Acosy ±>a +p -a)cosi - cosCLlt)Y p f +. 5pCIg- )cos
-2 Ci- a-)l2ga)? sin/ + 0. -. a.( J)sn' +.sL( 2t 9 f pZ1 fy ( O5rs) -(Q-a )coif~
+(/q-pI) cos ys (4.43)
Equations (4.32, 4.33, 4.35, 4.36, 4.38, 4.39, 4.41, 4.42) are not
accurate to O(9z) , while (4.34, 4.37, 4.40, 4.43) are not accurate to O(
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Now, look at the gravity gradient part of i . Let D
vector from the central body to the reflector's center of mass.
be a unit
- (4.4
Before expressing this in the Li),$) system, consider the size of 3 O O
For Earth synchronous orbi t and a membrane of dIam eer 2 C= kIom ete r
ailc m = 4 ,io 1cm/ this is .3.5'xi 0 O) . So gravity gradient forces
smaller than solar radiation ones by O. In basis D is
D =- sin cosq ^>( +s)nYsin1GF - cosy& A
-n0 )Y'4? OG U GL+.5 1A vsfV - C40S Z6
(4.45)
(4.46)
sp6p(+ <%z+.s 1-p= p (4.47)
E=~w I ( I-3 si'igco ) u+3 sI&/~in o.geosvi L. Q+13 s>%sngcoLu
+(13s i/Z s g )vJ2 E sn yU 3 sG ( s )A 6v-cc0 oG )+( -Sco )2 i 2 C
(4.48)
since r wmdA is zero.
S6 U § . z + f Q-3s zn' e ). V (4.49)
7-3
4a, b)
.
are
VA~ wiss ,LocsmG +(-sy~i> 6  (4.50)
The Or/ components of (4.48) and equations (4.49, 4.50) are not accurate to OLV2
while (4.51) and the 2 component of (4.48) are not accurate to oCL).
Finally, we must consider the dynamic part of ,
C dZ
p (4.52)
There are three types of terms in 1 ; rigid body rotations of the
membrane, dynamic terms due to our changing the shape of the membrane, and
unplanned vibrations. I will defer consideration of unplanned vibrations until
after I can calculate the eigenfrequencies and modes of the membrane. I can't
do this until I know the static stress state of the reflector, which is the
problem I'll worry about now. The characteristic frequency of the rigid
body rotations and planned shape changes will be assumed that of the orbital
motion; for Earth orbit maneuvers this is the obvious attitude change frequency
to maintain some desired Earth-reflector-sun configuration; while for solar sail
or deep space missions there is no need to vary attitude or shape at < day
periods. So u) can be taken as an upper limit for the size of attitude
change or planned shape alteration frequencies. We've already shown that
S o O( ) , so for rigid body rotations can be of o p) , while I
for planned shape changes is of 0(7) , since O)
The reflector's rigid body rotation vector is W , giving the rotation
7Lrf
of the basis; while the A,0,- basis rotates with angular velocity _
W =, +) + o a> A + +
Lt).,= L, P + WP2 + o, C
(4.53)
(4.54)
We know that
C.LP 3 V -O2
4t V -W~P U + Pjz
Adt Z = P,2 L - wi 
rA = -
x
a A
From the known relations between the A ALV) V) and x A Y basis, we get:
t 1 = , , Coi4<f+ i s17 (4.58)
02= WP2~sotf +O.2 cosj (4.59)
wCA)3~ - -p ( 4.60 )
W (4.61)3 P3
+(o + Z (4.62)+w U~w +i W, W'W2 LL (wj- Vw )
dI've adopted the notation Tf ( ) is the absolute derivative of L ) while
Yt ( ) = ( ) is the derivative of it in the rotating reference frame. Let
7y
(4.55a,b)
(4.56a,b)
(4.57a ,b)
=-Q2 -D
be the planned acceleration of R is the unplanned
vibratory part.
- = x - + __xp + 2 x x(+( (4.63)
Now consider only planned and ignore since they're of Ocp"),
and contribute O (9 1) to
( ) , I- ( W +w . (-w Ld)VLL+ELWJ+w, )u-(w,±wfiv3
mC(S) Y= ~=T - (W W 3g 4 ) L- ( 3 - O,
O-0F Z
N mc ((57),-Nv T - (wa + w, -w0, w) +0,- w + w* w3 )v + (W +wf ) LA
- u)v (w +w e )
Equations (4.66, 4.67) and the ")V components of (4.65) are not
accurate to
accurate to
O (9 ) , while (4.68) and the
O ( 3 )
component of (4.65)
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4.
(4.64)
]i }
)vI
(4.65)
(4.66)
(4.67)
(4.68)
are not
Tt PB ), ,while (2p ),y
( 0), ~~ T xj X(- xR) + L:-xp + 2W x E() Z')P
W * .4, W2 w,W, W3 )U+( )v + (,^)p
B. Strategy for an All-Tension Reflector
I now know $ , and can consider the necessity of forcing O(1-)~
O(6".j9A'S). The largest term in -,A'.A" occurs in A% and is
.sy cosft. So the O(9-A/) will be small enough if its largest terms are
of 0( 2 ) . This is the case for -S and N-En already, but not in
general for A/-_ . This last statement does not mean that a reflector with
only i or 1' would be able to be in tension everywhere; excepting the
special cases of y6=o); or w 3  w,wz this is not the case. Except for such
special cases, it is impossible to have O0-V4) (Sg)or 0(,)-O( !-A )
It is only in the presence of the large 1-g that O0A-S),o($-f) are small
enough, and that it is possible to arrange to be in tension everywhere.
We must make 0(01 ) Op) . Specifically, we require
(4.69)
The need to satisfy this condition will impose certain constraints on
the a)A we can use, but Ot)) deviations from the constraints are permitted.
For this reason, it's convenient to split uaa,, into two parts--a large part
of 0() and a small part of O():
a a , +- al
p A R, 4-,
mI = m0+ m,-.sMOE o, + )4]
The need to make 0(N-s )- requires that
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0 (, ) *2 )
0(p, )_- 0()
(4. 70a ,b)
(4.71a,b)
S m., Av=o=,J kjv(4.72a,b,c)
(4.73a,b)
(4.74)
O [ -. s-a )-p u -sa .5s +(/ - )CO-sy O( )
This is satisfied by
( I-5-a ) , Y I / ( - _5-ET") C-5 ), -, 1(4.75)
Remember that a are quantities which are built into the reflector.
Once set, they can't be controlled. Certainly, ,, cannot have any -V depen-
dence. This allows only two solutions. The first has a,=5, = 2 , in which
case go 1A/, . But a is physically constrained to be osas , and since
a, differs from a only by terms of 0() , then a0 <Z . This forces
us to turn to the other solution, which has , =A = 0 , and U
Fortunately, this is physically realizable; if o is independent of y . In
reality, a small y dependence in a which would lead to a=a,+a,(y) is
obviously okay, but such a dependence will not qualitatively affect
the reflector analysis, while complicating it. I'll thus assume that the
ability to create an a cacy) surface implies the ability to make a,
independent of y as well, and assume that a-hr-a(-p). So the
condition requires
-. C m,=(-(/2-, ,0=4.76a,b)
Physically, the significance of this is clear; in order to get tension every-
where we needed larger in-plane local accelerations (S) than normal ones. This
required either a large W3  , which leads to a too stable reflector, or to a
nonconstant 04 , which causes stretching by having more photons be absorbed
in one place of the reflector than at another. However, the nonconstant
in-plane absorption forces ( , are accompanied by nonconstant normal
absorption and reflection forces , and R . This is unavoidable, and
being normal forces, they would ordinarily dominate the stress state, pro-
hibiting a solution with tension everywhere. However, stress is not due to
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forces alone, but to the portion of force not causing acceleration; i.e., to
, not . So where the absorption coefficient is less than average,
leading to a greater than average reflective force, you put more mass, and vice
versa. This leads to the required small N--S . Note that the /, solution is
valid for any membrane attitude, i.e., is independent of y and 4 ; this is
a fortunate and essential occurrence.
Now I'll recast the expressions in light of the separation of a,
,e. into large and small parts, and in light of the required la .
First, note that I can express l, and /, in terms of nit, and m,
~M O=,+ m,-. eE (p)"+()41 (4.77)
The last term in m is a consequence of the need for mass conservation on a local
scale. Now form 5i , remembering that mH is not defined in the same way as
etc., as discussed following (4.27).
~r ~d A0  f4 +-5L0-.(~,c / MAS (,-)a-to01 +h0 ;W (4.78)
where Y W1  are defined in the usual way, by (4.29). Now formp ~~ :
r/r (4.80)
n (i m - -. ( L (4.81)
Equations (4.77, 4.78, 4.79, 4.81) are not accurate to O( .
O Sjl r~ ( o0 0 O
-I/UO { 'a. )csY/ 5±a S ;yi (4.82)
- O -a s - -a,) cs (4.83)
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N-V = i (5p3- a, ) + I (,ni-, )]COS~y+7/) cos y +[(2 .r,)
- (2Q- .5 )+ 34sIn pco)VO + i, (m,-+, n, )LLE.a, + SI, a, -- 5J)cosg + YyC cos
+ .:-.a, 
-+-. 5 3sncos +v 0*+ '25, p 5snycosy + ,
+, -a )s + ) +-.a, ) sn(4.84)
_ - w 3rdy sigcs u (l sg ii v (4.86)
31 nypcosy, -z s+ngv -cos 51 )+ l 11csy ;- 13igo~
C Y n ,,, )( 4 . 8 7 )
sin - W2o L nI V-csn C,05u ) 4 -sny~40 .s
_ " , ~O W ) L 3SU + 0 3 s -"- wC)v' I ( 4 . 8 8 )
-b p o /
+(da-wp2)vy -(d+wwr)Luf+(q+w') vp , -w w) 2 +- (ji)p 5
Equations (4.82, 4.83, 4.85, 4.86, 4.88, 4.89) are not accurate to
while (4.84, 4.87, 4.90) are not accurate to
The choice ofS(-a)/-5,)is necessary for an all-tension reflector,
but certainly not sufficient. Now an effort must be made to choose the remain-
ing i terms properly in order to insure tension. It is the in-plane terms
of E which, if properly chosen, allow an all-tension reflector.
As can be seen from (4.82), the largest term among the
)P W80
in-plane components of i is -a ycoS which occurs in A-
this term has two important properties. First is the fact that a. is a
built-in property of the reflector, and thus a0  is a fixed function of
x,y; not of u,v. So the ability of this term to cause tension depends on
the orientation between the and L4,V basis', i.e., on 4 .
An a. C (,) which creates tension if the attitude is # will cause
compression at .+ r A given a(xy) is designed to produce maximum
tension at some fixed 4 , this value now defines a symmetry axis
with regard to built-in reflector properties. Without loss of generality, I
will select $=o as the preferred value; built-in reflector properties will
thus be symmetric in y. In general, the tension causing L%(x y ) is
symmetric in y, but has ao decreasing as x increases; clearly, if the
reflector is rotated to 4 =fr , this a,(xy) will cause compression. The
second important feature of " is that it only causes stretching
A
in the u direction. Some other mechanism is still required to
A
stretch the membrane in the V direction, to find it, considerA -
For general attitudes and rotation states, we can't guarantee that the i6  or
contributions will cause tension and not compression, so look at
AS . Here the -o-a)pcosy term will cause tension if 2 has
positive curvature in the v direction; but because it's an Ot2) term, we
must make sure that its presence in AV- is not accompanied by an O()
term in A/5 , which would dominate the stress state. Fortunately, there
is not; only appears in O(j) terms of "- , . Thus, a 2 tv)
term with >0 will stretch the reflector in the O direction.
It is to our advantage to make this /(v) term as large as possible, both to
dominate potentially compressive AVS and A 9  terms, and, as will
become clear later, to increase the range of 14l 0 in which the reflector
can operate. Obviously, in making 2 L'v) large, we should take advantage of
the fact that $ o to build in a large 9(y) curvature in the original
reflector shape.
Re-examining ,I-4 , we see that the largest impact on stress of any
term is that of the linear 94 terms in A/-c . This fact, together
with the knowledge that an all-tension state is brought about by proper
selection of the A and A{ components and cannot be achieved by N'_
alone, leads to the following reflector design philosophy. Initially
consider only the in-plane stress equations, selecting a nominal stress state
which approximately satisfies these two equations, and yet leads to tension
everywhere. In selecting the designed stress state, we're aided by having
three stresses: i'1) , linked by only two equations; and can exercise
control over the right-hand side of the equations through such parameters as
aL 0 and a large 2 cv) . Once the nominal stress state is selected,
turn to the out-of-plane equilibrium equation. It is here that our ability
to select 9 has its largest influence on the stress state. Use this fact,
selecting 9 to satisfy the A/ equilibrium equation in the presence of
the desired stress state. Note that this is just a procedure for selecting
a 2 to give an all-tension stress state; the stress state actually pro-
duced by our selected 2 will not be the nominal stress state used in
choosing 2 This is due to the feedback of(u,v) terms in the A4- and
A'- equations. However, by making the nominal stress state satisfy
approximate F-Af equations, which contain the largest terms which can be
predicted before 9 ( v) is selected; we can insure that the actual stress
state is close to the nominal one, and most importantly is in tension
everywhere. This procedure can be demonstrated by a rough treatment of the
important case of 4 =0 . Afterwards, a more accurate treatment of the 4*O
case will be undertaken.
In considering the 4=o example, I will split taU, v) into two
parts; f ) which is built in, and ncuv) which is selected to satisfy the A/
equilibrium equation. I can assume Jgb iniI by a factor of 5 or 10, and
in size is between O(a0-39 and O) . Being a built-in quantity gy) is
symmetric, making quantities like (-a,) zero. I'll also assume nt,=O
and neglect certain small terms in the a equation. The model I treat is
thus
C + 2-y slycof) i
J;L 4 - C
(4.91)
(4.92)
+ -G n - (- )nlsmnycosy' +p~,(2- 0 )( F2/ - Y ) (4.93)
where
0W, 5 1 oGC, S -,G +-W
(4.94)
(4.95)
A look at the in-plane equations shows that it's possible to have a
very simple solution, = , as long as ais chosen so that its
integral over x is zero on the rim of the reflector. I'll indicate this by
the quantity J2Cx,y):
ix -(4.96)
And , is zero on the rim.
Thus, s, and making use of the fact that i must
A
also be zero on the rim, we can rewrite the IV and / equations as
ZQ (4.97)
where
F .l CL CO Sy 4-8 c os +/t (-,. -s,,y- ,x - F~y (4.99)
This equation for n is linear and has no homogenous solution; this last fact
is unfortunate, since if there was one it would be y independent and could
be built in. It is easy to show that there is no homogenous solution; let an
homogenous solution be given by
H - - (2- (4.100)
-ac A H +( - I.55d ) H4 = 0 (4.101)
Since i is zero on the rim, this shows that H must be also. If H
is zero all along the rim, then at every value of y there must be at least one
interior value of x which has Hx zero. But the equation for H shows that at
each such point, H must also be zero. This is impossible, so there is no
homogenous solution. Next, look for particular solutions; those due to
F are unavoidable if gravity gradient forces exist, or if we want to
vary our attitude and thus need ., terms. But the need to vary the shape
because- of a, * , or B, is avoidable; and since such particular
solutions would have a y dependence and thus could not be built in, I will
avoid them. This is double because lf has a cos~yf dependence and
a, can therefore be chosen to cancel it from F, by making A, zero also
we get
8 H + j Ht s iHLn cosy= F, - FX) (4.102)
where
(4.103)
B =-2-1.s &,
Since the equation for H is linear, we can write
H =FH F~ H,) (4.104)
H-= ,y/( snycosy) (4.105)
i =x/(Si cosy)H,, (4.106)
As can be seen, the HX solution is trivial; while the solution for H, involves
a simple first order, linear differential equation. It can be formally reduced
to quadratures, but as a practical matter is easiest to solve iteratively.
Because I<< , the coefficient of i,,x is small, making iteration a
natural and simple approach. When doing so, use the identity
*-0 
- " = - (4.107)
/0 '- 1-
Wj =x/(smycos ) -- x4 /(si ytcosy) +ixH, + li Hy (4.108)
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H si + coS)
X j
IT,
'T=(8+1) 2+i If,. ( ,8*; 3)
and so on.
Since //R<) the iteration converges.
Consider an example; the reflector is circular with radius C, we can
define polar coordinates ry by:
rcoso + (4.112)
in~o
+ e-( e (2-;) ec-s, r e <o
(4.113)
(4.114)
(4.115)
(4.116)
(4.117)
* ysin r
We find X. from the requirement that
We easily find E ' 2 :
, this yields X,=..25e
w
,i=' 'J~i
a
scj
(4.109)
(4.110)
(4.llla)
(4.111lb)
(4.lllc)
(4.llld)
(4.118)
. r - 0 )( r2 ) co a(4.119)
( ) - )(4.120)
( .Ye
(4.121)
This admittedly crude treatment of an solution does illus-
trate some points; it shows that it is possible for a ribless reflector to be
in tension everywhere without spinning; furthermore, you can stay in tension
even in the presence of gravity gradients, and/or, yawing or pitching attitude
changes just by varying the reflector shape. This example has indicated the
presence of a zero shear stress state, which will serve as a starting point
for obtaining a more complicated design stress state in the <p4o case, and
has also introduced the procedure of iteratively solving the A/ equation for
the reflector shape, once the nominal stress state is specified.
But the treatment was crude; in selecting the nominal stress state,
only the two largest in-plane terms were considered, no notice was taken
of in-plane i, or , components, or of the influence of r1(u,v) on the
in-plane equilibrium equations. As a result of both the = o assumption, and
the neglect of in-plane J terms besides the two largest ones, no rolling
attitude change maneuvers were allowed; but for most missions, roll torques
'j7
are needed as much as yawing torques. This last fact is not obvious but
easily demonstrated:
A %(4.122)
it~O 0 _OJ Lt Uf./n Z 5/l~~~v~ )CPf (WaWtZP (4.123)
&j - (4.124)
Wi-5' WP3(4.125)
Thus, w and u) are intimately linked. Now yawing and pitching
torques are easily applied by simple shape changes; this was illustrated by
the F, and F particular solutions for n in the 221=o=, case. Such shape
changes are not nearly as effective at giving rolling torques, though.
Fortunately, another technique is available -- do nothing. If you yaw, then
becomes non-zero; it turns out that there is a restoring torque which always
tends to drive , towards zero, so the reflector will roll and automatically
tend to keep 4 small. But this does requireoNo while the reflector is
yawing to a new attitude; this is why I'm interested in having an all-tension
stress state even when pNo . Incidentally, the existence of the restoring
torque is easy to demonstrate, and is a consequence of the in-plane a, associated
force being in the A and not x direction.
AU XaJ (1L CO~ V n'c.vlck
.S xt A Lt V -A, -V ^A, )dudv ~~ +A$vu otdd
=-SI C 0.5,n* x X, di (4.126)
+ i f 'c*s/ in A J A dx A) (4.127)
Since i>o , this is a restoring torque, giving the membrane passive roll
stability.
In finding a shape which gives tension everywhere for Oko , we can
see from the expressions for i on pages 7,7,9o that we are at liberty to
choose built-in quantities a,,m, , , as well as actively controlled variables
such asp andA . Now I could simply set a,,A,,, to zero and only play
with p ; while this is an obvious step, it's not a wise one. The value of a
built-in a,)A, or m, follows once you realize that p must have some built-in
shape. I've already decided on a built-iny<y) term, but since the reflector
has no bending stiffness, this is meaningless; unless accompanied by a
built-in2 (xy) term. This built-in p appears linearly in -E , and I'd
like to cancel it out by other built-in reflector properties. This can't be
done, since has a slyicosf dependence, while a,,,,m, have only cosy or
Coy dependences. Furthermore, this shows that if we do have an a,or m,
distribution, the 2 required to balance it will -coty , while that needed
to balance a A term goes as cscy ; both blow up at small y . This
problem is avoided by
'eYZ[o (4.128)
so that now the required2 goes as tan . With 8, constrained in this
manner, and with y roughly set by the mission requirements, then built-in
a,,8,,m, can largely cancel the effect of the initial shape in N1 . More
importantly, a A, with negative curvature in the x direction, i.e.,
<o .will prejudice the p(u,v) shapes towards positive curvature
in the A direction, to accompany the built-in positive curvature in the2
direction. As the O(7) stresses give tension in a positive curvature
reflector, this is a useful property; so I'll retain a,,A,, m, . But only a, or
m, ,not both, are needed along with A to give this positive curvature
bias. Noting that the equations simplify more by dropping m, than a, , I will
from now on define m, o . This makes =-.5a , and since 2, don't
help anything, I'll set them to zero. The presence of ( ), in A/-1 turns the
A/ equilibrium equation for 2 into a dynamic equation and thus compli-
cates it not just mathematically, but also qualitatively as now the desired
shape depends not only on what you want the reflector to do now, but on its
past history. In short, the (9), term is a nuisance, which can be eliminated
by using , to cancel it in (H.7o) . From a standpoint of energy efficiency,
it's better to apply forces by varying 9, , but as a practical matter some
small forces are more conveniently applied via S, , which is why I retain
the capability to use it. Note that , only appears in AA- , and that
its average contribution is zero. These two facts reduce its value in cleaning
up O( 2) terms from 1-. . The only other terms it can cancel are the p
terms in A-1 -A/ , and some of the a, 1,n terms from A/- . I won't
use it to do so, since their presence won't complicate the finding of 2
There is one more use for B, however, that of supplying small trim torques
once the desired shape is selected. This is necessary since 2 is chosen by
making certain approximations to the equilibrium equations; so the torque due
to it will satisfy the corresponding approximate yaw and pitch moment equations,
but not the more exact ones. The small trim torque can be applied using A
without having to disturb the designed shape.
Taking into account the above discussion, I'll re-express
preparatory to using it to select 2
0
A4- I =,A sin /yCos y+.r a sin YCosy +po, o- a)cosy + .sa sm A p -2 LC 5a ?cos y+. ra0 s>nzif
+ [ s cos)- w + [uj3tSi' 'c s~+ (4.129)
V, pOa) Cos -- a ) Vtsy+( ~ fd~ cosp tSMwa
+E[w? (I- 3sryp~sir 6) -of -wf-7v 1 (4.130)
$ .sa, Losy-cos y)+p, E ( -i.sa0)2, 82,3snycosy +/0 ( F v- F uL4) +a, 9,A(.myncosy
-.ssm y) -p+ac (.ssnuyeos y -.s y ) / u-a)cos'y +.0sfsinl 1 2y z -7,in-a)Y,cosy
+~~~~ (-5a+14U isi~p-,a 0) E(M)csy + -i-) s? (1,i0,& -, )rcos~ -F. 3o~~
+w 7-, ) J2 -,+ u 4V02- 3. ,z w 2p v)~ 
(4.131)
Equations (4.129, 4.130) are not accurate to o, while (4.131) is
not accurate to 0(93) . I have used the definitions of i , B, F, , F
introduced in the *=o=f? case. I've also split .18:
mC
~6 ( O g9), seC -Y + Ak (4.132)
where Am will produce the trim torques discussed above.
Now I'll approximate the equilibrium equations, and use the approxi-
mate forms to chose the nominal stress state, and shape which produces it. One
brief warning is necessary: Right now, if I take the average of each of the
equilibrium equations, I get an identity. Approximations made in one of the
equations must be made consistently in all of them so as to preserve this
property.
I'll make two main approximations: the first is to remember that
being a reflector, a, is small, and that )a,-ll is even smaller; in the
cases I consider lao- ai .oS . So I'll neglect corrections due to ak5,
in 0(9) terms of A"., A- and in terms of ovf) in A .g
YI
The second approximation follows by noting that the first iteration for in
the A' equation is very close to the correct solution and depends only
on a,,FIFz ; not on the stress state. So the 2,4, in the in-plane
equations can be approximated using the results of the first iteration of the
N equation. Split 2 tu,v) into two parts, a gtv) part which is large
and predetermined, and a w(u.,v) portion which we solve the A/ equation
for. Also define n(uav) as the result of the first A/ iteration; thus,
it's g(v)+n(a)v) which approximates 2 in the A" and 6'.g equations.
A consistent set of approximate equations becomes, if 6 :
A. A n <r +,s-a, Si / CosY + [i- )cos yI +. 5'a.sin y]i(?T Y 6Z) + F r cost-4p)
+ F, r in ( )(4.133)
A- 0 - .)Un- f),I cosV/ +Frcstsy-)+F rsin p-4) (4.134)
-=.a, (cosyi-cos' )+/,[( I. 5 a,)j Rwlsfny yos~y+/p,4 (Fv -F )+a, w
(S n y cosy -,sny ) - S ' i cs y- n L ) 0 5)osV +. I,
-(g,-ft W4 )(f-4 )?iv Co sly +(- 0-rnwsny- -)n.nw, sIinry 4 (-&,) Ei7 (4~~w5)
* ( v iA/ + ((4.135)
+ V (+ vXgw . coszy + F7(E + w) - F r wCos t-p)-Frw sin<-)-F Cv*vcs-)
Y2
- F r (4+g$)sin Cy -9)
(nU-f )Bs)nycrosf ~-s-a, (cosy-coS'y )i 8- r I F 5into-p)-Ff cos(7-9)J
where
Fs , C l c 'fCls*4+,01
3~ 3 w T626,
F6 L| s i,3s)-?-!]
F o I ,[l(- Jeosy, -w af]
(4.136)
(4.137)
(4.138)
(4.139)
(4.140)
(4.141)
Note that u differs from rcoscr-p) and v from rsint?-p) only byQ(P)
terms, which is why u,v could be replaced in f(u.v) and Oy) terms of
- AV- , and in O(f) terms of % . The differs from zero
only by OCp) terms, which is why I could replace F by F
I can and will assume 0 for the design shape. Certain 0(/fQ) terms
Ag
in N i were arranged to insure that the average of the N equilibrium
equation becomes an identity. This can be demonstrated:
+ 4 + ( + ) =A.- (4.142)
F73
(4.143)
which can be seen to be true.
From the (q.133 LI.139) expressions I must come up with a nominal stress
state. I've already discussed two requirements on this stress state; the
membrane must be in tension everywhere; and this must hold not only at =o
but over as wide a range of 14( as possible. There is another requirement
as well: Suppose we misguess 4 , design our shape thinking that =, ,
when actually 4 is some other value z . I want the stress state to
have a safety margin for this type of mistake in 4 determination, there
should be some 6t range around 4 , for which the shape designed for y
still gives tension. Such a safety margin is bought by having stress at the
rim; in the 4=o=" case considered earlier, the circumferential stress
at the rim vanished, and the reflector would go into compression at the rim
the moment 4ko . Thus, more complex nominal stress states are required.
Y Ll
C. NOMINAL STRESS STATE
I can't make further progress in selecting a stress state and re-
flector shape without knowing the a,,a,,S functions which appear in E .
So in what follows I will consider a specific type of a, , , and
rim shape; determining for this reflector a nominal stress state, the shape
which produces it, and the It range in which it can operate.
The reflector I consider is essentially that used to illustrate the
fl=o= case, but having a different a, distribution, and having BRo
The reflector is circular, having a,)o-,,S, given by
a, = d, + (.z- 0) e r cosr e<o (4.144)
a,= arcos (4.145)
=V rsun (r g (4.146)
Therefore, the reflector's mass and geometric centers are offset, with u,v
given in terms of r by
U = rcos c-o) +.:s-e osp (4.147)
v rsin (? - ) ,2s- e.1 (4.148)
.s-e o - r) (4.149)
?= I - e rcos r(4.150)
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It's convenient to introduce an alternate set of coordinates (not
density and temperature) by
rfcoJo-4) (4.151)
(4.152)
(4.153a)
-R (4.153b)
n -8nycosy =sc s-co' s -'a,(cosy -cosy)s
]~ (4.154)
(n,-,7)8snYc E.sa, (cosy -cosy)snp -8Fs.T (4.155)
7
t
A- Z { (-+.sas) sin cosy cosep - I tan I cosi -FcscPJyi1l-o)costy
+.5-Isin 
.i+F3 ~i(e ,a ,)sin ycosy sinp - 20A tan sinP->
Functionally, these are very simple functions of . The most
convenient coordinate system in which to select the nominal stress state is
polar coordinates. Define stresses a-I I )a ~ 10 -
+
a r {- r z
A L= O r"I +2 Lru r
61I = cos5(f-P *) t sin 2(r-P)P +2.
er= - si ty-4'cos .)&Q +[costy-9)-sini(7-pdJ'-+ sin(g- p)costp-t )
LT = i' t - s5 nA t p1 + COS*( p "
The in-plane equilibrium equations become
(r-")r g - * = r1Is"S cos+0-?)+A- Csin(5f-10) =A" +tA'-S
rr" + ae" + ' = rAA siTy- - cos(y-J -?"- +
(4.156)
(4.157)
(4.158)
(4.159)
(4.160)
(4.161)
(4.162)
(4.163)
(4.164)
(4.165)
+. S-;,i~ y- S A
A- = 0-3) 20
a
ta?, I SIA F (1-a'Ore-Os f
.2 e- s c, .2
?pu = 2{ 40n LY a 
Note that r +204*o-.= o, forcing
This condition is just the roll moment equation, and becomes
W.~ r
.wo
w) {rn a(
4 = -- 5(e e5-a) s ny cosy + - a sIny (- cosy)15A s f-.r,,fa
The lead term of this is the restoring torque
LA)- -. se siny Cosps n p
(4.166)
(4.167)
Plug the now known i 3 into F and F and express
fE -r*K, +.s-r2 K, s I Ly - P ) -4.s X
fam r 2K , 3mSyrPp) +.s-r'K,cos2(F-p)
cos 2r-p)
and fZ
(4.168)
(4.169)
K- ( C+.sa)syfcoj +[ (I- )os2y+. 5 a 2J0 fanl cos +-- 0-)ycosZ
(4 17n)
(4.171)
(4.172)
(4.173)iac.F
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- F - F - 2 F, cs c .2 1 [(- 3~ o~ .s-3 siny
K ( e+.s-a. )sin +cosy + O2(1-3,)cos'y +.aOs'syJ A fan NJSin p +2 F,
-2 Fz C 1 L-k)COS2?+.s-5sI
K3= -+. -a' ) siny cosy +( El0-3I)cok + Ssinky IV fan ti
+ F -F32F, a fescf E ( i-a, ) co-s'y +. s 45 sInIy .7 II
.3 3w.2-r S) 6 %Siny Co.$ ?± +Wtoe
to be zero as well.
.
K, h, cosp + b3-b
.3K,= b~sin p +bms. iFLn
b2 C--2?)y cos+y - F F
,=2 F cesc 27j E (i-3, coSlyt +.S2dosrn~yuI +-F
b,= b, +-(I-&0 )cos yi tan i
b, 2F -2F esc y (2(-,)cos'y +. si
By choosing a phase angle , we can simplify the expressionsf, I)
further.
K, = KI z 1<2
cos# = K/ IK
j -. r K, - r4K, Cos (-2+i-29)
f2=+.S r'K sin (2zf +9-.2P)
(4.174)
(4.175)
(4.176)
(4.177)
(4.178)
(4.179)
(4.180)
(4.181)
(4.182)
(4.183)
(4.184)
(4.185)
(4.186)
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While the expressions for K, , f are complicated, the r) dependence
of , is not. I'll use this simplicity to come up with a desired
stress state, and try to have the reflector be in tension over as wide a
range as possible.
Define a stress function F(r,g) in the usual manner:
F r F
r-F ' rF + -
Fr
r = f ,
We can immediately find h,,h from
h r K, ~ r K, cos +P-2 )
rI I l
(4.187)
(4.188)
(4.189)
(4.190)
(4.191)
(4.192)
(4.193)
Noticing that h,,h, involve only a zero, and a second harmonic, I
will only consider nominal stress states with these harmonics. This means that
Fcr,f) can be written
(4.194)F(rr) = P(r)dr + Q(r) caos (27 .2o)
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Since PQ are functions of r only, I can without ambiguity adopt the notation
dP =/ Q
ar P , Tr = q' , etc. Using the above form of F, the known kJhb , and
the definitions of o- in terms of F, h ), , we can express a'
in terms of P and Q:
= { P - K, + q' - - os (~ 2-2) (4.195)
z ~ 4rzf4 (4.196)
~P'# qf/Cc.So+(2f (4.197)
I want to select PQ to do three things: satisfy the g(I,)=a)
boundary conditions; have a ; and stay in tension for as wide a
range of 4 as possible. Formal optimization techniques to maximize this 4
range are extremely cumbersome, especially since the width of the allowable #
range depends on $ and $ . Two simpler objectives which should tend to
maximize the # range are: 1) Maximize a - where ar>- are the
principle stresses at a point; 2) Minimize (a"-a*) , since it will spread
the tension out evenly. I've had no luck applying calculus of variations to
these two problems. In the first approach
= r "6r2 . 62 - (4.198)
Whether I express r* in terms of a general F, or restrict F to the two
harmoni cs P and Q; when I reduce =0 to f(F) 9F = 0 in the usual manner
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- f(F) being a differential function of F- it turns out that F does not
appear in f (F) . So this approach doesn't help me find F(rcp) . In
the second approach, setting (Tx-O})" =0 , does yield a continuum
differential equation for F, and some boundary conditions. But it's not
possible to simultaneously satisfy these conditions, the 0"~~ =" = 0 at
the rim condition, and to keep the reflector in tension everywhere. Having
failed at general approaches, I'll just try simple u,v combinations and see
what 0 ranges I can operate in. The obvious place to start the search
for a nominal stress state is with the zero shear stress. The '=o at
$=0 stress state has an analog at 4 o values with the more sophisti-
cated AU., S - representations which I'm now using. This zero shear stress
state will not by itself be an acceptable stress state as it has zero rim
stress; but it will prove invaluable as a starting ground for more advanced
stress states. The PQ which produce it are
P = ( ~ 3 K (4.200)
(4.201)
~K11
'(j- r) K Ii tK4 Cos (2f 4--2# (4.202)
42 (4.203)
0a r) c -- (4.204)
Obviously, the c"c,))=o c"UIy) conditions are met--just as obviously ar'
is not zero in this coordinate system. But there will be zero shear stress in
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a cartesian coordinate system defined by
w, X cos (-9/2) +Y s) n(v-&2)
w, = Ct-#/R )-+y <OS - 2)
i 
- )
k" (~)r" +2 Z
k [("+ )(.z)
r - smi(r+/2 
- p)
r a = cs (701/2 - p)
+ (-r trI7o- 2z
j:U~ r
k"=.s (l.rl + )- s z n2 + -+. str"-U4 )cos(2z+6-2p)
k = 5(r"- r )s n 7 z) +r" cos (21--0)
(4.207a,b)
(4.208a,b)
(4.209)
(4.210)
(4.211)
(4.212)
(4.213)
(4.214)
For the ", -) -
k = 9 (i-r')(K, +K, )
0 =o
k= i - r2-X K,-K )
stress state,
(4.205)
(4.206)
k 4A are
(4.215)
(4.216)
(4.217)
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I will always assume that b,cos4-b, ,,b>o , and cost0> o ; the
6,os -b,,b, conditions will hold as long as I a,- a,I and forces are
larger than w,, Wa , or in-plane forces. This means
that k" ka , and the reflector remains in tension for as long as
K,- K11 .Define by
(4.218)hK= >0
The function f> 0 if K,>o , which will be the case as long as and
I a,- ,,l dominate. Then we're in tension if f ai
Given coefficients b,,b.,,b, b, ,br then is a function of 4'
and there is a range of 4' in which js . To demonstrate the size
of the range which is available, consider only the largest terms in
b,,b2, b3, b-) br-
b, - e sin y cos y l b4
b2, *- I 4O coS
(4.219)
(4.220)
(4.221)
(4.222)
0gb -o
S~b,+ b-2b, cost b, c-os t+,)
For example, if b,=. b, then
The larger b,/b, is, the more valid the
becomes, and the greater the allowable ipl
reason that we want to make y in g (v)
we can stay in tension for o IgpI t.s'.
assumption that b,,b, dominate
range becomes. It is for this
as large as possible. The
10L4
behavior of f gets more complicated when the full
must be used; especially since time derivatives of 4
general, the larger we're allowed to have { , the
range of f is.
Now proceed to study a case where o(g g>>
tional PQ terms, which when added to the k'= 0
a "(0,f)>0 are APccr-r3,.aQ= . Then PQ become
p [ - a r + er3.IK,
-- r" ) K
e "= (- r) ( ILL - e4) K, + 14 K, cosT (.27 +9-20)
' = - 1- r2 ) x, s m (.7 + - p)
0a" = 04-a)(o- r2)+2arIK,-q()-r-) K, Cos(2 +
b,) b,,~b,,) b expressions
now appear. But, in
larger the allowable
. The simplest addi-
configuration will give
(4.223)
(4.224)
(4.225)
(4.226)
(4.227)
Thus, o2l()i7) =2o( K, > o and d"(,,oo) = = 0 ' ( f)
Looking at a" , we immediately see that unless o.ses.L we will
definitely be in compression for some values. In order that we be in
tension everywhere we require that the smaller of the two principle stresses
(0-T) be k 0 everywhere.
(4.228)
This is 0 if: " _ o and J"oa .-'av'*
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Since the 0-" _
clearly requires
condition is easy to analyze, I'll treat it first. It
(4.229)J I - Lj C
This is a necessary, but not yet sufficient condition for
Since it imposes a smaller upper bound on f than the
we see that the price we pay for a safety margin to allow
is a smaller range of 5 in which we can operate.
Now look at the o 4 o'*o'' condition.
universal tension.
k>2 = 0 state did,
for misguessed *
ra = ( -r+ )X * ( (4.230)
The value of which minimizes the part in S
Cos (12f +# -I
is clearly that for which
(4.231a)
j (I , -' r "I) = (-r )I i -- -1-4 t 1) (i-r 2)[ - +f J+ 2a r24 (4.231b)
Since K, * > 0 , as are the first and third factors on the right-hand side,
then 0 1Ia2Zr- Ii' goes negative when the second factor does. This is the same
condition that drove r" negative, so we're in tension iff
L I- qc- (4.232)
io6
I-oz)2 (o-r1)+2xr' (o-) N(-r-)f Z
Because of the complexity of J as a function of 4 , the most
practical way to use this condition is as a condition on the allowable values
of . However, it is instructive to consider the simple case where
b --- o , bxb, and see how It, behaives as a function of a.
In this case, letting k= T , and E i-e we see that 1el is
restricted by
I>-cos PL C f I+k a(3+E) -k( + ) (4.233)
and that a is restricted to force
k+1
I .i-ki (4.234)
The presence of b,>b, , b3yo , and b5A o may widen or lessen the
allowable range of 4 . The fact that b,>b, hurts, a b3 < Q (as is
usually the case) helps, and the main effect of bri o is to make the
range assymmetric, which may and may not. The fact that we're rotating at all
usually helps by increasing b2 and decreasing b3 . At any rate, for the
b1 b,,3 o b; case, which is always a fair approximation since b,
and b, are larger than b3,br , or 4b,-b,/ , we can plot i
versus a in Figures 2A anj zB.
I've looked a bit at trying to increase the 4 range by adding more
terms to Qr) ; but investigating the size of the f range for even the
simplest q addition -- which is r2 (-r) -- is fairly messy.
P = ( 4 1 3 x, - a (r- r3 )K, (4.235)
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(4.236)
" [ (* ~)(i-r2). K, +I ( (- r) Cos (2f+,-2) (4.237)
c'2 = - (J-r2) +2Lo-rXI-3r)]X, sin t 27+9-2a) (4.238)
a- =22- )(1-r ) 2 rz K,+ - -L( i- r2) +2 L - r4r)]K,cosu + ->f(4.239)
2 _ Z - (i- (-)+2Jr2 ( ( I- r)-2L (- rXi-3r)?
K 4 +zr (-rz) 2 L +2L ( - a)Xr -S91 KK, cos t y- -.2) --r(i-r)( I (i2r)
- g L' ( i- 7 r + 7e'i r) zco.sz(ta +S-20) (4-240)
We must insure that "->o and everywhere.
condition is easy to investigate analytically:
o-I 1- r) f
So 7">0 everywhere iff
Depending on L, this becomes
-co <L< s:o
osL 6
Remember that with no L, the tension criteria is f.l:0-40 . There is no
I107
r- I>
The
(4.241)
O-S r -,. I
) - jO
1 1
(4.242)
1-4fc(
9L- I
(4.243)
(4.244)
(4.245)
Li)K, + Lr 2 (0-r)2' K,,
ra' 2 _ a , ;z -I , - >
- ( 4- - oe)(O-rz))4 ( 0- r) -;z L (
point in using an L which gives an upper bound on j less than the J-L4o
one. So we immediately restrict L to the range osLt s . The use of an
L in this range increases a"i ; the price will be a lower d ,
until I look at o"a-22-o1ari I can't tell whether the use of L, o Li Jb is
an improvement over L =. 0 or not. Before digging into o"r**-o'*o'' , we
can further restrict the range of L by considering r*( o)
02(r) =lak$, -t-2LK,1 cos(z+ -2 ) (4.246)
So, to keep r-22 (,)>o requires fs: . Since it's not worth
considering an a , L for which this restriction is more stringent than the
- 14- ( one, we are restricted to
Sos L s-(4.247a,b)
Ii o L (4.248a,b)
Finally, consider a- z r 'I. As r approaches 1, this goes to zero
proportionally to 1-r. To remove this effect define N:
I I L
( 3 cI1zf~~X# o2 -z4')(4.249)
where
X =<r ()+r) - d 8 L r + L (I- ix)(r- s-)(+r) (4.250)
Y LX (j-7r+r) -L o+r) (4.251)
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The minimum value of K received by choosing between 27+2 and
I2(2+-29) is:
N / -V Y coha +-4 +--r) t-r) +2 L ( 3r-0)1 ~I) X 1) cos(2+-)/
+ (+-( i+r)E (4 - o)(-r2) + 2rzj (4.252)
This is a polynomial in - ; the need to make A/> o restricts -f to the
range o4ifsf(to) , where f, is the smallest positive root of the poly-
nomial N = 0. So the relevant upper bound on f is t ( . Some
analytic progress can be made towards finding this f bound, but it's
easiest to do so numerically. It turns out that for every o, oso :s , the
upper bound on f increases as L is increased up to some L,, after
which it falls with increasing L, eventually falling below j- . The
[d,1)L(o)] is always between t-3.6o and )--io . Up until o-z.2 1-3.6o
is an excellent approximation to fmaX accurate to 1% for &s..5r and
to 3% fo r &:S . Z . In Figure 3, I plot the optimum L, ca) and the
corresponding value of [of (001 .
As can be seen from Figure 3, for 40 15 is not appreciably
increased by using L.rt instead of L = 0. Looking at the lI vs a
plots in Figures 4 and 5, it's clear that the main effect of using Loft is
to extend the range of o in which we can operate. On the whole, though,
I don't consider the improvement with L,,t to be worth the complexity in
finding the shape which produces it. So I'll just keep the Lt stress
state in reserve, and proceed to find the shape which produces the C< stress
state, of equations (4.225-4.227).
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D. Reflector Shape
Now that the nominal stress state has been selected, we must find
the shape which produces it. I'll- be dealing with the N equilibrium
equation appearing in (4.135), and since the stress boundary conditions have
already been met, polar coordinates are no-longer the most convenient. I'll
switch back to the cartesian set u,v (or4,r ) with stress components P"
=s-(O"+S) - ' )sn 2(-f +.( "-r)cos at(y7-) (4.253)
f".5(+r"-r')sin2(-) + O'ic0s 2ty-4) (4.254)
J6.'r "+a-") +6r 2sin .2(y -) -. - a) co.s 2g- (4-255)
1"= s (-/-r*)(, cs p-b)+ a f +r*-~x,(4.256)
14 -- E(1- -7) K,- .af' K,(4.257)
f" =.r -f r *) h + ( 3+r -l K,(4.258)
+g "  , w '+%1 =&-, / - (4.259)
where N-1 is the approximate form appearing in (4.135).
The equation for A (),r) is ambiguous as to w, ,. ; I'll
define them both to be zero, along with i, , . Before expanding the full
N equation, expand some of the terms in it:
[(-i. s-aw - /J 8 w l y cosy = + e (Tsln- cs)$ 8w + 1.s-e (2- aXFw sin
(4.260)
-/W, cost)IsrlInycos'K
114f
Fv-F = (4.261)
-5, )g Cos y -T -r,-/V ~ =A"at( - -3o" ) K, +27 13 /+t i)o*
+ . y F (--3r2) (4-262)
Using the above expressions, and the rest of - , we get an iteration
expression for W
Sw inimcosY. = .ra, (cosy-cos k y X cos -sn4)+8(F,- F,,A)+.2eB 1 F F, s)
JAcos4 -. 2Ze B(F cos+F sin p)r sip +E-eBF, cosp-3,xrK, +.5' 2 (t13,)cosay -
(pa-. ~~1 2s) -[ ,+ ;snp F c s T ) + +(e 0 F, in p - x K, +..ry ( O- 3,) c os'y - 1,-y F
+.sy F(r-.2r) + H (4.263)
H =- .se ( 2-, +. i.s- n yos yI S l~p smnt -- 5 asost )+( -. X 1-./-eaW)
cos p +o(I-a,)(e,ow, -e.g ) ca. )(/~ cosp- . si peosp -rx4 )
sin y cos? + I (,Wo cosp -iw-susn p )(eBtac )sin cosy -- 5"sin3 +(A-.r,)( eAI,-eg-w)]
si nT - F W, F , F SF ' W,+Fw 3 [( o |--3t)K, +.s(f+1*-)(b,cos-3 )]
w + O1-O K, + .5 (I-A-?1a)Kw,+ ± i- ( -1 )ceK, +. (f +t- i)b, 2 w, 3
(4.264)
Here I must use the t's known from (4.166) in F and F. I've intro-
duced e,)ez by:
ze V- (4.265)
n=- e, A (4.266)
115'
e,= 2- tan co I 0.5 r- sC 2(4.267)
asc (4.268)
Let's examine the iteration equation for w, (4.263). It
consists of two terms in 's which don't involve W, and a complex
expression H, which does. The first term in 's is used for the
first iteration to give ny,r) . The second term in 's
is used for the second iteration. H is the feedback part of the iteration
equation. While it is messy, its effect is simple -- it's linear in W, and
if W is a polynomial with lead term r' , thenthe correction to W
indicated by H has lead term r'"' and is smaller than W by Oe <<.
Since ny(,iT) has lead terms of r , then H(n) causes a correction to
W with lead terms r' and reduced by 0(e) , the third iteration is
smaller by O(ea) with lead terms r , and so on. Since O(e)~~ 20
the iteration will converge rapidly. Clearly the higher the exponent of r
for a term in wyo-) the smaller its coefficient, so I only need consider
small exponent r terms. I'll treat the primary terms of W (chosen to have
w) U , = ) and tabulate H for them. The notation I use will
become useful later; basically, it works like this: If the lead term of
, is ", identify W by AM , by A, w-r by
Aby A ,w. by A,, ,and w4 by A, .
I.
'A ,=, A= w (4.269a,b,c)
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A t,= o (4.269d,e,f)
H H,= --25coso [ i.se (2-a,)+I.a Json ycosy -. 5 a, SJpyi +.2s()- a,)e,cos2
+.33 (2-50) e * (JA cos t -rsin <p) sin y.cos y cos +I (.f cos# -,Arsn ):e B+ ae )sjy'cosy'
-. sa sin'y ] +- -. , )Le,+-eor)sn y- Fa0 xi+s F (-.S )(.7
+(;-a-3r*)aK, .s~pt +2-; bces - , )(4.270)
, = A,,, + A, ,O, r +- A,,,, z / 2. ) A +A,,p (r-. 25-)2
A, 00 .375( 2-5,)e'siny)vcosycos 
(4.271)
(4.272)
(4.273)A ,01= - 3r ( 2- ,) e'sin y cos y s 5 o
- aeK,
(4.274)
(4.275)
(4.276)
A,020= [( e8+ aSsin y-5 coy esp .s sin yP cosP p+ e,1 o .gsn"Y -6 +. F
+s( b, COS - b, )
Ao,= .s-( b~sOSP -b, ) 3,(K,
(4.277a,b,c)
(4.277d,e,f)
Hs i.re (2-a~,) + I.s-a.7sny os y -. *Crnf4 -. r2e2 - sy)
-. 375 el o - cos f -TsIn 0)siny, osysp +(pr cost -- 'SIn p )[fe 8 +a, ) srycosyl
-' a s,5'+4 O-.r)(e, - n + - F, )smZ-nFpo + F p + - K, (T4 278
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A , = w As',= w,= 0
II.
A = /0r
A o 0As =I
Ha = A0,, o * A01, -t +Aol(. -. s- +A01111or +AO,, *.2 )
A0110 -- 375(2-&,)es,/cs ?smn cos
A =. 37s,,(2-Z)e' 5nycosinp
A01,0= - F,-. Ki
A,,=[(eB+ a )smny cosy -. ra Sim y1,f p +e, -. ,.sy-F-F& +ieKI + F,
A.102=~ (e s a, )sin ycosy-.axmy ' ep.i)~' -F- - TK,
III.
A~0 i=f -LIf
3A.0 (4.285a,b,c)
A = As" o A=6  (4.285d,ef)20 20
H M [S9+(p-.2sp )cospS -pr-.2rt~smiiL e8+a,smycosy -. ra smn y+[Fe 1f-. 2 /)
- 2f' -- 23 )]/-0a )s3 y- p -2r -V ) -. 2r )+ F( O -0 )
+ 20 ( I-/O - 3 7- )a K, +;<o +(*- X b, cos b, )
H0 -A201,1o + A2001, + A.20, + A3,,, r + A20,, 12
A.,,= . [e8-,+a }sm cos-.a~smy] cos p-..'e, (-- .. e)s n8y +.2s-F -. 2sF
+ 2d K, + b,~ b, Cos p
A ,=. s[ (eg+a, )sinycos'y -. sa5s' ys1# +.are, 0-.5a0)s~n'yi+. rF;
A [030 E(eB+a. )smy o. y -. 7a sm ycoso +e, (-.s,)sn'y -F +3F-.2-K, eb, cs-b,
A2,ct )s(nycosy -- aysa - e2 -. 5r,)sin'y -F,
A2012 bCos 4- 3 -6' NK
(4.86)
(4.287)
(4.288)
(4.289)
(4.290)
(4.291)
(4.292)
11
(4.279)
(4.280)
(4.281)
(4.282)
(4.283)
(4.284)
A 2 =/ ez_
IV.
A',, = .Ar-(, -.2r) A.s tf-.2r) (4.293a,b,c)
A"='I A =A A 0 (4.293d,e,f)
H ),., csq -ptAsin )[eQ+. )s ycosy -. sacsmn yJ+(eif r - eI, r,
- F,opr - Fp r' - F ( .2)-. 5 F 6 r(-.r) +. F -
+.s- (fP' +i---X b, coso#-b, ) 3a <,+r( p- g(4.294)
H, A,,,01o + A,, r +A +sof'+A,,1,r +A,/a +A,, r3 (4.295)
A ,,= l -. K (4.296)
Al,,~ot ( F- F ) +i-aK K ,S. l-( o CO ) (4.297 )7
A,,, . F -. Xz (4.298)
A ,2j~[(e+a)5ce'sy'-.asinyJcosp e,(-. 3,);i-F 3 +.-(F,-g)3eK,
+.s(b, os -b,) (4.299)
Ain2 ~(e 8+aa)siIny cos y -. rasn v4syn 1 -e,0-.r,)smnf-F -. 5.s (4.300)
A1,03=.-( b, cos 4-b,) 3 K (4.301)
V.
= p(?-.25) A= A = 2r (4.302a,b,c)
11?
(4.302d,e,f)
H = (pra 2-A ) cosp -(1'-.zsr )sipJ(z8±a, )s~ny cosy -. ass in13+Le (/-.25A)
+F (p r'-.2rg3 ) + pr-'K2 +20( -31- ) K, + (f 3+pa- h 433+F E P (4.303)
Hz A,, +A020, q +A 13so +A0  /or + AOz .2,o t Aos 3 r (4.304)
A0,o-.2 (e B+a,)siny cos y -. 5a.sin yJcos* -. are, -. ra.).ing +.2r(F- F)+ 2 a K,-b,(4.305)
A ,=. 2sE(( e + ac. ) sin y cos y -.- ae. inysnp+ 1, .ssint +.2i1 +K,4
A OZ3= b,- 6a K,
022, 3-2 -X
A2iez [(e8+adSiny osy -. 5rac5nyJ7oso +e, --. sg -2s,F+F * e )K, +b,
3s
VI.
A 0 =po
30
(4.306)
(4.307)
(4.308)
(4.309)
(4.310)
(4.311a,b,c)
(4.311d,e,f)
A30 =o
A,0
120
A4 =2Asf, = z r
A3=.r(f-0)
H =H, - 3 I[.se(- )I.aJsnycosy -. Sac sn vy cos+ F Cos 2y
+ 1e +- )(p cos # -1sin4)siny'cos ycosp +(/"kos -/sinj)L(e8+a,)siny'cosy
=.,as,n-Y] +2 -.- OE, n -- S F Ff/ r+-.2sj( - C/ )
+3 I O-pD2-s ' ) -K, + 1.s- p'a ,0 + T--t )b, Cost -b, )(4.312)
a + -- (4.313)
3-
A3,1=is ez (2 -k 0)snyIcos'ycos P (4.314)
3-A300 1 ~i) eZ(2-a,)siny cosy slng corp (4.315)
A30 = 3o K, - L.s-( b, cos- b3) (4.316)
A30 - ( e +a,) sinycos , s cosf + e, -F +. ,YF - 3o K, + .s- ( b, cso -b3
(4.317)
A,= f(eg + a ).5iny cosy -.Ya,5sinyJ s1rp -e., (1.gs~z r (4.318)
A30 = .- (, co -b ) -yo K, (4.319)
VII.
A1,= ±A, Aj,= i3 3  (4.320a,b,c)
A2 1  A * o (4.320d,e,f)
H 51H{ = 2 ,.se (.2-,)+i.ra,.lsnry cosy -. siny P -2Lt e, S-aX cosay -,n )
~ 16 e ( x - a ) osp -1s,n p ) suonycos y'n/ +(r, r co .f - ar's n )E (e 8+a, )yiny cosr -.5asin)J
+ (c ,N - e-F ' - F lo"- F±. l ~ F0 3% +~ F p
1 1r (1 -, ' -3 T ') a /r + t J ( .31+ p3 iI 3 . /(, A" (4 .3 2 1 )
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A , Ap -A 1,r +A.,,-.2r +A,,,,,,,t A2dlo(/0 +-A213 1p3r -+A2 22 (f o Ir-1)
+ A2,113  3 (4.322)
A L (4.323)A2.11=~ i6 e'( .2 -- d,)sin CvO Cosy sin -2 )
A,,,,= e(4.324)
A2120" .S, K (4.325)
A2111= 20K 1 +b,-b, eos (4.326)
A2,~~ ~ - 3 F (4.327)
Aa,,,= Lie8+a.sJnysosy -. 5ra, Sin )Lcofs + e, t.Isn-y -2o t- , +.2x K,
+ cs5 - b3  (4.328)
A2,22= - (eB+a, )sin y cos-.. -F -. 5Kt (4.329)
Az113 b, COs -b, - 6 aK, (4.330)
VIII.
A=a- 51 ) A,12 /r A1 1,0 -r (4.331a,b,c)
A4l = A* 2 A 6 = (4.331d,e,f)
H = -. s[.se +- )+i.s a4-snycosy -. ran._snyt cosp + (J0 Lm)os2
+ . e, (i-5,) cosz'y + 1T el 2-,p)(Rcosp -1 Sin p)suin gos cos p cos4 -p 3in + )
L t e +a% )sIn y'cosy -. ra~S,i - 2( e,pfr 2 - e,,f T 3 )(i-.ra, )5ini 2 y - 5/ -5 F r
- Io 3 r - F 1or+ F (. 16 )+y -- 3r) .5 (/'+--)X(,cos#p -b3)
9 LX14 ZT1 K, +/'r - -")K,A p ( 1-31,02- )e K, +.rfo1 ('0r-(432
-1z 2.
+A z,2z2 + A,213 1),3r A 120 (~
A,= 6 e C2- .)sny cosy cos '
A, 20 1= ~ e2-5 )sin cos y sin 0 co5p
A,,,-~K -A lmo2 c K, -- r( b, cos -b,)
Aix = .s-b2- 3a K,
A,,2,= - 4F -K h3
A,, = [e 8+ a ).S ny cos y -. asnl ]cos +e, -. s-E,>sny- F-F +.5-F + ,
+.5s (btos + b 3b,)
A ,13= ~ 1(68B+a )sln ycos -. sai ~i - e, -. )32 -F-X
A Lls.s icos-6 - 3 3atK,
A03  3t
A',, r
(4.344a,b,c)
(4.344d,e,f)
(4.333)
(4.334)
(4.335)
(4.336)
(4.337)
(4.338)
(4.339)
(4.340)
(4.341)
(4.342)
(4.343)
Ix.
A'3 = r 3 IA 03 T
03 3
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Z_, 
-) -t- A,;z cl 0 (loA1210 lo + 4110, 'r- +A ( o 2s, ) +A 1,2 11 /or +A,:z 0 z
H = {03 Li i1.r-e (2-T,)+I.-a.j y in /cosy -.s-aesin ylsin - e.(1-&,)I (2 cos'y-sjny )
3A
-b s 2-x,)(/, cos9 -7-sin4 ) in yco-sy sino p (/,r'cos t - r-'sin p) ( e R f- a,) sinyea )oy--5,aSinYj
+(C ej ,3 -e _r4 )( !-.5r0, )ssn2y - FpiAT- F T7 -. 3 F 0'1-3 Flo 7- + F 3 +12pK,
A03, eU~Otoys1 71' (4.348),
+1.1= (-po- Ka 4 - 312- 71 a X, + 3/(/0+7- (4.345)
O,-z A A ID + A -r, +A,,, + A, W-.2 )+AO p3 r1 + Ao ,z ( 2 -J,
+A /r3 +A (-)(4.346)
Aoo ~ 3 eZ(-,sn o o (4.347)
A03e0125, slnyco y-0 sin' (4-348 )
A031,,=o dK, - 3, (4-349)
Ao,30;2 1. - X, (4.350)
A033,= 3 b2, - I F K, (4.351)
A, -3 F - 1. 5K (4.352)
A = (e+a )inycosy -. raa sn y Jeosm±e, t -. s -)sK --3F6 +F+k,-+3b, (4-353)
A,0= -Ce + a( Isnycsy-re~ ~~ -. 21.r,)s only -- F, ~5K (434
This set of H tabulations will enable me to get a fourth iteration for
wyp-r) , which is all the further I'll go. So my design shape will be the
fourth iteration of the W equation (4.263, 4.264). I will need to tabulate the
1291
next set of
A10 = f -/' p 3A ~ = 0
A6=oA ,= 3/'
A31= r -
A F ,,o3
A' J3= $/1P - A2 24
.A = 2-7
A =,A
A',' =pr -/
A=o
AA
A04 9$
A -r 3
A3,= I(sf)3 £ 11(
A ,= 0
A 3
A 22
A = 2 -Z a
(4.355a,b,c)
(4.355d,e,f)
(4.356a,b,c)
(4.356d,e,f)
(4.357a,b,c)
(4.357d,e,f)
(4.358a,b,c)
(4.358d,e,f)
(4.359a,b,c)
(4.359d,e,f)
The advantage to my notation is now apparent; the correction to W due to a
term in the previous guess is ' , the correction to
, etc., where:
HN,%=A,,,1 A,", +A,,,,A," *A,020A, + A,,,,A,7 +A,+A A
Hw= A.0,,A'", +A.,,,AI, +A., 0A", + A,,, Am +A , A,
(4.360)
(4.361)
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A 
, 
, though:
w = A03
w,
is H'03
A= =
A",,= 3/tr
A',3= alp~r -
Hl ,= A A," +-A , AK +A. Am, +A24 A",R +A , A m"0 A2010 A30 A2001 of 203o 0 ~ 20Z A21 A201Z m
H,= A11, 0 A" +A A A+A 11A + A I2, An +A01 ,A,31 A,, 03  03
m' A, A" +A,,+A An ,+ A ,A" +A., A, + *A A w02 A0210 A[> 0 0201A2+ 01 20 300fk1 .2 021A0 A"' t 0203A"3
H3 A3,,A'" +A30 ,A" +A3020 A2 A +A 0 AR +A,,,,A" +A ,A,*Z
H A,,,11 A" + A,,,, A" + A,, 4,oA , +A.),, A'" +A,,,A'" +A2,,,A"*+A., Al +A.2113 1"
H"1=A 0  0) 20 itA21 3m 21
H A ,"+ A A" +A, A In+Aa A A A' t AA +A, A 22
+A, AA +AA A AA
H I"= A + A,,,, A, +A,, 1 A,' +A, 0 A" + A, A"', + A ",2 +2A ,A '"+A A
B M sin Sy y N/-ng ) D,, A+ D,, T+ D2,, V'-.,2r5 t +D,- + Do, (*-.r - H
Let's define the coefficients of the second set of
(4.362)
(4.363)
(4.364)
(4.365)
(4.366)
(4.367)
(4.368)
(4.369)
's in the
iteration equation on page i5
D)0, .5- e8( F co-s + ss,n <p ) cos
2 -. 25e28 (cos + F sin 0)sinp
D20 CeF cos9 -3olyK , +.sy" -,)cosy-.s- 5tFT
(4.370)
(4.371)
(4.372)
(4.373)
,<as D, , ,Do,, ,D.2,)D,,,)D0, in ( 9.-3 l7).
D = e8F sin -oyX, +-.5a(1o-,)cosy -. sFj *F . (
Define the i th correction to the previous W guess by W(i), and give
it a superscript m, depending on whether we're talking about w
W'( ) = e A*, - e A (4.375)
This is just the n(p,?) and its derivatives as defined in (4.136).
we+D,, A," +D.,A, +D A,* A'D A j (4.376)
w""(-- (8smy lcsyIdf( e,A A,,,-e, Ae, 1,+tD, )4," ( eA ,,- eA., +Dt,)H,"+ (eAa -eA
+ Da)2o +(e, A,1- e A I+DI)#n +(.eAm e, A 1+Dzo A . + (4.377)
w*('9)= ( 8smycos [ A0 ,2 (e, A -. - D , A eA,, - e2  m, +), A2,,, e, A,20
-e2. A3) sm, ± oy) A31 (eA O1-eA,,,oD3 )A, 0  loot 0. -e~ 12+ J, A30 eA01 ~0
- A 0+)A -e, A,,4-37A )A ,e
+ D A0  C e A ,0 - e EA. ,,,D, , )A, (A, A,,,- eA011 ~-t- 0),, + A1o,0  (eA,001-e2A.,n+D )i-D 0 , 0
+L 1 A eA, 01-eA 0+i-D ) i-A (e A. (e A, + ex A,7D,)+ A , (e, A -e A D,,)H
+ V A,,n 0eA lOD e 11+ , I ( e, AIO., e9 A ,+ , ) + 101e A eA ,o
+A05  to(A10e, A00, +D,,)y',* +E A2 , 3 (e, A,00 -e eaAo 1,+D0)+A 1o (e,A, ,0) eA ,,+),,
+-A00 ( e, A ,-eA 0,,D0 )]H3 + A te, A,; e. ,,A04 + D )+A,, (e,lA,0 -e A,,) )A0,n ( e,A,,02
-+e A,-+D )3 H2 i A v (e, A ,020- el A ,,+D2 ) +A,, (e, A,, I e A0,,+ D )+A0,,)-t-e 023 e,AA0)-e, A0302
+ )H + A , mA , , )+A (e , AlozA e, 0 A 2 - ,,+4,+De ).H,,"1' (4.378)
The end result for the shape is:
wA t )]H [ (e w'k we,) w"k - AJ(4.3792-a~lb)
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4-374)
= 1 W k)
y, ( ,) = , w'(.k)
We can collect terms, casting
first, define intermediate symbols Jak
310 =e, AIM - e2 A01,0 + D,,
LI
> kwi WM)
w, ( k )
(4.380a,b)
(4. 381a, b)
as a polynomial of A",,k
and hnk
.eIA 0 o~-e AOI±jDO
3 e, A 02, - e, A0,,, + D2,
Ze, A,0 - e., A., +Do
02ae, A,,,; - e. A,,,+0 D
h, g,, A100 + ,, A01,0 + g2 A-208 +g31, A,,10 * goz A0210
ho,= 10 A,00 +01 A0, 01 +32, A.200 + ,, A ,10, +3o2 A,
20 * 3, A102 + S.,A,20
112=- , A,, + , A I,
h0l = oA00 '2 .S-'q1AjOe2
h,0 = 2 A2030 + g,, A i,9 +gSo A 0.30
h . , A 2 , +g- 2 A,,2, +g,, A022,
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forms;
(4.382)
(4.383)
(4.384)
(4.385)
(4.386)
(4.387)
(4.388)
(4.389)
(4.390)
(4.391)
(4.392)
(4.393)
, + (394)A 2
03= O A1103 +- 02 A 0203
w'(3 = ( + A, A" + A " +hA,"'+h A~2 +hA K + A), AW '"(3) 1 101 of 0R 20 ItIt1 02 0 0 -02
+h, A,+ AA03 A0
= (8 slny cosY r , A +P,, A,'" + 20,A" +P,,A,'+i A" +1,A" +-,A0
+ ,2A,+1 03A, +9 A + 22, An" + ,2 A +, A7 +1 A, "
(4.395)
(4.396)
(4.397)
(4.398)
(4.399)
with
1,0 10  A010 + ha A0110  A2 010 +A,, kA ,,,+ A0A.,0+ A30 3 010  +21A ,+ A,2A, 210 A03 A03 10(4.400)
A 0A,, +hA~,+ 0A ,+Al Al,, 02A020,, +3 A300-A2A2+A, 2A,20 +AA,0301
£101 10 A00 01A A200 1 
i-
h,, Al +0 A0,2,+A,,A,0 + 00A 0 2 2 +- A, 2 A 220
ilA ,0 Atol +A., A I 1h, A2 , +-h12 A,211 4- AO3 11
102 A,0 1002 +A, A ,1 +A,, A,2,2 +A03 AO340
(4.401)
(4.402)
(4.403)
(4.404)
(4.405)),3 0 =20 A 2 03 oi+ A,,A s +0A0 A 0,230
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(4-394)
w'o = e, A *, - e2 A.,
w~m (h sU) yicos Y)i l ,A,+g + 0 A ,+ geA, + A'2
(4.406)
,A h2 A,,12 +h,, A l+-h2 A40212 (4.407)
03 h,, A,,0 + h 2 A0203  
(4.408)
E4 0h 3 0A ,4o +J1 A 2A1 +A,2 A,4, (4.409)
, 3 0, A 31+h2, A2131 A A 03 Ao331 
(4.410)
2g? h30 A 3 02 2 + A2 A2>21 +A ,2A, + 2 A22+ 0,3 A (4.411)
P,. = 62, A 211, + 0,2A,2,3+ A03 A033 
(4.412)
0 A,2A, 2 + h03 A (4.413)
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),, = A2ZA2,021 + h., A 12,1 + A02 A ,22,
E. Example of Reflector Shape and Stress State
The procedure in sections 4.C and 4.D for finding the reflector
shape and nominal stress state may be illustrated through a specific example.
Consider a reflector in circular Earth synchronous orbit. The unit vector
from the Sun is / , and from the Earth is D . The plane of the orbit is
normal to Z . So, if the orbital frequency is U, , the orbital motion
is given by:
d A
WF D (4.414)
;t - (4.415)
DF =(4.416)
Choose the reflectors attitude so that ,$ lie in the 6,2 plane,
and so that the sun angle -yV is constant. This determines Ir, 2 as
functions of y and the 5 , basis. Also note that withA,9,2 and
D we know the y, and needed to determine the gravity gradient
effects.
CO.5Y -) fl Co S19-11(4.417a,b)
= - ,Cos Y (4.418a,b)
2 = -yr (4.419a,b)
We next find the w, associated with the required /,i, .
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dA - A A
A A1AAt W = W3^ -'V
LA - oq l
r 3  -oCO +5
&)O3 w 0 Cos y
= cosy fS%
= - Wei)i y rE
Let F = , , and use the definitions of through F7
cos~y ,- say j8 F -siny
F o
F F C0 y-ef - cs+ 0, )0
F~= S---.s- e +.as)sn*cosy + 8 . ( sy -siny Co5? )IS~n
F. e+.sa1, si- y cos y + 4, a 
F Fc Co +
F = F fsny
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(4.420)
(4.421)
(4.422)
(4.423)
(4.424)
(4.425)
(4.426)
(4.427)
(4.428)
(4.429)
(4.430)
(4.431)
(4.432)
(4.433)
The roll moment equation gives 0(#) :
.r ( e +.5a y ) In cosy+ i a (sin-Sny CO YIS
For small 4,
as harmonic oscillation.
maximum allowable 14
noting that while 14'
i.e. Iu1 S30" , we can just approximate this equation
But even without this assumption, we can find the
for any o( of the stress state. This is done by
is a maximum, 4 is zero.
a 
-b, =-e+,sa,)sn ,Co5 + 28 tan E02 t- )cos' +.5'rna, s )
b (1-F , ) y cos0y5
b3= F fl-q9cos'y E(-i)csy+r t/ 3
b, b, + 2 tan a (-E) Cosy bI, -c
To be in tension everywhere requires
i -92?- ; a t = (b in f bc s -bi- , b. '' ( b, c-OS ~ , b )
Turn this around, and get, using -
Th + i (s + 2 b,- b,+ b +b,)] coso + (,- b, py - (by+
This polynomial yields a if(r
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(4.438a,b)
(4.434)
(4.435)
(4.436)
(4.437)
(4.439)
(4.440)
Let's plug in some numbers; = 2.27 r sec2
=7.27 x or .ec , corresponding to synchronous orbit, with
mi 4 x 1o~ gm/cm2 , 2C 1 kilometer; and gives F4= .xo4.
Choose , = .20 and let the minimum a be .15 and the maximum be .25
'0 - _ 05
This says that e is - = -. 02777 B is 2--5, = 1.7.
Select = .0075 and a. = .002 . Then we can plot 111, vs o( for
various values of in Figure 6.
FIGURE 690
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At low 9 , b3  is large and negative; this lets us operate at larger 144
values for a given d than if b3  did not exist. Note that I've taken
IqlIX =0fo as an upper limit, the reflector can actually operate at
even larger values of 1$1 for small y values. As \ increases,
the values of b,, bi rise, and those of bX and b3  decrease in
magnitude; the Ia,- i, caused stretching dominates and hence the
reflector cannot be operated far from the # = 0 attitude.
Table 1 gives the shape coefficient corrections for the first four
iterations using the previous reflector parameters with Ny=1is" , and a=.s.
The reflector is undergoing an oscillation where 4 varies between
30" and -30 . Consider for example the point in the oscillation
where * = - 30" The shape coefficients after k iterations are the sum of
those for the first k columns in Table lc. To illustrate, consider the
approximate shape described by the first two iterations. Including g1,r)
it is
3.03 x o 3 (.s O-.12s)+ 1.22 x 10-+/7.Sx o- 3 (.sr"-.125) i.x /o~'( .2
+1.32, xo-r (.5,p 2-.Is--r Y7) +I. x Iopd -. 2s-) (4.441)
The 4 used in the above tables is gotten by approximating the
roll equation for *(f) as a harmonic equation; which can be done since
I is 30" The angle f oscillates with frequency
4 &2 , where
F . -.5 (A Ce + s ) ny osy + 9 a z a ( sIny)V - S I n Y Cos5 )(4.442)
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TABLE l.A 4=30
m A e, ea (Bsmnycosy) g. % (s,A Cosy), z .8sn ycos ..
S 303 x o 3.oS- ( 107 -1.5-0 x 10~7 -6.40 x lo~
O I -1, 22 x 7 -.76 x o 76 x 10~ -. e xI0 o
2 I.66 e I0's -2.? x 10? 3.71 x 10~2
\ I.32 x lo 8. 55xi 0~ -. f1 x10~i
o 2 I.L10xJ0 o-7.77 x lo~'' . L 6 tlo~7
3 0 4-.7 x10- ~3.00 x10"
2 \ 1. vx o'? -). 25r l0o
I 2 -Lo x p.52e1o~
0 3 7.22 x 10 3 .7f x 10
t o -;.2 3 x ldo
3 1 S. 25 ~x 1O~
.2 2.7. x vqo~
1 -2,)3 (1 o
0 Ll - x0 10~
TABLE l.B
hi n e, e., (Brug coss )~ 1(-9)Vc'" 3 "m'
1 0 ." 1.27 x0 .6:2 x 6o .77 )(10"
0 1
2 o -1. If7 160~ -2.411 x 10~-~7~ t x 1lo~
1 1
o 2 -1.17 x lo~7 7.o x 10 1.5'0 x 10~
3 0 1.3 He 10I 2.5' x 10~-i
Z ._-l21 2X 10~7 -. ix i c
0 3
'1 0 -3.01 x 10
3 1
2 2 .3.6) x 'i~
) 3
0 __ -7-5'x 0~
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TABLE 1.C 300
m n el e B Jnyco*Y'03mn l* ' -, (syo CO
I 0 3.03 x 1 o3  3.05' x 10~7 -)L5oox 6~7 x ~
0 1 ).22xlo~' I.7xlO~Z (74x10~ xlo
0 1 . 46 x i 6-s ~ 2.p x lo~7 3.71t x 10O
1 1.32 10-s -9.55' x 1oI g.41 x 101
0 2:z il ( lo- xN K0 - 1- to' ).,16 g Io~D
3 o - '.p x10~' ~3.00c x Io
21 \-1,?x1 I .25 x 1
0 x 1- 7,5. x fo~
0 3-22o -3.77 x I 0-
'1 0 - - 2 x 0
3 \ -5 .25x I0~
-10' *
2. 13 x to
o0 Lf -6.o 1 lo~
TABLE 1.D >-
m n e, eC (smycCosyOP, (8sz sy!T'hy
0 S .'-13 x1 o' L.63 xlo~7  -I.3fxIO~ ~2.39ix (o-
O0 -5. xy 10 x 10~10
I \
0 2 9 4 x- q -7 - 2.3 >( O
3 o 1.15 /'~. x 10
2 1
2 1/ x --. 9 x 101
O 3
,3 1
.2 .2 ).f x q /O-
13
0 Li 1. 33 x 10
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For the parameters in question ( d,=.2, eo y =s-*=.o c )
then dA =2.36. So 4 oscillates faster than w .
_ o( )(4.443)
7 Cos d, wO)
WoA sindAw,) (4.444)
It is apparent that the approximation made by replacing 9V,r1) in
the A". A'. expressions (4.129, 4.130) with the sum of g (r) and the
first iteration for W(lT) as was done in (4.133, 4.134), should be
decent. It's also obvious that the iteration scheme converges rapidly. An
easy way to demonstrate that wy(,'l-) converges to the proper shape, i.e.,
to that which gives the nominal stress state, is to form the left- and
right-hand sides of the A/ equilibrium equation; namely, w + 2w +(y+4,)W
and (4.135). Use the shapes w ,i) corresponding to the first, second,
third, and fourth iterations. If the algebra on pages IN - 1o30 is correct,
then the left- and right-hand sides of the approximate NV equilibrium
equation should converge to each other. They do so for the sample reflector,
orbit, and attitudes considered above.
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F. Actual Static Stress State
Of course, knowing that the shape and nominal stress state satisfy
the approximate equilibrium equations (4.133 to 4.136) is not enough. What
we really want to know is how far the actual stress state produced by this
shape according to the equations (4.129, 4.130, 4.131) differs from the
nominal stress state. By subtracting the approximate equations from the
complete set, we can obtain a set of equilibrium equations giving the
differential stresses n4 in polar coordinates. These differential
stresses are the difference between the actual and nominal stresses.
One possible difficulty in formulating the equations for n/
occurs if the angular velocities appearing in F through F are
different in the true situation from those assumed in the approximate
equilibrium equations which were used to find the shape. This can occur
simply because the actual torques which are produced by the reflector's shape
are not the ones predicted by the approximate equations (4.133 to 4.136).
In the case of yaw and pitch torques, this discrepancy is removed via the
trim torques produced with jt . But the roll torque discrepancy is not
so easily dismissed; the $ calculated via the roll equation (4.166), is
not the actual $ ; since the roll torque used in this equation only
approximates the actual roll torque. Now, when operating the reflector we
will calculate F, through F using the actual jp ; we won't
run an open loop controller based on the approximate roll equation. To do so
would be fatal, since over a period of time the predicted 4 would differ
significantly from the actual # , and the-reflector would go into com-
pression. So, clearly, the F through F used in the expressions for
the nominal stress state and shape should be those calculated using the
actual 0(f) , not the t obtained using (4.166). The last
presentation of the approximate equilibrium equations used to define the
nominal stress state and shape for a general reflector was (4.133 to 4.136);
before the mathematically essential p0-S = TA'- condition was enforced.
The general set of approximate equilibrium equations after applying this
condition is:
A'.9 = (I, a'i- 2 IA )sinycos l +.5- (a, - zT-FF )sin ? cosy - 0-2~, )n,cos'y +zi,(,
.s n,)s + F,p +. 5 ( F, + F. )r(4.445)
K';z = o' 1 -snycosy p3, sinycost (J-,)(+n,)cosky ,OFn5s~n'y + F,, + r (4.446)
-. a, (cosy-cosay )+,{ ( s-a.)w BwOa]sny cos y+,8 t(F2V- FSin + aw(
sin 'y cos'j' -,5Inay)- a~ I.rsmny coy .rsin y)+ (,-.sa%)nrws,nzy + (I-3,)~1 cosay~+ (;-z )(~,(+r o ~ ,-F pg ,+ .(F, - F )T- -fg
N, s iCcosi :. 5 a,cs s )F -CY/L (4448)
I have made use of the gf ii, )f , g= O conditions, as well as
the fact that g is a function of v only (or equivalently of -r only). It is
readily confirmed that the average of each of (4.445, 4.446, and 4.447) yields
1Lio
an identity; the (F5 -F ) term in (4.447) disappears when its average is
taken. Polar coordinates are best for finding the differential stresses nl',
so put the approximate i. planar components in polar form:
=oA - +A'- =,osinycosy +.-a,O sinpeCos/ -(,on +- n, X -5,)cos y
-. sa,p, sin5 y - -a.) cos'y + F, +2 F r - F (4.449)
(2- 73-2p 'E ( r),- 1)Sy sy+(r- a~ Ir--sal -)ny COSY + (1-p nj,)
(|3,)os -d)o2 ()-Zi, ); Cos zy - F~p + , -*)+F p
(4.450)
It is easy to confirm that J-=0 - Also confirm that for the
special case of a,=&, + c 2-Z,)erc~os a , = ae rcos we get the f, andf2
used in (4.168, 4.169).
Next, formulate the full set of equilibrium equations (4.129, 4.130,
4.131) in a similar manner:
A- = Ax'sinyco ' +.csa~in ycosyr -p, 2- X( cos'y -- ssf') Axw[(-aO-)cs'
+.s Sin Sw A( )-, ) -s ,w +/.A0F Ll ±/, F V (4.451)
A". -p, (a- a")Cost yA, CO(Sw -Z-? )(+,)l +(2- ,COSy 2-,<e,.+w..,.)
+,F. LA +, F v (4.452)
I've not yet applied the exact roll equation, which must be done next.
This is obtained by requiring that 1"-i = r-A".9 , and it will be con-
venient to split F4 and F. into two parts:
ILi1
F = o, s--syG +W, W =r F F,)
F7
(4.453)
(4.454)*2- 3
. - - - s y -cossc , SnvYCos s +/4,-(--,aX P-.rs) i-I,)cos'
+. , 3W - ;~E)cosv --.f sinky )1x woj-Lo ( 2o,)cos(yClr +W)(a-o)( ±w, cosk
(4.455)
Letting ~- = (U+V?) F , we see that the
moment equation is:
, 3 ~7 'j, siyycos* +.sI 3? 5iycosyir 2- o)XW
-- (t3,cosap .&si~ 1 +I 2-3,A )LCos'y -rsinO )T ,W -p ,s .2-,Cos0Y
Ax g.,+w) +i/<!-,)pg...+y~os~ -Vl ,)osYpAx (3.+ W ) +-V Ff - Fpv
Use the facts that ,~~f, =xcos , _,-xsap , u/p4/., ,vT+1iX
and that s(i.,+w,) = '
_T X0 s511s10 c
, X 0 = x-r cosy
to get:
sy~ +f.s 95~? si.ycosy/ -ix, (2-3,)sn (cos5p-.s-sia')/w
-. 5,-snA iw +9(-,(o' -- sv' ))0'w -x 2-, os csy tw.+ ,.
- (23 )o~p (.,.+) v(F- ), ur +9 F ISp,tv-p ( (4.457 )
Substitute this result into the in-plane equilibrium equations (4.451, 4.452)
1HZ
(4.456)
v + /#OFCo Sly A )x -/t,,Fj LA lAt o F6 VIA +Iu 0 F, ( tA f lp + v-r
+yF g l, (v T- up0)
using u t -pgo/ 0v opX 7 Y
+ _- = (S xsin ) sin cos ( +. s-1a,+i Ya-'F )s cosy'-p, ()2-,0)
+9p _S1x2Y )1'+2- Xos.2AP4--s-I)x+7,,ew)-p -,cos" y- W(0W+4
+ ) 0 )(Cos~ + Co. 2) TX (W~
(T + X. cos)+,u+(-,) COS'yxr, (3+ W,) ,xy + +xyT:)
+.r(vr -ix0//-L)+EO V+u+X yUO ( v1-a > J (4.458)
/o A"1-7"_ -14 +p Y, sinl p (r r+xO rcos ? )]sin ycos + +.. [pr+xrcos ) 
3'
- a,'KIsiny-fcosy~',<2-3.)(COs51--'')Axe4.(L-~ix~s:in4(r*+-Ix 0 rcosyo)+(i-3,)cos't'
( w- -14 -d).1 sin, y Er w -9 ( r --x,rcs )S+ -,) ok .s2
+(-5)csk~pxgw,-F,(;xP oX ip W)+pF1-VX[ o5(r +xrcos)]
- - u T ] + p ,F 5 [£ vp -i tr x ~ r c o s y ) , ] ±J , 5 [uep -~Lv r+ 9 r + x c o s o ) / tv AL l r] 4 4 5 9 )
We can easily confirm that / d'-i-A". = o . When expressing
the W equation, you must remember that using the full set of equations we
require /v = o ,while in the approximate set = . This dis-
crepancy is corrected by adding a constant to the 9 chosen using the
approximate set of equations; thus, none of the derivatives of 9 are
affected. The only change is to replace IA"op in the IV equation
(4.131) by /4t (7 ) while retaining the mathematical equality = o
The equation (4.131) becomes:
19.3
- .5sa (coCo-cs,) + E[(.;- ). a,)w w +p,8 (F v-
+ a (sin y'cosy-.-5'sin Y) -,u.5w (1.5-siny cosy -. si)+,a t . -a)(cosiv -
W.y ,w +pI , (.2 )Co s'y (g,+ ) A)e +J + .s-, a, fsn - e C LLW
+p V,-a.) EcosJzY + (W, +g.,)\'y1 +p, (+W +.Pgw]-7F w
~f,5v'(3,+4)-P.F (v+ug.,+uLtw,) +/F ( v w - ug,-w,.(460
Here I've assumed that '~ = 0
approximate from the exact equations:
Finally, we can subtract the
r n" + nrn* -9lsx, s~n sIn OAy cos4+.s711,,Y a~-, Sinycs -p<.-3 ) cs
-- ssn'1PX p+v ,"sin A w, -- -, )co a7 S Ip s+s,)-an'Y ( ,+t~~ 1A
I1Ll H
V AxO/OC 4-1X
+ ( -71, )(Cosy -S 11' )( Oixw+px, Aw,U ,( 2 -z,)oqQ(~,
+.V x,,, Cos it)+( ;Z d -5)cos TA rw ) .N/A rW 31 Fp x, o -1)tlA
+ x u- F6, T x.sr)# + Pu0 X. ye"r + x-2 + F,[ 0x0 Tcos p n
+/Ax~yAtvV-r-1af) -U2,,r (4.461)
r I 2 n 2 ( i- r 2  ~x, t co s y 2 x r) n s1n r y c o s y
+.sV ~r 2 f -r*+X, (prcos + 2 x,r* )zs)n ycos y +ALta- , costy -
Axw Er- xo sip, p xrcos +-T)s i s,-a,( rS
+ x rcos y) - -
L09,(ra+xr cos7 )?,w, - Xw3 o(t2 -)<s'yfw,+)L/' + vYx~coscP( r
+ X rcos?)]+ z-3,) cosry E/xX A .+x4)- p , r cosy (-D-ig.w) y
+F3 [ -tA xI/ osC 0 +Vlp,-(r-+x,rcos ),~~aTI-F L2Dpr +p/4 xOsinvp, ( r+
X~rcos , 3+F -)+px,(srsin )+ r+xrcosy)(4.462)
I've used the definition that S(, )-w (fT) - (,T) is the
difference between the shape and the first iteration to it. It is easy to
confirm that rn,' + 2n'z-+ n21 = .
9?y'2(r r# r~ J~3-ACOJy = (J.5S~nyiCc_(YI-.,1ny)
+2.,( w,+%)f cos>/7](+-3,) La Co + (y/ x-,5xcos4 )w
+ F 0-f +/,x, sin A X %+,)F f ,(~)-f<wg)+ F, Cf~~,s
+(/ lA A,px.Cos)+o)+F E 9,-/.X. 9 X + ( /x+ x s5n p) )w 3 -cMOSY
(4.463)
The simplest form of A, is:
/8 A' A4I/ +Amr (4.464)
Using this form, we find 8, , j easily by averaging the pro-
duct of (4.463) with l and r , respectively:
c +P ,., sin Ly-) +3) .cos (5 -9 +
(4.465)
C cos y A.y-p+ (--a) [,sn y-p ) +gCof (f -t3
(4.466)
Obviously, I can't, in general, find an analytic solution for n'A,
or I'd never have bothered with the approximate equilibrium equations in the
first place. Since the right-hand sides of the equilibrium equations for nWA
are at least O(Px) smaller than those of the equations for the approximate
stresses o- ; I expect OWIn) _ o ) . Such a result would
leave valid the conclusions that an all tension reflector is possible, and
the extent of 1 PIo available. Remember that the intent of choosing a
desired stress state ar" , and approximate equilibrium equations was
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only to use them to select a shape pv)=g(-)+w9V) which would
give tension everywhere in the reflector, over as wide a range of )pl as
possible. If the difference between the actual stress and the nominal stress,
i.e., n , is of 0 (Ex0 ''A) , then 0r% has served its purpose,
and the shape 2 is acceptable.
I've numerically solved for nflc,7 ) for various attitudes
using the often discussed reflector with a,=Z,+e(2-a-,>rcosy and a,=arcos1W.
It turns out that the fractional difference between n%4 and c-4 is, as
anticipated, greatest at the rim of the reflector. But the rim values of n.,
and nr ; the principle stresses associated with n , can be
evaluated analytically:
no. (1, ? )= 0 (4.467)
n.r (1,y ,(4.468)
dn 0,) = g, u),r) + nl. u) (4.469)
Since n (iV) is zero at the rim, we're interested in .nL ), )
which gives its behavior just inside the rim. Compare Frntj)f) and n,7)
to the nominal values 2 , and -r ,I)f:
(i0,) = la K, (4.470)
dr a-zCif) JQ ~-s-iI K, Kcosaty,-9-,sm2ty--p)J (4.471)
I'll plot in Figure 7 the fractional stress changes at the rim for
17
two attitudes discussed earlier in the orbit of section 4.E. The cases are:
a pitch angle y = 15* , undergoing lp 1 1 30" oscillation at the
0=3 0 *,cp= o point; the stress corrections turn out to be most important at
the extreme # values. The other case is a reflector with 41= 6o*
and )01i.K ' oscillation at =-.s-",4=c . The reflector properties
are those on I 3L1 -, ,. oo. 2. 27-os
The reflector's o< , the rim stress parameter, is chosen to be 3 of
the maximum permitted value at its attitude.
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G. Control Strategy
Now that we know the shape 9 and the stress distribution
the actual one, not the nominal one, we are prepared to deal with the compati-
bility equation. This equation was initially discussed in Chapter 3.
=9xX 3 + 9,lj 2xy 'Xt"3 -iL~) Z~q + 32 (4.472)
It is most convenient to re-express this using and z instead ofy
and 1', where z is the original reflector shape, and also to usep,-r rectangu-
lar coordinates rather than x,y . Switch to a strain tensor using ,' .
a__ =3 2 + s ( (4.473)
2= + +.3 , (4.475)
3 X (4.475)
%x + + t32 r + 3 (4.476)
(4.477)
Here equations (4.473, 4.474, 4.475, 4.477) are not accurate to Oc'i)
The latter form of (4.477) is most useful since z is an explicit
function of x,y, not of p/or . Next, we need to express aAy in terms of
J'a and T AT by means of the constituitive relations. Here we're
helped by the shallowness of the reflector, which allows us to treat A4 by
when calculating H8(ci)
15~0
H "(ll = 1 =H Z2222 i (4.478)
H it12(i1)= 2 H 22If4I ( 479)
H g''0) .5[I-Vti)] = H''''ti)- 4"2ci = 1'') (4.480)
And all other H ro(i) are zero. The difference between these H4'7'(i)
and the more accurate ones calculated via A is of o( ') which would
give rise to O(r4) terms in the compatibility equation; thus, we can
ignore such corrections. Use H 0T'() to get the 7'Ae and 4k
used in the constituitive relations in Chapter 3.
E fill E AIL
-~1. " -* = E(4.481)
E
-V H"22 =7-71 q221"-Ce = E(i)li)64/LI-Vi)] (4.482)
S2 H(122 2 H2 22' = - C (4.483)
All other HIRA are zero. We can also find the A :
= = =(T) C; /C(4.484)
X,,2 2:=I 0 (4.485)
And, naturally, all values of X are not accurate to 0(P')
Remember that the stress 54'a is in units of - , and express the
constituitive relations by:
S= c2AT (4.486)
(4.487)&2CA-C1 h5'1
O(Z- C4C , ( l (4.488)
.20,/ CAC~-e
+:; I- _ - CxTV'(AT) (4.489)
We thus obtain a relation for the required T ;.see (1.11).
CAV C.Ao±CC
-Z ) (4.490)
For reflectors of interest, the geometric terms in (4.490) will be
much larger than the stress ones. This says that we would like to make
9 ,- 9,pr9P, change as little as possible in going from one shape to
another. It is this which makes desirable an initially curved reflector, i.e.,
zo, since most shapes 2 , have positive curvature; thus, to reduce the
required T , then so should z. We can't keep ppp.,.-2A1- constant
during a mission, since 9 is essentially set by the attitude and stress
requirements of the reflector. We do have considerable freedom, though, in
choosing y the reflector's curvature in the ' direction. The following
discussion will only hold for the usual reflector design where e,= e rcosy.,
al a. r cos y ,and ,i= -.s :,
9 .5 e,(-..s)- e 'r 4-. (-.2r ) (4.491)
9,0 9r- a p.r * e,'- exe, (4.492)
By varying / as e, and e. vary, we should be able to
keep 9,9pR p -p constant. This ability exists because of the
iS*t
approximate quadratic form of , which is a consequence of the
reflector design, i.e., the fact that p,= ercosy , a,= aer cosy , /,=-.ra,
This is one of the two strong advantages to this reflector design; the other
is just that with this reflector, simple analytical expressions exist for the
nominal stress state, and necessary shape 7 Since the reflector
should carry its own brains, the simplicity of this reflector design is
important.
We can't vary y at will, but must make sure that the choice
keeps the reflector in tension. Referring to section 4.C, we see that for
. -,c.2s /(b, cosp-)+ F - (4.493)
The reflector will then be in tension as long as v< is chosen, so that
o c. ( (4.494)
where + is defined in (4.218). We should also have an upper limit on y for
reflectors which beam light to the Earth. So, if z is quadratic with curva-
ture z, in ^ and z, in Y^
s. y = i, (K,2 .+e- e2 ) y (4.495)
It should be stressed that the reflector design, shape, stress state,
and control-embodied in ai and A - derived in this chapter are inter-
dependent but by no means unique. A different reflector design would follow
simply by a different choice of the absorption coefficient a. The specific
choice of a which I've used throughout much of this chapter has the two
advantages pointed out above on this page, but other choices of a are
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certainly possible. The selection of A, is probably, but
not certainly, the best choice. If, for example, ,=0 , then e, will
become large and positive as y decreases; the y given on the pre-
vious page will eventually run into the yLL limit, and we'll begin to pay
a large o(7T cost. For the A, --Sc, choice, we have a potential
problem since at small y the F, contribution to e, will dominate the
a, part. Usually this will not go to infinity as for the A,= o case, and
furthermore, will usually remain positive. However, for some missions it will
result in a negative e, , driving y to /LL , and once again costing
us in O(.,.T . For most missions, though, e, will stay positive and
non large, making the A, = -. sa, reflector preferable to one with
A,=o0 . Once one agrees to the specific a,, aA A, forms, then the
nominal stress state which I've adopted is the most straightforward choice.
As mentioned when I selected it, though, there are advantages possible via
more sophisticated stress states, as demonstrated by the L"O , stress
state of pages 107- 113 . But judging from that case, the advantages are
significant only in regions of parameter space of little interest, i.e., small
I $1 and large o( . Once the nominal stress state is accepted, then
the largest parts of the shape and el1 follow immediately. But in
choosing the difference between the actual and nominal stress states,
choosing minor portionsof the shape and df , and choosing , ; there
exist a number of obvious and attractive alternatives to the path taken so
far.
We know that it requires less power to control the shape via a9l74
than by At , so one approach is to have , zero, this, then, introduces
IsqL
minor changes in the stress state, shape, and ogi derived earlier. But
as long as B, is small enough so that the power cost associated with it
is less than that required for O7 , then the added complexity in
choosing r to make A zero need not be undergone. The only trouble-
somely large contribution to Ae is that needed to produce 9f, ; the
contribution to this due to the dominant shape factors will be
large, so it is preferable to produce ', via a minor change in p
resulting in a minor change in O(Tr than by S, . As mentioned on
page 7o this turns the equation for 2 into a dynamic one, but it is not
as hard to solve as I feared earlier. It is solved iteratively, of course,
in the same manner as was the static 2 equation, with the dynamic portion
converging even faster than the static one. I've already stipulated that I
know the time behavior of F through F ,since this depends only on
the behavior of wl., W2 , 3 and 4 , the first three of which
depend on the mission, while the fourth is measured and given the choice of
on page 153 then 7 is known also. This information,
straightforwardly applied to the previously derived iterative solution for
2 , yields the 9, which, until this page, I had planned to produce by
jA . The same information, applied via a slightly different iterative
equation, will yield the , for the approach where je does not
produce 9, ,and also yields the slightly different 2 which produces
3P Include -P 2, in the approximate N equilibrium
equation from which 2 is found, the extra term tF , which
appears in the full N equation is small enough to be handled either by
or by a minor stress change -- a choice which I will discuss later.
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The first iteration for w, i.e., \A(') is exactly the same as previously
derived. The time dependence of w(t) is known and can be used in finding w(2),
its time dependece is thus known and can be used in finding w(3), etc.
Denote W''(.i) as the counterpart for this iteration scheme to the
w* (D of (4.379, 4.380, 4.381). I've already statelthat
O /(i)= Wm(l). The higher iterations W (2> t W ), ''( ) are defined as
on page I 1 7 in terms of coefficients 3nk )hnk > -k corresponding to
the given on pages I2T- 13 0
:o e, A,,,o - e. A,,,,+ D,4 (4.496)
e, A t, - e2A.,,,+ Do, (4.497)
e A,01 -e- A0 , i+-D,, ~ e (4.499)
AA+ 0 ~ (4.500)
, .10 10 A. S +g0110  A,+g Z Aln,+,1A.2, E ( 1+3 ) (4.501)
X A , -,Ao 0 , +j0 A-o, +31Af,1 +oA 020  , ~ (4.502)
k~ 1A1. ,0,+ ,Ao ., + ~t -3 , T ,,St (4.503)
^ ~o C A,(4 .5 0 4 )
o Aro +go, Ao 2  (4.505)
30 A0 030 + ilA, 3 +Acf + jo;ZA 0. t . (4.506)
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2, A, 1 + A + g A121 Az +a f-- (4.507)
2  AA A + (4.508)$0~~2 201 3111 Z 2
A + A 03  (4.509)
10 OAI0 +h A 1+E20A ,+ A A 2T,,AX A3010 +1 ,A2, , +h, 2AQ 10
(4.510)
+h 03A (0.3+10
~1k01 A 00, -i-A 01A +XZ A200I+-I A1002 A020 +30 A 30 + ,A+1 ., 1+-, 2A,20 1
+ A Ah A (4.511)
A , 0-h,, 1A . +hI As2 ,+- Ah,2,2 (4.514)
+ A F. A 2 1 2 , 0
20 j 20 IIl A1o + .0A-02 , A? Z w.AJ2 2 T (4.517)
p , A ,+ h A,+h A +, A +A A + ( . 3)
10 3o03 0,. il 0 2 1 al031 0 3
1 ,A 3 OAOZ+ 1,A, + ,2A,2.+,3 A 0 . (4.514)
s-~~ A20 A,00 +h ,il A 1130+h ., A0230+ 3 ,F ha (4.515 )
02 A A + A +I-A , A . + H (4.516)
it2 ha, A 20, + X, A2. 13 A,o2A A izA+ h0h (4.517)
43An +AIA2AA, A+A2  (4.518)
22 0 A302j .2. A.J , 
2 0
3: A3 ,s + A + h,3A (4.519)
3 30 AA03 + A + Aa + h0 A 3 (4.520)
3 A + A2 ,7 + 0,,A,3 + 3 A 3+ ~ (4.521)
3 ~1 haA13 A ,,3 h A0313 +&-h, (4.522)
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A 
-+ 03A0304.0 A,,323
Then, as on page 127 , we have:
en =Z) ( m s n , cos', T A'" + A + A" (4.524)
wt0> Ao It 02 02 30 3o+ 12A' +2A2
+I3)-(A", + A".+5 3, A'" A-+ A,, A,+1+r, 4-526)
~03 03i
W 10 0 0 2 2 If 02 330 21 A'' 1z
1030 eIo- 3 2.2 Z 2 O 2 tii 43 3
w'" A, >=/"( +w' +7/W + (4.527)
=a . ( r + W' (4.528)
Calculation of 9 by this iteration equation is just as easy to do
as calculating the 9 of page 127 ; due to the need of finding theA,
required to produce its 9 So from now on I'll assume that is
chosen by the above iteration equation, resulting in a lower , requirement.
The residual term -- due to the difference between m, and Th --
which appears in the AV equilibrium equation is t{a-x + - (+ )
At this point, by using the approximate equilibrium equations, we
know the reflector shape, know the largest terms of the stress state and oF
control, and do not yet know A It is possible by slightly altering the
shape to make the pitch and yaw torques the same using the full and the approxi-
mate equilibrium equations; this would remove the need to use h, to supply
trim torques and, hence, eliminate , completely. However, such a strategy
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(4.523)
complicates the finding of the shape, while the Ac required to provide the
trim torques is quite small; so I will stick with the present choice of
and calculate the trim torque , as in (4.465, 4.466). Once this A is
accepted, we face the question of how to handle the other differences between
the full and approximate equilibrium equations; those which are not manifested
in rigid body motion. The difference in the two sets of equations forces us
to use additional control power, but this control can be all &,r , all A
or some of each. I've already investigated the ofri option, which is the
cheapest in terms of power required. In this approach you use the differential
equilibrium equations (4.461, 4.462, 4.463) to find the differential stress
state A , add this to the nominal stress state; the resulting actual stress
state is used in (4.490) to find the complete ar . This option
has the advantage of optimal power utilization, but the disadvantage that there
is not an analytic expression for n . The other option keeps the oz.,
determined from the approximate set of equations:
0G(TV Cz {2-. +12}
+ ~ f XZKiy)(99ij2opr (4.529)
where here is the nominal, not the actual, stress state. Let RT be
the differential stress in rectangular p,,r coordinates -- ff' is the stress
in polar coordinates. Then the condition that O(Tr does not change as we
consider the actual and not nominal stress state becomes
CA } ;r-A, C (4.530)
is?
In addition, the two differential in-plane equilibrium equations (4.461,
4.462) must be satisfied. An analytic solution can be found by making the
standard substitution:
" = , + F5P + r F, (4.531)
n'= + F(4.532)
nzz =r - (4.533)
(r ), r (4.534)
(r, (4.535)
where , and 3 are given in (4.461, 4.462); for the usual reflector
design we have an expression for g, and in which they are decomposed
into terms of the form r'Sin n(7-O) and r'"Cos n(-4) ; 27 such
terms are needed in which m goes from 1 to 6, and n from 0 to 6. These
expressions can be analytically integrated to give similar expansions forh,
and h, . The differential compatibility equation is
~ i CA ~ 2
CAV F -C- c i,rr + r (CA+.-Z CS 71 + CA+ c. (4.536)
with boundary conditions 
. But since we have a limited term
expansion expression for h and h1  , we can analytically solve this
equation for F , and, hence, for n' , nM . Given this, we then
use (4.463) to express e analytically:
A6CCos 3 +) 
-'
29o 2 - (4.537)
1>0
where g3 is given in (4.463). The advantage of this option is that we
have an analytic technique for obtaining the shape, full stress state,
v T , and 4 ; while its disadvantage is simply that it usesA.
control rather than OTK . Between the all oi! option and the allA,
option there is a continuum of strategies in which some of the differential
control is provided by dy? and some by B, ; I can see no obvious
advantage to an intermediate strategy, though. If the B, cost can be
afforded, it seems clear that it should be paid in order to get the clear cut
expressions for Vay? and full stress state. Since the difference
in A, between the all A, solution and the all o.,'- solution
is of o021,9) , you will most always be able to use the , option.
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CHAPTER 5
VIBRATIONS
Vibrations of the reflector about its desired shape and attitude
should not be a major problem, since if we have the control capability to vary
the desired shape and attitude, then we can surely control vibrations about
this state. So, having plenty of control capability, we can simply apply a
damping control force proportional to the vibrational velocity, and be
confident that by this device the vibrations will be kept very small. I am
interested, though, in seeing what types of natural vibrations exist.
Making use of the small amplitude of the vibrations, I'll treat them
linearly. When deriving the equilibrium equations before, I implicitly
allowed for vibrations; now I'll explicitly allow a rigid body vibration and
an out-of-plane displacement . Due to vibrations, a point $ on the
reflector is displaced to ':
x X (5.1)
S X9 +/" +(+/$ (5.2)
' 
(5.3)
^ / -. ,, ^(5.4)
X + A (5.5)
The reflector's rotational velocity changes from L to w'
(5.6)
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W3 +"'- - +Q ,
As before, it is more convenient to work with a basis 3 '' which is
not fixed in the reflector, than to use the body fixed set x',
most convenient choice of
A/_. A/A
X' cosl +/'sn f 1
X 's/A p+'of
ScosIp -,g sin f ?
- 3?"C+O "'+S '
W, 1" c s 05 + 2 /sIn p =4A, + W, - O, + we b
'=. + +Z Pt- W-3
A/= #, + A'+ ,E
3 = - +'f)- - +Piz
k A pj
lo. It1 -
(5.7)
(5.8)
(5.9)
' , ' is:
. The
(5.10)
(5.11)
(5.12a,b)
(5.13a,b)
(5.14a,b)
(5.15)
(5.16)
(5.17)
(5.18)
(5.19)
(5.20)
i43
9,= Cos f +3 S/In g+pf
Cos p-slit ,p
R= u + (5.21)
R' Al+vA'+( 2 +')Z (5.22)
The displacement from R to ' causes a change in the stress state
as calculated from the two in-plane equilibrium equations and the compatibility
equation. The vibrational shape and stress state are then substituted into
the out-of-plane equilibrium equation to determine the vibrational acceleration.
It turns out that the vibrations fall into two classes -- those which do change
the compatibility equation, and those which do not. If the compatibility
equation is affected by the vibrations, then the contribution to the vibrational
stress OM required to satisfy the compatibility equation is far larger
than the contributions due to the changed in-plane equilibrium equations, and
thus IA can be represented purely by a stress function. This stress state
then dominates the vibrational N' equilibrium equation, leading to very
large eigenfrequencies, typically 2-3 orders of magnitude above orbital fre-
quencies. For inextensional vibrations, the stress state is still altered due
to vibrations--since the in-plane equilibrium equations have vibrational terms.
But the effects of this stress state acting with the static shape, and the
effects of the static stress state acting with the vibrational shape are less
in the /V' equilibrium equation than are the effects of the largest
IA,-vibrational N force terms. So, for an approximate treatment of vibrations
we can ignore the effect of the in-plane equilibrium equations on the stress
state, using them only to obtain a roll moment equation, i.e., for <p3 . In
the N' equilibrium equation we can neglect the interaction of the static
stress state with the vibrational shape, and retain only terms due to
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the compatibility equation induced stress state ?4A acting with the static
shape, and the largest of the vibrational A ' force terms. I'll also use my
customary reflector design, and approximate the static shape 2 by the
first iteration polynomial:
X .s- e,(p-.2) 5--eaf'7, Tq +r (.2S) (5.23)
9r.rs-( e,+y I -e1- sinacy-)+.(e,-y)cos 2( -) (5.24)
r -s~n 2-Cr-p) -e o,2c -p) (5.25)
(5.26)
The main reason that
from yI to y "
changes is because the local sun angle changes
cOS"' A. /'0Sn' (5.27)cos y" -/ -=csy' -o sin? y - ,osy +(Siny +, co.s)p, siny(.7
The roll equation is approximately
+4 4-di ,+, ,~~r Cose Cos? ,+.es)no cos af V
+.5e cos+ sny cosy ,3; si y (5.28)
And the N equilibrium equation is approximately
9rr~~-~-~~(r~tro caocz(pp#r)08 cos~,eoy)
(,J -e +e'-4 +- 8-I/ ssVCSycos'p,0- ,ym P)~ )43+
+3 f ,~ 'p sm sn cos/ +( co P-smihrcs . )r4, +1(cos )P-siycosy6 )/
+s5IAsn51%(os r +l si Cos 7I(smngof +co7).4p3+ (- L"-w,"w" -
+±p3)+LW,"+w2"wj"-, -+23)r + + 8sin y cosY ( - ) (5.29)
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ra ~ ~ ~ - +rp *.5( e,+) + /n 2( -p) -,C el,-,Y) cos.u -4 C
This looks messy, but can be simplified by noting that it includes the yaw
and pitch moment equations; if they are extracted, and if proper definition of
is made, then 3, will no longer appear in the A' equilibrium
equation. To the level of accuracy used, 0 = is the same as Iv=? ;
but we also can still choose the median plane (i.e., ^' ). In the static
case, I did so by = =o ; for vibrations it is more convenient to set
= o .Then by multiplying the IV equation by o and -r
respectively, and averaging, we obtain two equations; the pitch and yaw
moment equations. These are then substituted back into the I' equation and
cause to vanish from it. Let the left-hand side of the A equation
be represented by LHS . Remember that because b"1 is derived solely
from a stress function we know that LHS =L H=rLH=S= . The yaw and pitch
equations are:
M 8 s~in y cos' y + os"' + 8 2e )cos : yBfmln ycos? P p+( .s-cosy ) asin y/
snp4 + 3 W' C ( Scos I p,-3>nm1  n p6^c os Pz7 -s 1n y/c p  os % cos% y.P
(5.30)
I 6
1 + 2C4 3 + (P3 + twkj-(c.W3  , -LJ+wW)43
cos p f - 3 '?,- * e - sn Cos A s{-s inCcosop ) + sn y co sn
(5.31)
Putting these back into the N equilibrium equation, it becomes:
' 1 +(#2rr#_2 )r' + (#a t9) _U = f~ i~7 ^_ 0%7;
sin yp cos + . (5.32)
Finally, we need to examine the vibrational compatibility equation to
obtain another relation between 'r4 and ', , , # 3, q . The change from '"
to y" causes a change in the local temperature even in the absence of
control power. The reflector is designed to have a spatially constant tempera-
ture T due to the angle y ; with local variations due to the difference
between y and y" , and due to control power. Neglecting control power
for now, the vibrational compatibility equation is:
co"-Osy- CA (5.3c
.2s 'cv 'T V cosyf = - +- - (533)
Substituting for y" and 9 , we get the following equation for F in terms
of , but not of
V F ~D, V -D( e, -+2 e. ) (5.34)
7" Z Fr f + , " ,y)=o(5.35a,b)
16>7
r~ 2'Fu, =orF (5.36a,b)
a (5.37)
_t c -cDA =(5.38)
0, =.2rT , toanyY (5.39)
Given , we can solve the compatibility equation for F' ; the
A' equation thus only involves ( , and can be solved for its eigenmodes.
Before approaching this problem, note that zero frequency modes of the form
S=.se, (p-.2s ) + e,br - - (5.40)
exist for all b. These are the inextensional modes; only as a result of the
approximate formulation of the vibration equations do they have zero eigenfre-
quencies; if the full equations are used, the frequencies are - orbital.
But it makes no sense to treat such low frequency oscillations by the eigen-
mode approach since the reflector's nominal shape and stress state vary over
orbital periods. Only for the extensional modes is the eigenmode approach
meaningful. I will now proceed to find these modes.
It will be useful to adopt the following shorthand notation:
Ssn n(7 -P) C = C05 ny-0) (5.41a,b)
p=r cos (7- p ) = r , =rs jn (? - 0 ) = rs, (5.42a,b)
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Because we can represent { as a linear sum of terms like
and due to the conditions f [ o , we see that
involves only terms such as
r 9+1 e.>
r 
- r ,
' - 9+.2. r ) 16, 1 1
VZo
, mi 2
Since the ~ , and rs,, r c, terms of
compatibility equation, we can consider the
form r2+msM and r'a'c, . Iff
zk+n )4I kk
have no effect in the
caused by a of the
is of the form:
and n2,kao
{r k+n- k-)5 +2k(k+n)sn +(k+m Xk+n--)sn
r ak+n-a --ktk-)c,+ (k+nX k4n -I ) c, }
= rak+n-{ -k(k-1 )s,1+ +2ktk+n)s-(k+n)(k+n-l)s,,)l
And if
= k+n A1i) k1 acnd nui,kz o
(5.46)
(5.47)
(5.48)
(5.49)
(5.50)
(5.51)
(5.52)rak +h-.z ktk- )cA,, +kk+C+)n) (k+n-
(5.43)
(5.44)
(5.45)r s2 c, M SM)CI
r** kk)s, (nk+n k)Ai u
r z**~n-a -ktk-0~cA* +2zk(k+n)c,,-( k+n )tk+n-0 cn.2 $
rakn~' f A< cA, + (k+n) c, 
The form of the derivatives of f insures that we need only solve the bi-
harmonic equation for five cases, referred to by subscripts A, B, C, D, E, and
collectively by subscript .
Case A:
V zk(k+n) rA I s C
( r kk-i)(k+n+-)T k - (
(5.56)
(5.57)) r"2 -*(1  1)(- ) 
Case B:
V'' ( = k (k-i) r *"- { s ,
[ n n2. r ***-k r 2k+n+Z + (k-)r",2I{ s,,,2,
Case C:
F"  = (k+n)(k+n -i) r SJ"~ ) s,.. ,
F D4 J(k+)Xk+)J f r k++ [.y in-2I -. sn -k-ill r+(i-E )(- i,, )(I- Qi3)
. -.s In-21+kJr'" J{s,., c2 }
Case D:
V V{ I k r*'*' s
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(5.53)
(5.54)
(5.55)
(5.58)
(5.59)
(5.60)
(5.61)
(5.62)
Case D (continued):
[I (k+n+)' rak***-kr n+3 + , 1 "*' 1 ce, 1
Case E:
V4a = e I (k+n) rak+n-i 3,cj}
These solutions satisfy the _"') )= 0 = ( y)
simple differentiation we can obtain the functions
r e t"< ( F + r ar
rjte ) - Of (r> {4 c,,-, j -Na t -
3,4 (ry) = 7/j r> s,,,c =3 F
where if f =A, m = n; if t =
t = D , m = n + 1; and if f, = E,
simple three-term polynomials, the
It will be more convenient to form
defined by:
boundary conditions. By
o c r) , defined by
(5.66)
(5.67)
(5.68)
B, m = n + 2; if t = C, m = n - 2; if
m = n - 1. The functions 3Wt r) are
coefficients of which are easily tabulated.
the three-term polynomials ri>3 ), , r r)d ,
r -3 ( r ) -r-- r
gj~> =i 2/tr) + Fjr>)
gf r =N ( 'tr) + 2/ >- j r)il
(5.63)
(5.64)
F1, = [ k ( +).T' rzk+n+i+r.sin-, -,s(n+:) -k. r'"~ + (I - I , X I- ) k rIni"~ C( 65)
(5.65)
(5.69)
(5.70)
(5.71)
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After more algebra we can show that the left-hand side of the /'
equilibrium equation (5.29), due to a ( of the form r'k*n {s,cj- is:
+4S e,-y)I,5n+rqs.,, , + e, C 2r(e,-)D. j(er) C, )-S,,> r
1+- (eeTr3(r)4 ) '()
+5+ ) Cf+ 3 1 +c 43 ,Sn e
i s,,cA.,.2 1 +2 e, e+y)Djgf ;(r) - r) r {c,,-s+}[<eygt>+(e-)t >
D, + 1s, , ,,+2 eCD C Ar~ c,, ,- s5,,+ 1 E 1 + ey+ ev2c<> 2<]-(e+ fr>
D2 {sc +[ e,+y)c)+ (e,-/) r.Ds ,,_,I -e D, (f r) c,_1 ,-
+ ( ee,- y - )[ 83r)- (r) D, s.,c -e 2 ( er- r)J D2, cA, ,--2
+( e,-y)D, 3.-r) f ,,. 3 --.zeaD, 43.:r) i cA.3 ,-5,,- + f1i(e,-)- qeeD,2tr)
5_c ez ( e,-) D2dcs(r) { c,,.., , (5.72)
Remembering that this is a fully deterministic analytic expression for the LHS
due to one term of ; by expanding [r,7) into a weighted sum of all terms
of the sort discussed in (5.4L3,5-4,5-.5 , then the vibration equations
become a single rt equation with the unknowns being the coefficients of
the terms and the eigenfrequency. Next, realize that both the left- and
right-hand sides of the W' equation (5.29, 5.72) satisfy the conditions
LHS=pLHS=LHS = o = RHS-RS RHS ; thus, the LHS and RHS involve
precisely the same set of r~f terms as does . By decomposing the
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A/ equation into such terms we get a simple matrix eigenproblem for the
coefficients of . As an example, consi der y=is *,J = 0.7 , =oo ,
D,= 30x10 e,=.oo2,e,=~.ooi,y=.oo8. The smallest eigenvalue corresponding to an
extensional mode is w = izo ; which using the value
of .0012 from page 131 , says that the smallest eigenfrequency is 2.5 orders
of magnitude above orbital frequency. One can see, then, that the extensional
modes are quite difficult to excite. Once one is excited, introduction of a
control force in the V' equation which is proportional to the negative of
the vibrational velocity will .be sufficient to damp it. For example, a
control force - io will damp out extensional vibrations in.s. .1
orbits, for the above example. As when considering the nonvibratory control
problem, we have the option of applying control forces either byA, or by al, .
The arguments for or against the alternatives are essentially the same as
discussed in the previous context. Control via &T is more efficient in use
of control power, but conceptually messier; io, produces a control stress
given by the compatibility equation, this stress then influences in theA/
equation, and this i influences #,)2 .3  in the moment equations.
Control via , is more straightforward, but also more wasteful of control
power. It does offer the significant advantage that control moments can be
directly introduced into the pitch and yaw equation; whereas OTr control
can produce control moments only by varying the shape. So, for a given
vibratory stress magnitude, we can achieve much larger control moments via a
A- strategy than an .,7 one. This fact, plus the ability with A
control of largely decoupling the , ,, , control problem from the
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one, plus the triviality of obtaining the control power distribution once
the desired control forces and moments are determined; lead me to prefer 0,
control of vibrations.
Examination of the vibratory moment equations leads to the following
observations. We cannot directly apply control torques to the roll equation;
control must come as a result of the 0, , # , coupling. The yaw and
pitch equations are, in the absence of control moments, probably unstable; the
major solar and gravity gradient terms are destabilizing and will ordinarily
dominate potentially stabilizing inertial terms. Fortunately, we can apply
control moments to the pitch equation proportional to -# , and -
and to the yaw equation which are proportional to -#, , and - with
influence coefficients much larger than those of the cross coupling
terms. So, the yaw and pitch angles f, and <#2 can easily be stabilized and
damped. The final question is whether, with stabilized $, and #, ; #3
will also be stabilized. Here we are aided by the fact that if we ignore
coupling, then the remaining #3 equation is stable -- this was not
the case for the yaw and pitch equations. So, clearly, 43 cannot unstably
run away from 4, , , and . Depending on w, and w , we can use our
very strong control over *, and #2 to damp <p oscillations via either,
or
The above treatment on control of the rigid body oscillations is
general; the extensive cross coupling via time dependent coefficients makes a
more specialized treatment unprofitable. However, it has been shown that the
17L1
oscillations can be stabilized and damped; and a strategy sufficient to do
this has been outlined. As expected, vibrations about the desired shape and
attitude do not present major difficulties, and may be readily controlled and
damped.
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CHAPTER 6
APPLICATION OF CONTROL POWER
The purpose of this chapter is to show how to apply control power
to produce the required aj and A, ; the next chapter discusses the
source of this power. A fraction of the reflector's surface consists of
power units which convert part of the solar radiation to electricity. This
electricity can then be resistively dumped elsewhere on the reflector; the
transfer of power is the means of controlling oP . The A control is
obtained by having part of the reflector surface occupied by neighboring
units, producing respectively +A and -A normal forces. Due to their close
proximity, these forces usually cancel; but by dumping control power preferen-
tially in one or the other, we obtain a net , of either sign. As can be
seen, the need for power units, resistive units, and ± units, implies a
far more heterogeneous reflector than the gradual A, ' variations
previously discussed. This difficulty is resolved by forming the reflector
out of a very large number of small surface elements, each of which has a
power unit, resistor unit, and ± unit. The units in an element all have
the same gross temperature T , but have different values of a)6)B, T
The properties of an element are the average of those of the units in it, and
the element's properties vary slowly from element to element, having the
distributions derived to satisfy the membrane equations.
There are many ways to design a surface element in order to give the
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desired c.,)a,,,,A, ) m, , ;p , etc. I will consider a simple three-unit
element design consisting of a power unit, an upthrust unit (+4) , and
a downthrust unit (-A ) . It simplifies matters to assume that all the
power units have the same constant absorption and emission coefficients ca and
CA . Likewise, the up and down thrusters will be assumed to have the
same absorption and emission coefficients a, and 6. , differing from each
other only by producing A forces of opposite signs. The up and down
thrusters also serve as the resistive unit, while the slow variation in a
and p from element to element is produced by varying the fraction of an
element devoted to each type of unit, the fractions being denoted by A
and 3 .
The power balance for each unit of an element is given by:
2 6A <r TA PS aA Coy' + Pcos y (6.1)
2EoT Ts (6.2)
Er T. = pQ cos'+% PS 5Osy (6.3)
Here (Apcosy is the electrical power supplied to Unit A, and is thus negative.
Express TAT+ by:
A + ' T, T,+o (6.4a,b)
1 /T, # ( cosy'/cosy y - ) A A (6.5)
/T s'(6.6)
T -2a cosy 2r E, cosyf (6.7)
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From Chapter I, we know that , is given by
{,)cosy'+,pcos y = 3 cT4 (
where 6b is the emissivity of the backside of a surface, and e. of the
front. It is simplest, though not necessary, to stipulate that (6 ,E- > so
that the power unit is a null thruster.
Scosy- i h ( 4s Co5A''+i CoSY)
Now we can average over the units to get afh for an element.
a, + a, = 5S a + ( 3+35 )a,
A, Cos /'+ A Cos y b5., ( O a+cos , +c5 y) )-5_ ba, cos .Oy'+ -C-O.sy)
A)= b, a(5.-5 )
b
T cosy /
(6.9)
(6.10)
(6.11)
(6.12)
(6.13)
(6.14)
(6.15)
-+ A + 3 / B,./a,+
There are a number of obvious constraints:
I + 50+..=o
A
ell0
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(6.8)
(6.16)
(6.17)
(6.18)
~-
We can manipulate these expressions to find
a 0 + 1 a, A+ (1-3A )a
54 = (C ,+ a, - aB )/(a.- aS)
3 - 5, = . s-a, / ( a,8 b )
3 (a- a- a, )/(a A-a > -,-a, /(aa b,
_a- a,- , )/(A- a, ) +.ara, / C a, 6)
Notice that the expression is used frequently. We can use the
expression to eliminate from
+ + 3 _=25 .+ A, / b,
The (6.15) equation and constraints become:
TP ~_ cosy- ) +/a
To' +0'f
this.
(6.25)
+ 
/ a
89 *'i A /a. b.
5'A + 2 o
0 o
(6.26)
(6.27)
(6.28)
(6.29)
(6.30)
17?
(6.19)
, and -_ .
(6.20)
(6.21)
(6.22)
(6.23)
(6.24)
(I y- +5-Jl
Our power unit is clearly constrained in magnitude by some
spatially constant value ,; the question is whether or not it is profit-
able to operate with I. I As the magnitude of A increases,
the magnitude of the { required to satisfy the equation for 7 , and the
first constraint also rises. And clearly, the larger the magnitude of [- , the
easier the last two constraints will be to satisfy. Thus, it is always best
to operate with the maximum power production.
(6.31)
TAP
( +/, / b, ) (6.32)
With these definitions, and remembering that A= o , we reduce the (6.26)
equation, and the constraints to:
sO ( - ) I + , /a- 5A /aI (6.33)
(6.34)
/(b8  (6.35)
At this point, we're ready to plug the above equation for i into
the compatability equation. As usual, I will assume that are
those corresponding to the reflector design of Chapter 4.
sTO c 0 - (.6
a 12 (6.36)
AC-C ah 4 -;lt + 99 .~ -rr
1 8o
This is the compatibility equation Lrsz7) , in which f' is the
nominal stress state, while 2 is the shape obtained via the iteration equa-
tions on pages is Ise. I will have X , -Z be constants. The inter-
esting thing about this equation is that it does not uniquely specify _T
To the particular solution of i may be added terms with a zero laplacian.
This ability does more than just let us satisfy the constraint on T .
It also improves our ability to satisfy the J inequality constraint.
The significance of not being able to satisfy this constraint is that J,
is too low; the mission requires more shape change capability than we have
power to change the shape with.
We're faced with the mathematical problem of knowing the particular
solution for I , which can be adjusted by addition of a constant to
make j be the positive quantity T . We then want to find the function
with zero laplacian which, when added to I , maximizes the minimum value of
Y - J , IA/b~l(6.37)
I have not found any easily implementable ways to solve this problem,
so will instead choose the zero laplacian function to minimize the mean square
difference between & and T . In general, this criteria should lead to a
good choice of the zero laplacian function, although not the best choice. Let
S, be the particular solution for i , and 3 the zero laplacian
function.
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= 2 r 'Te srn (ty- ) +I cosQay- i (6.38)
T+3 (6.39)
The choice of the constants If,3j which minimize ( - i is:
T = --2+v) , (6.40a)
3=-:ztA) re3,Psin Py-( ) (6.40b)
Since we know and 2 in terms of low power '1 polynomials,
we can easily get an analytic solution for 1, ,and thus for J~, ,~ , also.
This tells us j ; since we also know A ,we have i . If this i
is everywhere greater than or equal to zero, then the shape and ,e are
obtainable using the solved for value of I . The iterative solution for
2 involves ,pf- polynomials of up to fifth power; these introduce Or
terms into I, of power . 10. The solution to , , and thus to I ands
as well, is still analytic and can be tabulated in a straightforward manner,
but is a bit unwieldy, especially since the higher power terms are small. So,
when addressing the question of whether or not a given mission is possible, we
need not use the full J , but can instead use an approximate version of I
The largest terms in 9, are due to the first two iterations for r, ; the
effects of i , and the later 2 iterations are small in comparison.
Also, since A >> Iix we can use the approximate constraint, and
equation for :
(6.41)
L Cao .,TV P - l,/a T- 34 /aA +9, fan y --. (e e,)Z+±yr-e, } =
+ 9,-9,,9,,
where Z4 is Z,
iterative solution:
and 2 is 2Z , and where is here the second
A,') (6.'44)
(6.45)
(6.46)
(6.47)
(6.48)
(6.49)
91 e + 
. s y
(.0 8 s n y cos y)
(f B-m y cos y )
The expressions are given on page is6 . The approximate expression
for can be shown to be:
-t +A-) +T, (r-- -L) I +(' r'
I s 2(?--p) + T co S 2(fD -
+S, (, -y9,, ) + e,, e a) - 2 an y (2
= 2-3 J E + L, +* f ( %9 10 2 zV
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(6.42)
(6.43)
(6.50)
(6.51)
(6.52)
'T=E+P T -2z P, (+.)r' re., sin )<7 -o) ,n<-p+ e, sty 4)CosD -+
Z-, 
-
-L -
- -'t) + , 2z (,S*,O J25) + +/ (. Pr .125) + ( 3 /4010 . 20
N ~ ( 8 0 s)ny cs)
s5 (4 909Z-9 (6.53)
)A 911 910 902 j20 (6.54)
'A 1 02-(6.55)
LI +7) (6.56)
'A B/ c O(TTO p (6.57)
S) (6.58)
As long as JSo everywhere, then the available control power is
sufficient to perform the mission.
CHAPTER 7
SOLAR POWER CELL
A. Introduction
The photocell used in the power unit must be inexpensive and thin.
Since the reflector is after all primarily a reflector, with absorption :. .2,
then, even with the best conventional cells, the overall efficiency will
.01 - .05. But conventional cells, even the "thin cells," are both too
expensive and too thick to use. So it's clear that an alternative cell design
is required, with, as a consequence, a much lower efficiency. I've decided to
use a cell exploiting photoemission from a metal into a semiconductor, or an
insulator. In Fig. 8 I show the conventional geometry for this sort of solar
cell, and in Fig. 9 the geometry which will be analyzed in this chapter.
Incoming
photon
FIGURE 8
Incoming
photon
Vacuum I Dielectric I Metal
A B
FIGURE 9
d
Metal Metal
layer Dielectric slab
B C
In conventional photoemission cells, the incoming photon passes
through the dielectric and reaches the metal. Part is reflected at interface
B and is lost, while a fraction of the light absorbed in the metal causes
electrons to be photoemitted back over interface B into the dielectric. A
grid at interface A collects them. In my thin film design, a metal layer is
interposed between the vacuum and dielectric. If this layer is thick, then
photons are absorbed and electrons photoexcited near interface A. These then
diffuse to the B interface, are emitted there, and collected at C. Since the
work function at interface B is less than that at A, the preferred emission
point is B, not A. If the metal layer is thin, then light is transmitted
through it, reflected at C, and retransmitted through the layer. This leads
to greater absorption in the metal layer, and also a more uniform distribution
of photoexcitations, making it more likely that an excited electron will reach
the barrier at B. The metal layer also removes the need for a grid. The thin
film design does not require a high quality semiconductor as do conventional
solar cells; it is also much less vulnerable to radiation damage, and has a
lower absorption coefficient.
There are two types of photoemission from metals; a volume effect, and
a surface effect. In the volume effect, an electron absorbs an electron in
the interior of the metal, conserving momentum by lattic interactions.
Depending on its initial energy and the photon's energy, the excited electron
now has an energy either above or below the work function. If its energy is
above the barrier potential then it can escape the metal if it reaches the
surface with a sufficient momentum component normal to the surface. If its
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energy is below the barrier value, then it can't escape and eventually is
thermalized--its energy just heating the metal. This is the usual way in which
light is absorbed by a metal. Clearly, it's important to know the escape
probability of an energetic electron from a metal layer. Between its birth-
place and the surface, an electron undergoes collisions with ions, and with
other electrons. Collision with another electron involves a large loss of
energy from the energetic one -- on the average 50% per collision -- so such a
collision will be modeled as thermalizing it. Ion collision-phonon scattering-
involves only -a small energy loss, and effectively just serves to randomize
the electron's direction. In general, this is helpful, since an electron must
have a minimum normal momentum to penetrate the barrier, then we can define a
loss cone; electrons whose velocity places them in the loss cone can escape,
while even an electron with energy above the barrier potential can't escape
unless its velocity is in the right direction. So a direction randomizer is
nice because it gives the electron more chances to enter the loss cone. Of
course, in a thick layer as many electrons scatter out of the loss cone as
scatter into it, but for a thin layer collisions help.
Surface photoemission is a more complex phenomena which achieves
momentum conservation through the existence of the surface and a component of
the electric field E normal to the surface. So only light with a normal
component of E can give rise to a significant surface effect. This
excludes half of the solar flux; althoughin practice surface roughness allows
even this light to have a locally normal 1. component. The effect of sur-
face roughness is helpful, but hard to predict, so I'll ignore it. The
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surface emission from a flat surface is discussed in Ref. [1, 2, 3, 4, 5,
6, 7], and depends on a detailed knowledge of the surface; the vacuum-metal
interface is not instantaneous, and we need to know the nature of the transi-
tion, and interaction of light with it. Primarily using Ref. [1], modified
so as to treat my thin wall geometry cell, the solar-spectrum, and to somewhat
simplify the surface-light interaction, I have found the surface effect to be
more than an order of magnitude less important than the volume emission. For
the sake of simplicity, I will be conservative and from now on neglect the
added efficiency due to surface photoemission; treating only the larger,
conceptually simpler, and better understood mechanism of volume photoemission.
Analysis of volume photoemission in the thin layer cell involves three
distinct problem areas. First, we need to know the absorption of light in the
metal layer, as a function of frequency and position. Once this is known,
we'll have the number of newly excited electrons as a function of their
positions and energy. We need to know the escape probability of one of these
electrons through the barrier at B. Finally, solving the first two problems
will tell us the photocurrent across the Shottky barrier at B; we need to
analyze the behavior of the entire cell, excited by this current. I'll work
up to analyzing the thin layer cell slowly, starting out with a quite simple
model, and gradually making it more and more complete. The first model is
quite simple; the metal layer is assumed thick so that the absorption of light
will obey a decaying exponential away from the metal-vacuum interface A;
reflection will be ignored, so every photon is absorbed. The fraction of
absorbed photons which excite electrons into the loss cone is given by the
Fowler function, Ref. [8].
(7.1)
where is the number of photoelectrons per electron of frequency V , h is
Plank's constant, ( is the metal's Fermi energy, and E is its work
function. This result holds only for hvz FE . As an aside, note that the
notation used in this chapter is completely self-contained; notation used
elsewhere in the thesis won't apply here, nor will this notation be used outside
of this chapter. As discussed in Dalal's paper, Ref. [9], the fraction y,
only tells us how many electrons could escape if they were created right at
the surface. Dalal shows how this fraction changes as a result of the electron
being excited not at the surface, but at some interior point. He uses a
one-dimensional random walk model by Kane, Ref. [10], in which a collision with
a phonon reverses the electron'svelocity vector, while an electron collision
zeros it. With this random walk theory he analyzes a case where light enters a
metal layer of thickness & , and is absorbed via an exponential law. Once
excited, an electron wanders throughout the metal, unable to escape through
the vacuum interface where the light entered, but instead forced to survive
until it reaches the other interface, which reflects the fraction R of those
electrons which reach it.
R =I- 
(7I2
(7.2)
Dalal shows that the Fowler function y, is modified by this geometry to
become Y :
Ys = Y, 5 (7.3)
(7.4)
where le is the mean free path between electron-electron collisions, and 4,
is that for electron-phonon collisions. Since E,>>p , the effect of
phonon collisions is good. Note that Dalal's Equation (11), Ref. [9], is in
error by a factor of 2, my (7.3) is the correct form of his Equation (11).
The number Yf tells us how many electrons are photoemitted per absorbed
photon of frequency V . We can get an upper bound on cell efficiency for
this model by neglecting circuit considerations, and just assuming that each
escaping electron does so with the full work function energy & . We need to
know the frequency distribution of solar photons.
dn/
Tv 02 Al -&-s (7.5)
i7k (7.6)
where n' is the photon flux of photons at frequency v per cm2 per second, k is
Boltzman's constant, T is the solar temperature, and p. is the same as else-
where in the thesis, namely the solar power flux. The efficiency is thus:
9e4W sit"CY vF.'/J (7.7)
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F, k(7.9)
k"- kFi (7.10)
For a specific example, consider aluminum with - ev, E=.sev,
kT>-Sev, and . This yields 9eg -T .013; bearing in mind that the
actual reflector absorption e .15, not 1.0; and that circuit effects gener-
ally cost a factor of two in conventional solar cells, we see that actually
9e4~ .001.
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B. Semiaccurate Model
The preceding simple model of the thin layer power cell is inaccurate
for a number of reasons. It treated light absorption by a simple decaying
exponential, which is not acceptable if the metal layer is optically thin. It
also used the Fowler function to give the photoexcitation response, which only
has validity in the immediate vicinity of the threshold frequency, and where the
work function E is much smaller than the fermienergy 6 . The random walk
model was one dimensional and ignored the energy dependences of Ee and P, ;
2, is not strongly energy dependent, but -Pe is. Finally, the simple
model ignored the behavior of the entire electric circuit.
In this semiaccurate model, I will use the classically derived form
for absorption as a function of position in the metal layer for normally
incident light. I will continue to use a one-dimensional random walk model
to calculate the escape probability of an excited electron, but will include
the energy dependence of Ie . I'll assume that an electron cannot escape
across interface A into vacuum so that this wall is fully reflecting; the wall
at interface B is not fully reflecting, the reflection coefficient R is given,
among other places, by Wooten and Stuart, Ref. [11]:
(7.11)
/ IkLE(7.12)
For a semi-infinite slab, with no collisions, then the probability that an
excited electron is in the loss cone is:
P( ) = I - R) (7.13)
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To obtain the probability that a photon will cause photoemission,
which is what XF is, we need to convolute P(E) with the probability that a
photon will excite an electron with initial energy E. It will be instruct-
ive to demonstrate that the reflection coefficient approach reproduces the
Fowler function XF in the appropriate limit:
The electron density as a function of energy will be assumed of ,
and I'll also assume that hv<e . Unless the excited electron has an energy
above the fermi level ( , it can't be excited at all, so the number of photo-
emissions per absorbed photon is
y> PC t) )VE-'E /E d ~ E (7.14)
PLEEI-dE AE? (7.15)
Adopt the notation
hV os xo (7.16)
-
(7.17)9
In the limit of E< we see that
/ ' /t7 E (7.18)
We can now formulate this semiaccurate model. Letg(rv,x) be the
probability that an electron which originally had energy E and was excited byz/
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at distance
of incident
is N(E)dE.
m is:
x from the interface A, will escape at interface B. The fraction
photons absorbed at x is A (/, x) dx ; while the electron density
Using the solar spectrum n'(v) , the number of emitted electrons
m =) A x) n'){ [ EA )
T)heg Em e o h n'v)d t
The m expression simplifies to
M = n'o) fA I A v,x).ELjvx)I(E)xd EVL {.e-hvAI()dEiIdcv
Y(v, E) A(vx) (E,7, x)dx
/( -0) = Y.x (VE ) N( E) A E I/ f-AvNLE)E
mn = (V) n*'Cv) A1V
We can change some of the integration limits, getting
Y(_,E) = Ax) (,,x)dx
y (2 nY(.),E) P(EME .. , (E)dE
r = y(V )0 n'V )dz2
9eW =E,/ h 'y y
ItZ
( E,v,x )N(E) )dx dEE A ,x )A(71)
(7-19)
(7.20)
(7.21)
(7.22)
(7.23)
(7.24)
(7.25)
(7.26)
(7.27)
(7.28)
We will use the solar flux n'tV) defined in (7.5), and the electron density
NCE ) oC E1  (7.29)
So, clearly, all we need to do is specify 1(E,v)X) , the electron escape
probability, and to specify the absorption A(,x) . Using the one-dimensional
random walk model of Ref. [9, 10], we can use the result of Dalal'sRef. [9],
for i(E,,x)
g(E3, x) = 8 e~ (e +e -ux (7.30)
I +- e + (T- (7.31)
cgf+ 2 (7.32)
where was defined in (7.4). It will be useful to define more dimension-
less energy variables besides the T defined in (7.6):
I= (7.33a,b,c)
As promised, I'll use an energy dependent expression for fe ; a
simple expression due to Quinn, Ref. [12], which is valid if the excited
electron has an energy close to c :
ie CE) oc ( E +}- z E) 26 (7.34)
We can rewrite our equations in terms of the dimensionless variabl-es:
R =Vr+y7(7.35)
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y A (7.36)
(7.37)
(7.38)
pec~~ ~ dpr Y6~ I 7
We find A (- x) in section 7.D as a special case; in 7.D we'll
find A(, x) as a function of the angle of incidence y of the incoming
photons. The A (), x) used above is just the special case of normal inci-
dence, Y=o . The form ofAt9,x) is
A (x = A 6-ot()AeA+ ) ySi ~ cosyx (7.39)
The coefficients d,q ), da t -,), I t are gi
(7.125); for large A , only ceLty') is important.
has index of refraction (complex) of n,-ik, then /, y
Ljft~
AA k,
ven by equation
If the metal layer
are:
(7.40a,b,c)
Because both A q,X ) and
integration over x to obtain
are analytic, we can perform the
Y . ) :
+ ~(A~~ -,a + 3 r-+/42' I/- /COSALP4 COS/ /J 1 IAi 5)A fyAJ
4 /-1 C01 /o (7.41)
14r ; I44 AAA 1/1 d/C SA/AJnYA II
Due to the energy dependence of 1, and R, I cannot integrate (7.37)
analytically, nor can I (7.38). But they are easy to numerically integrate.
Instead of evaluating 9egg for specific cases, I'll proceed to my final and
17
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most accurate cell model. The value of the semiaccurate model lies in the
formulation, and as a way station between the simple model of section 7.A, and
the final model introduced in section 7.C. It serves no purpose to calculate
results with it.
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C. Final Model
The semiaccurate model of section 7.B can be improved upon in sev-
eral respects. The use of A/(E)cc1F_ is a good approximation for simple metals
with filled d orbitals such as A , the alkali metals, etc.; but for metals
such as copper, silver, gold, etc., we should use the actual density of states.
Integrating over E we should actually weight by N(E)N(E+-V ) , not just by
N(E), i.e., by the density of both the old and new states. For metals with
Nacf this change makes little difference, but for metals with more complex
band structure it is essential. The absorption Aty)x) will be treated in
section 7.D and include the effects of non-normal incidence, 'o . The
escape probability L EV,x) of Dalal's, is based on a one-dimensional
random walk model in which the only way of accounting for the actual three
dimensionality of the escape process is by using for lee , J values
which are reduced by a factor VT from the actual e ,, , Ref. [9].
In section 7.E I will consider a full three dimensional treatment of the
escape. The function g( E,v-X) will no longer be analytic, but must be
found by numerical integration. For this reason it is best to note that g
does not depend on E and V' separately, but only on the energy EFE+Jv
of the'excited electron. So I'll use EF rather than E throughout. And in
section 7.F, I will treat the electrical behavior of the cell more accurately
than simply saying that the power is E times the photocurrent. The number
of photoemitted electrons per unit area and time is:
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m=~cosy) /A E- Av, x) IEk V()NE)N(E+k v) dx de ---hARE)
N/ (E ) d n'C)d Z
m = Cosy/ +E A(,x)g(E,x)N(E,-A)N(E,)JxdEF N(E
n'Lv)dJv
Switch to nondimensional units, and to reduce the number of times which
(7.42a)
(7.42b)
(.E,,X) must be calculated, change the order of integration.
3 =- E / Y /A (7.43a)
CO +/ ~
m =aosy n't)Atp~glna)~i)NT-0/l C N~)N/(7- X)
d Jdedl d T
We can split the expression for mn into smaller portions:
y (YI 5) =0 A (-Yg) (,a) da
w(5)z ., ()( - Y) ,)/[
(7.43b)
(7.44)
41J~ N(~)A/(~r~~jJsjI I el'- (7.45)
(7.46)Now =e to w t (5)d5s
Now proceed to find the absorption.
D. Absorption in Metal Layer
In calculating A(9X) , I'll represent the index of refraction in
vacuum as 1, in the metal layer by n,-ik , in the dielectric by nl ,
and in the final metal slab by n3-'J s . If the angle of incidence y is
nonzero, then we must consider the two polarization states of the incoming
light separately. There are 7 light waves to be considered, shown in Fig. 10:
FIGURE 10
3
Metal
Vacuum layer
A B
A
Metal
slab
Y /i] 1j'X
d -
First consider light polarized so that the B field lies along k .
I'll represent the electric and magnetic fields by complex quantities, which
will also force the angles 4 and S to be complex. For example, Ei and
are represented by
J) n Y + (OS e xP ot Y6 Y Cos P +Y S I n o
Ij Cd nz
k exp 't C (- Y6 COSf +/ S)YI
(7.47)
(7.48)
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-A
= 1 and indicates a wave moving to the left.
are complex, but can be related to each other by using one of Maxwell's equa-
tions:
x E =c - B (7.4
(7.50)
If we had considered
8_ -- -13 (n,
-
ik,)E 3
E 3 
_3 ,.we would have gotten
So, eliminating 8, through B 7
+ niLcos Rj)exP1 ii-
, we get
(- y X cosy+ysmy) E+
By I ecp EiwT(-yxcs+ysmny)E2
cas4j) e.xp f iwt-(nik,)(-yexcos+n4p)IEg
~U
3, 'i
I~3,L1
A~,4
A=/
exp { t (A3- ;k3 )(-y x cos+sm n) E i
6 y-) .=y,.3,si,7XL
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9)
(7.51)
-k )k ex, iwt- cnIk,)(-y0 xco*+ysInt)JEg
E sipng cosy X )exiiwt - L ' xJ (~ Xcor*/y smn?)I E
8 - nki ei - (in.)X-x cos +ysSin y)E
(7.52)
(7.53)
(7.54)
(7.55)
(7.56)
(7.57)
(7.58)
(7.59)
(7.60)
The quanti ties E6, 8swhere fg
a 4 = - ), na Eg
E sny + cosy ) e pI 7~C
i t k -gxos +sn }g
-
g n-i, A<
SZ2>4,)
We can relate the angles and coefficients Ee by imposing the con-
dition that at the interfaces A-E and k-8 must be continuous. Note that
for = the x origin is at interface A and li.p 6e are valid for x eO ;
for 2=3,9 the origin is still at A, but , are valid for o.xs .
When =s,d we move the origin to interface C, and note that & , &g
are valid for -d xs o ; while for f=7 we use the same origin and
validity for xko . Without loss of generality, we get E,-) . The
continuity conditions become:
A interface:
sin' = (fn,-ik,)sin# (7.61)
(tE ) c =(E +El)cos (7.62)
1- Ez =(n, -ik, )(FSE-q, (7.63)
B interface:
(n,-i k,)s* =n (7.64)
(a-' E3+ aE ) cos = (hb5.+ b'Ef )Cosf (7.65)
(n,-ik,)(&a7&- a E,) n. (b Es.--E) (7.66)
C exp c- a (n,-ik,)cosOI (7.67)
' exp ~C r. osy (7.68)
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C interface:
(7.69)
(7.70)
(7.71)
n s-n =A(n,--i k3 ) sinP
(ES + E6 )O cos7 El c0s P
n1 ( E-S- E6 n.3- 'k3 ) E
Using these relations, we can immediately obtain the angles from (7.61, 7.64,
7.69):
6~, ~ real (7.72a,b)
n, sM n4, coSA p. k, cost, sinA siny
n, Co4s, sinh, - k, sin , cosA =
1 sin 6, cosA , +k3 cos, sinA 9 % SinYg
n3 Cos6 srahlz k3 sin -oA
(7.73)
(7.74)
(7.75)
(7.76)
(7.77)
We're now left with six equations, (7.62, 7.63, 7.65, 7.66, 7.70,
7.71) in six unknowns EE EE E . To solve them, first putEg-Eg
in terms of E , and next E3 , Ell in terms of , and ulti-
mately in terms of E7
E n 2lC05 o [ 05 Cos + (n. -ik 3 )CooS ]E7
Eg=2n cosE 1 ni cs'-(n-ik)cj)E>
(7.78)
(7.79)
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CL
E= (,-ik )cos trik, )cosyo el hEg*l(n 1ik,)coso -acos4'b~'Eg (7.80)
E ~~ 2 (nr k,)os [(,i-osE (7.81)
E3 b £ n.2 cosd+( r ik, ) s ([-ik,)ocos6- (nr ik)cos.
n -ik)cos -ncosp] E7/((,-ik,)ncostcos pJ (7.82)
QGp _ ~ rIr ~ ~.
E. W n c os50+( n3- ik3 ) cos] nf ak )co7nzos ]+ (n~o- (1n,-i k,)c os ]
E[(n,-ik,) COs5,0+n,2 ceOS(PJjE, AL1n ik,)naO5 Cos 5 co (7.83)
If we define
w,= % E;~ a -k, ) n, cos cos, (7.84)
then we get F G, from (7.82, 7.83)
F= abr cos+(n 3- ik, )-o5 yJL n-ik, ) cos+ nz cos 43 +a2 En COs-((n Ai k3)cos73
[(n,-ik,)cos5 - n"co.s5J (7.85)
6 b'[ n, cos G+(n, iks ) cos f6f+(n,- ;k, +[flnc os - 3 +n,-ik,>cos73
[(n,- ik, ) cosr5 + ncos 1 (7.86)
We still must find E, or alternatively W, ; to do this use (7.62, 7.63)
2cos y =[cos + (n,-jk, )cos yE 3 + (7.87)
2OL4
= 2 cosy licost - (n,--k, )cos.E 3 +E cos+(ri,-;k, )cos ylE (7.88)
using the first part of (7.82, 7.83) we can use (7.87) to find W/
WP cosy [cos + (n,- ik,)cos y F +Icos - (n,- ik)cosyJ G? (7.89)
At this point, we have found E2>E3 >Eq, E E, E . We know F,,G, from
(7.85, 7.86), and can then find w, from (7.89). Given W, we find E7
from (7.84) and then E.-,E6  from (7.78, 7.79). Given F,, G,)wp we have
E3 )Ef from (7.82, 7.83) and then e2 from (7.88). Next, we must use our
complex representations of ES to find A (v, x) in the metal layer. We
can define a real Poynting vector .S by:
_S_= Re (ExB) (7.90)
Then the absorption due to this polarization state is
A , (-vx,y ) -VS (7.91)
To find absorption in the metal layer, we use E ,EL ,8 ,8a
as usual, ( ) denotes complex conjugation.
E =E sn costf)w exp -)
+ ( sin + cos Si) jP exp iwt C A,-ik,)(-Xcos +ysIn)) (7.92)
_= 8 =ncik, ) w0 exp s-- (n,-k,XXcost +ysn)fk-(n,-ik,) w,
e xp i iwt - (O cn,-ik, X- x cosp +lysin) 7.3
20s5
S 1wi Re f (n,-ik,) COS**?+sin 0f)jF e +(- cos$T4+ Sin**)IG,1 e
- ( e cs*I +sin j'S) F's ei + (coTs' t- s Fn p6 ) F,6 e"J}
( n, si 1, sink +< kcos, cosAi4i )
7( n, Cos, cosAh,-k, sn#, smnA#2)
I 1 ( n~cos4t, cosA ±,k~sin, nk4,IFlp,)e - IGpl eX) -2(kS, c, cshf
-nsi i4k,)lIr(F'G,) cosyx + Re ( F'G,)s, nyxJ + 1 ) J2 (n ISin , coshfg-kcost,
SIFP)'eAx+tGepeA'+2-,n(FpGp)slnyx -ZRe(F,'Gp)cosyx}
A,( p,x )= , A~ -~8 e F eAX +0 ?snx -0 yCOs 0 o1s6
~d 9 ,(,Cos tcosA++k, sn mo, sinA o 2 z
22 ~L1Iwj(coscosA4+k,Ae/snh i#)
g i I r ( FG,)( k, cos, c osh ,n sinAA4 5)
a070 = i,)* R e LF FGp)( k,cost, COSh9,- n~sin#, sinh P.,)
By using E B to find S and hence A in
then integrate to find the absorption in it. The total
due to this polarization state is then the integral of
which is the absorption of the metal slab.
the metal slab, we can
absorption in the cell
APLvtx) , plus 'I
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(7.94)
(7.95)
(7.96)
Sn A)
(7.97)
(7.98)
(7.99)
(7.100)
(7.101)
(7.102)
= os i cosA + k, s n 1, snh )JE (7.103)
Now I must treat the other polarization state; here E is
oriented to lie along k . This analysis closely parallels that for the
opposite polarization. The same relation holds between Ep and 8e as
defined in (7.51); also the angular relationships of (7.72-7.77) still hold.
E =k exp i;wt -c (-ye xcosI+FsIrvy)J E 2=1 )Z
siny +y cosyf ) expl it-~ (-yXcosy+ysmy)J~2
i exp iWt C ( In,- ik, X-/i xcos +/ysi )i E,
(sm?+yjcosOf)(n,-ik,) expiiwi - ct n,-ik, X-I xcos+ysrp)+'S
i=3.
2=3 Al
<Aexp it-n, (
(7.104)
(7.105)
(7.106)
(7.107)
(7.108)
sin+ sy )2 exp ;wt- gx cSoEg
?k p iwE ik, ) -(-y; 4Xco+ysJn')b
sm1ycsJ) ;ieplti ( n;~3 )(-yg xcosP+ysmn6)}i,
Applying the condition that I<-E
the interfaces, we can proceed as before:
and S- 3f must b
(7.109)
fP =/ (7.110)
e continuo at
e continuous at
(7.112)W 
-, 8E C b r k,)) n, cos Cosy7
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11)
F4 = Z hZ [ n,-ik,)cosO +nzcos fXL n,r-os?*tn3-ik, )cos41 -ia' tln,- ik,)cO.st- n.,cosfl
n,.osCy'- n3-i k )cos6J
GfN Wni ,coso - Il cosrlkn,,cos + (nj A3k3)cos$3+ E , ik,)o +nosf
Lnicos y- (n 3- ;k3 )cos l
Wt cos = [cos5 ly +<n,- ik, )CosPJ F +[ Cos y -(A ,- i k) -osfjcGN
F FE3 = WN
,% Z A
Ell W1
AM (v,x)= (AeA'-b! eAX + Xsi - Wj yCOSY X OA )(sA
(j= - 9 L n cos , c f 2k, si f tsinbf )
0 sin
0(,= IWGz R e ( F *G7s X k, cos, c +s fn, si.s5 k ) n
Kr = na cs( coA 92ka SninI P )/Il9Z
Sunlight is composed of an equal mix of the two polarization states, so:
Atv~x) = ,A - X cAe' +aysiyx -- oy cosyxosca
(7.113)
(7.114)
(7.115)
(7.116)
(7.117)
(7.118)
(7.119)
(7.120)
(7.121)
(7.1 22)
(7.123)
(7.124)
(7.125)
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E. Electron Escape Probability
Here I'll find the escape probability of an electron created inside
the metal layer at position X= a , with energy given by
EE+ ) =( + E)p2 21 (7.126)
9 =(7.127)
I'll find the escape probability gtSA) by a random walk model. An
electron can do four things: It can collide with another electron -- this
process occurs with mean free path e and is treated as a capture event,
de-exciting the original electron. The electron can also collide with a
phonon, this happens with a mean free path of E, , and is treated as a random
scatter event. The electron can reach the wall at e,=o , the A interface, if
it does so it always reflects, and does so specularly. Finally, the electron
can reach the B interface atot=1 ; if it hits at a small enough angle, i.e.,
is in the loss cone, then it escapes; while if it is not in the loss cone, it
specularly reflects.
When the electron is created, and each time it scatters, it has a
random direction. This direction can be described by two angles, 9,,y
so that
+ Si .s # + sin s s < OS k a , r (7.128)
using the J,j, basis of Fig. 10. The probability that ,,0, are within
the range ds d fs is
(7.129)
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Because scattering is random, we'll never have to keep track of 4 , so
we're just interested in the probability that the electron has /, within
the range d :
.5 ) = .s (7.130)
We'll express the total escape probability 1(3,a) as the sum of the probabil-
ities that the electron scatters after exactly 0 scatters, after exactly 1
scatter, after exactly 2 scatters, etc.
(1 N,)= 0 p, (Al a (7.131)
And p,(NI o) is the escape probability after exactly N scatters. This
bookkeeping technique is useful because we're able to find a simple recursion
relationship for the set pNA/;o) .
(N-) - ) )s srA Np A (7.132)
Here is the probability that an electron starting from o in
direction 65 , will scatter in an interval dy at 0 . So once this series
is initiated with p.(o;o) , we can grind out all the other p,(Njo() , sum
them, and get g(5,d).
PgtO;O) = P (0;Os) '(O5)J/ (7.133)
where ge(oa(s) is the probability that an electron moving from C< with
direction 9 will escape with no scatters. So, clearly, once we specify
(. (o; 9s) and -(c;s) , we can find (. Before doing so, it
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will be convenient to reformulate some of the expressions. It's better to
replace 1s by its secant u :
U sec
PC u) du = p"( Ps ) OtspLL h () --
pzt~)
(7.134)
(7.135)
(7.136)
And replace 'e (o, s ,(,e) by ae(;;t) , (oL;a)
7.133) into (7.131):
Split this up:
fe t )- I Pe = PE "ay
r (, ).sA)-) p, U( i) U2
g (+ ( o ,)g( Y, r-) de
Once peto) and r(ca) are
First find Pe() ; the path length
the distance projected along i , by
cone is defined for li ul1I-9  . We
rate :
. Now substitute (7.132,
0) u
2.- o (7.137)
(7.138)
(7.139)
(7.140)
known, we can solve (7.140) for 3(y) .
that an electron travels is greater than
a factor lul . Also note that the loss
also define a dimensionless collision
(7.141)
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g ( Pe .+ ) P
Now we can analyze pe (aju) for various ranges of u. If ) .A S 7 ,
then the electron can escape, and will do so when it reaches the B interface,
which it will do after traveling a distance ()-iaw . So the probability of
escaping without collison is
Pe ' ) = e 0 s :5. (7.142)
If , then the electron cannot possibly escape without collisions, so
Pe (0e;i.) = 0 9 < I ui (7.143)
Finally, consider the case -r . u -l ; the electron can escape, but
is traveling in the wrong direction, so it must first reflect from the d= o
wall.
PL,(~a 22 u e- < (7.144)
Having pe(v"a) for all t , we can express Pe(()
Pe ( 7 e~ + e* L (7.145)
Pe (a) { eU+ I (7.146)
Next, we must evaluate r(,ce) ; again I'll evaluate p,(s,-r; u)
for various ranges of u.
Consider o<o ; but now the electron reaches 1 before it can
possibly arrive at - , and promptly escapes, so it can't scatter. But if
1>O( then the electron arrives at r before 1 and so can
scatter:
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-I - c 0-0
ps~~ c2.;a u ,LA e(~u
(7.147)
(7.148)
(7.149)
r<u<co: Consider 0<ot ; the electron travels until it reaches 1, finds that
it's not in the loss cone, so reflects, and arrives at o ; it then has a
chance of scattering. But even if it doesn't, it can continue moving until
it reaches the interface at 0, reflects there, and again has a chance to
scatter at r . Since the electron can't escape, it just rattles around
inside the metal layer, having a chance of scattering each time it passes a
(7.150)+e+--
)pS (o, t;A) 2'LA
Using the same reasoning for the ,r>p case, we get
P5 (0.r P u) =Lt e + + -- e " U
(7.151)
(7.152)
(7.153)
-oo U<- : This can be analyzed like the above case if we remember that ul=-u.
(7.154)(A( , r I) = -L #e 13 e
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of - 9
(0i - tr-2) LAE IU9 -4kg - eltS
+ P- + e_- + e- +e
(7.155)Ps (">r;u.) = -- IL I e(,I + e)~ "u d i e Z"g
-r) sus-l : Now the electron has the ability to escape as soon as it reaches
the B interface.
(be+ r)L us} r <a (7.156)
(7.157)
p- (, -j U U e
fs ( U) PP ~ LA 4+a-)U
Knowing p,(a,ar-,u) , we can now assemble a relation for r(o4,r)
so that we always integrate over positive u, we get
r(o(,O) ~-if e4' d. + ,z E 2 e + e ~
+ e + e C -ejd <
r(,oz )= 1,C +\0_ .Id t + ~ e
"cc -Ku ta+')"- 3~'
+ e (f O9+ e 3d OtU jkI- e Idu L,> C
These can be combined to form a single r(o ,)r) e
r( ,r) = )- , L eP ' + e L + T
le-d1u coo-a--)u~ z 1~ 1' d
+e - ce-a) us
(7.159)
xpression:
(7.160)
Using equations (7.146, 7.160) we can then calculate 3C5,o) from
(7.140); needless to say, I've had to do so numerically.
21 Ij
Rewriting
(7.158)
F. Cell Behavior
From sections 7.D and 7.E we have obtained the absorption and escape
probability, and using (7.44) can then find Yj',3) . Knowing the band
structure of the material used in the metal layer, we can find w(3) from
(7.45), and with one more integration, obtain the photocurrent density m from
(7.46). In earlier cell models I found the power density of the cell by
multiplying m by the barrier height E . This is obviously an upper limit
on the power density, and for photovoltaic cells is off by a factor of about 2.
The actual power density delivered by the cell is the product of the voltage
drop across it, V, and the current density J, demanded of it. The power cell
is characterized by some V(J) relationship, so that the power density P of
the cell depends on the current density J. There will be some optimal U~, which
maximizes P,(cT,) . Power will be distributed from one place on the
reflector to another via a power grid consisting of ribbon-type conductors
which comprise most of the reflectors structural material -- the metal slab
of Figures 9, 10. Power is switched via this grid so as to keep the current
density in a cell at the optimum value,5., and to deliver power to the up and
down thrust units of the surface, as required by Chapter 6. Most of the power
of an average power cell is dumped locally, in its neighboring thruster units,
with very little resistance in the transport path. Some power must usually be
transported from one end of the reflector to the other; this distribution is
via power buses with characteristic length of about a kilometer, and cross
section of a micron times ten meters. With such a design, the resistivity
associated with transporting power from the power cell to the dump point may be
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neglected in comparison to the internal resistivity of the power cell, and
the purposely high resistance of the up and down thruster units where the
power is dumped. When there is a junction between a metal and a dielectric
the work function of the metal is lowered below its value for a metal-vacuum
junction. If the lowering is not complete, so that E>0 , we have a
Shottky barrier; while if it is lowered sufficiently there is no longer any
barrier to impede current flow across the junction, and we have an ohmic
barrier, Ref. [13]. The power cell shown in Fig. 9 has a Shottky barrier
at interface B, and an ohmic barrier at interface C. Regrettably, the vol-
tage drop V across the cell is not all across the interface B; there is a
voltage drop across the dielectric of -7 , where - is the resistance of
one square centimeter:
-k = pe J (7.161)
And Pe is the resistivity of the dielectric in ohm-cm. The relationship
between current and voltage of a Shottky barrier is, Ref. [13]:
J = J, ep V - (7.162)
JT- 12o T2 exp ~ k2E9a c (7-163)
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where 7, is the quantum electric charge.
just the sum of Jy and-Ts=-Tm; while
drop minus that across the dielectric. So
for the cell is
J i exgE (V- T7)-lZJ
But the total current density is
VT is just the total voltage
the current-voltage relationship
(7.164)
We can re-express this in V(J) form, and, hence, get the power density P in
terms of J.
+ -kT T cr+zr.+3
P= -I + in T-
dP kT IT + TO+, Ts T4
;FT j0 = 2 -R JTW + U- -n + T%+*+:,
(7.165)
(7.166)
We can solve (7.166) for J7, , and then substitute into (7.165)
to get P . Then we calculate the efficiency YP which was used
in Chapter 6 by
po
= ,cs
(7.167)
One final thing to remember is that the temperature T varies with
angle y , approximately like
Tr(y) = T (o) cos5'? (7.168)
This mechanism helps keep from dropping at large angles of
incidence YJ.
I have applied the final cell model described in sections 7.C, 7.D,
7.E, and 7.F to cells in which the metal layer and slab were composed of Al,
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, *Ts = g m "
Cu, and Ag; as well as combinations of them -- for example, Cu in the metal
layer and Al in the metal slab. The frequency dependent real and imaginary
parts of the index of refraction of these three metals are well known; they
are used in section 7.D. The density of states N(E) for Al is essentially
given by the free electron model VEf_' , Ref. [14]. For Cu and Ag, though,
the behavior is more complex, but is detailed in Ref. [15, 16, 17, 18].
Making use of the fact that E, is not strongly dependent on electron energy,
the 1, values are easily extracted from the metal's resistivities. Finally,
we need 1, data; for which I relied upon Ref. [19, 20, 12]. It quickly
became apparent that the slab metal made little difference in , , while the
free electron-like metal Al was better than Cu or Ag for the metal layer
material. So the discussion which follows is for an Al power cell, using
1 L I5oA , 1sJso/(EF- c-) wi th 4e in angstroms and E, in ev,
and using 6= 11.5 ev.
There are many design parameters of the power cell which may be
adjusted in order to find a high ' design. The three most important are
To) , E , and A ; in other words, the cells a/c ratio, the work
function and the thickness of the metal layer. As Tco) decreases, the
behavior of the Shottky barrier improves, increasing , ; but what
really counts is not just , , but the product aTco) ', -- as can be
seen from (6.43). By choosing the dielectric properly, we can make E any-
thing we choose, less than the Al-vacuum value. If E is low, then the
photo-current is high; but the potential drop is small, so there is an opti-
mum value of E . As we make a smaller, then up to a point '
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increases since the electron escape probability increases. We also tend to
get increased absorption in the layer, since for an optically-thin layer,
light penetrates, reflects from the slab, and has another chance to be
absorbed in the layer. But if the layer thickness d is too small, then
the absorption, and hence (, as well, drops simply because there's not
enough material in the layer to absorb the light. So there is an optimal
L\ value also.
The effects of other design parameters, such as ,, n
are less important; ,De can become important, if too high, but acts
essentially as a step function. For fe less than some critical
value, , is essentially constant, while for larger , , it drops to
essentially zero.
I have adopted a nominal cell design characterized by the following
design parameters; pe- io ohm-cm,Tho)=3oo*K,E=. ev.,A=ooZoA=LiooA, and
n2= 1.40. The effects of varying each of these parameters is shown in
Fig. 11, as well as the angular dependence of and the power cell
absorption a .
Rather than operate at the low value of 6= zoA , which corresponded
0
to a=.If , I'll adopt the more manageable value of Ae tiooA Note
that OA is not independent of y ; this does not worry me. For
Y < 65* the y dependence of aA is slight, and y >65* incli-
nations are of little interest anyways, since cosy-p is small, making the
reflector's projected area small. The aA(y) dependence at yv _5" can
be dealt with in a number of ways: the aA(y) is not monatonic, leading
to the probability that more detailed cell design could produce a metal
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layer, dielectric, metal slab combination with essentially no y dependence
for - 5 . Another possibility recognizes that zA is not a , so
that the as of the up and down thrusters could be tailored in 'li so as
to make a independent of y At any rate, I will henceforth
consider the following values of a as attainable:
~- 2. Yx 0- Lo (7.169)
aA= (.57-170)
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CHAPTER 8
MISSION ANALYSIS
A. Reflector Parameters
Let's consider a reflector like the ones discussed in Chapter 4, with
0,aifR given by
a,= ZF, +(2L-2, ) e r coso (8.1)
a, ac (8.2)
A1= -.ra, = --.5a rco5 (8.3)
As was shown in Chapter 6, the values a,, 0, ,,I depend on the
average values of the power units and up and down thrust units in the sur-
face element in question. Using equations (6.11, 6.13, 6.19) we express
a,) a,,' in terms of the properties of the units in the surface
element.
, E = - aros as +(aA aj3)3T (8.4)
.s- a. t cos = 1,3 :5 (8.5)
(8.6)
Now e )aca, as > s are constants; once they are specified, we
immediately can solve the above three equations to get the variation of
-3 over the surface of the reflector. But first we must
make a reasonable choice for a ,<, , ,c2) b . We know aA
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the power unit's absorption, from (7.170) to be .15, this clearly sets a
lower bound on , . Generally, CL is a small
number - 0 ( 3x10~3 ) , while bi has an upper limit from
(6.10) of ± . We want leJ as large as3
possible since it describes the size of the in-plane stretching force.
Clearly, we want 5 large, but if we make it too large, then
Y, falls, and there is not enough up and down thrust capability.
So, in selecting e,, , aC I'll ignore at since it's small com-
pared to aA ) a) ,, and will assume a value for be of .2.,
corresponding to thrust units in which the emissivity on one side is four
times as large as the other. Then we use (8.4) to find the upper and
lower limits on SA , and its average 3A .
bB '2 (8.7)
.i '+ (+-59 = (, + -ae (8.8)
, 5 y + as (I- 5) =F, - (2~2E;)e (8.9).
-+ a1 (- 5A 5 (8.10a,b)
An examination of (6.50) shows that in order to best satisfy the 3 :.c
condition, (6.41) -- and thus be able to perform larger shape changes -- our
reflector design should have a large value of /a, . If we specify
the upper limit of 3A , i.e., 3, , and the size of the stretching
force (2-a, ) e, , then we can eliminate Z. from (8.8, 8.10a),
obtaining as( 5Y) . The behavior of this function can be examined
with an eye towards having large SA and A /,a 8
a, = I.5 (5;( (2- a , )e.T/( S-K ) (.1
.ls-,* .tr52 (2-3)e or,)[(23,)e-.t 2](8.12)
where ~5 is the value of , which maximizes 5 /a -
I'll select a value of -.05 for (2-50ie , making the absorption
coefficient vary by .10 from one end of the reflector to the other. For
a membrane which is after all a reflector and can't tolerate too large an
i,, value, this is about as large a stretching force as we can
tolerate. Because is small, 3, and .3_ are roughly the
same, so that .s-( i-n) is about the minimum area fraction available
for up or down thrust. I'll set this to 0.1, resulting in -5, of 0.8.
With these values of 3, and (, we can examine a8 3,T)
and / a . This function has a broad maximum, centered at i = .519
with f/a. = 1.58; but SI/aB is greater than 1.5 over the 3.,
range from 5A = .40 to SA = .60; consequently, I'll select the
larger value of = .60, with a, = .40 and , = .25.
A= I' . e .6 ,=.r- (8.13a,b,c,d,e)
I will adopt these values for all reflectors discussed in this chapter,
while reserving the right to select the smaller constant a, to fit the
specific mission under consideration. I can then invert (8.4, 8.5, 8.6)
to find Ta , 5, and 3. .
A= .5+ (2- a, ~s (8.14)
5,= - . .2s-a, ) r cosya (8.15)
225-
S=.2 - (.1 -8. 2-a, ) rcos (8.16)
Finally, we see that a and 1q vary as
a, .2 5- -. o-5- r cos (8.17)
10 = + 33' r Co5 (8.18)
The reflectors can be considered as single layer structures since the
0
thickness of the first two layers of a solar cell is 500A. This simplifies
the constants cA , C8 ,8 C , defined in (4.481, 4.482, 4.484). For
instance, CC becomes 1.
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B. Reflectors in Interplanetary Space
Not surprisingly, the reflectors work best in deep space, away from
the influence of a planet, simply because a planet imposes gravity gradient
forces and torques, as well as requiring large attitude changes over the
course of an orbit. Since it's easier to analyze the reflector's behavior
in deep space, I'll begin with this case, and later introduce a planet.
Now interplanetary applications don't call for large spin rates,
W, ,wwZJ #4 ; but it is interesting to see what size angular accelera-
tions can be handled. So, I'll neglect terms involving (4)Y type
expressions. Thus, F, ,F2 >F ,F6)5FFee become, using (4.94, 4.95,
4.137, 4.140, 4.141, 4.173, 4.267, and 4.268):
F (8.19)
F 13 F (8.20)
F = F3 F (8.21)
F = F =F =o (8.22)
e, 3 an Co -Ti F ( Smy csy) (8.23)
e 3 a. an 2. sin P 1 FI- / sin y cos y1) (8.24)
We remember that w, is lined tightly to W.3  through (4.125), a
yaw maneuver u, causes the E projection onto the reflector's surface,
i.e., change. This leads to a misalignment between /0 and x
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i.e., 4 , which provides a restoring rolling torque, causing 2 to
track . This value of # is obtained from (4.167); approximating
tL3  by (8.25) we get sin4 :
- - = C, cot? + W, W2cC ~4~~ Cof (8.25)
7o F,, ec y (8.26)
In order that the reflector be in tension while turning, equation
(4.229) must be satisfied:
os. K, ~1K3-+-Ki T I-4Y.a (8.27)
K,= b,cosp-b,+b, (8.28)
K?= b4 smtN +bg (8.29)
K 3 b, os4P -b -b (8.30)
, s -, -(e+.5a )s cspcobs = ,.s-cosv+2snty)e, (8.31)
b6=-75- co5 2Y (8.32)
bs m -b,. = -(CC+,5-a, ) sinycos y sln p +o.scosl? 4.as-san\y)e, (8.33)
The all-tension requirement can be split up into a condition that
b,cos4-b, be > o, and a lower bound on . This yL was
first expressed as (4.493), if yL is larger than the permissable upper
limit on , i.e., yeu --which is ~ .01, arising from the need to
have a ~ flat reflector -- then we're in compression. This condition
22?
becomes (8.34), while the b, cos 0 - b3> c
K .03 (b, cos$--b 3 ) cosy (8.34)
(.7 s' +. snt ye,5.a. )e. s-a smiycosycos4 (8.35)
These two conditions define a region in t,,&2 space for each y , in
which we can operate. We can then examine which points in this space we can
afford to operate at, in terms of power cost. This cost is dominated by the
first terms of (6.50, 6.51, 6.45, 6.46) and results in the condition that
A + (r'.s)5A (z, a+ eze,-ye, )- (8.36)
As noted in (4.495), we generally choose y to make 2,22+e~ea-ye, zero.
This can be done as long as it lies between the limits yAL and /UL .
When y is in the permissible range, we can easily vary the shape with
our available . of 2.5 x 10" , but once y becomes pinned at /LL
or UL , we're quickly power limited.
A look at (8.23) and (8.35) shows that there exists some simple bound
on the size of a positive d4 , but negative d2 are much less limited.
b, coscp-b = , c C -2. F  (8.37)
h,=(./s-cos+.2+si/n y')7T atfadI -t e-.a.)snyOcosy (8.38)
h2 ~ (-7Cs +. 12s-sin 2Y ) f /.1Siny -cs y- ) (8.39)
F, A a, = h, /hZ (8.40)
We also see that there is an upper bound on F tA) I given by
2.27
ondition is (8.35).
IFLe,I) = (s n )//0
This limit is reached when 4 is ± i , past this limit the
reflector can't roll fast enough to keep up with the rotating , direction,
and will go into compression. This saturation limit is reached if Foe), is
negative enough. Note also that the reflector behavior is symmetric with
respect to , , but not > . In Figure 12, I plot regions of accessi-
bility for a reflector with a = , and 2,22 = 2 X 1o- .
As can be seen, a typical value of F, for pure yaw, with '=
is 2 x 10- , while that for pure pitch is 10 times higher. For a value of
in of 4 x 10 gm/cm- and C = .5 km, this corresponds to 4000
deg/day for J), and 40,000 deg/dayz for d, .
So a reflector can operate in free space, staying in tension always,
while supplying large pitch and yaw angular accelerations. The reflector
operates best in the pitch range 300i Y 70" ; this is expected,
since the in-plane stretching effect depends on the incoming photons having
a momentum component in the reflector's plane. We also see that the reflec-
tor is better undergoing pitching accelerations than yawing ones, the
reason is simply that the yaw, roll interaction results in a misalignment
which reduces the ability of the reflector to remain in tension.
However, the available angular accelerations for kilometer sized reflectors
are clearly adequate for deep space maneuvers.
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C. Earth Orbit Maneuvers
The most obvious effect of the Earth on a reflector orbiting it is
the imposition of gravity gradient forces. In the last section I dealt
with reflector behavior in situations where the attitude of the reflector
relative to the Sun was held constant for some period of time, and a
large di, )w was applied to shift to a new attitude. But this is not the
case of interest for Earth orbital missions, in which we are interested
in maintaining some Earth-reflector-Sun configuration, not just the
reflector-Sun configuration. Over the course of an orbit the reflector's
attitude gradually changes in order to maintain the desired configuration,
so that all the terms of F,, F,F ,F) F ,F are the same order of
magnitude. Thus Earth orbital missions are more challenging and difficult
for a reflector than interplanetary ones.
There are a number of interesting Earth orbital missions for a
reflector, each characterized by a desired configuration of the reflector
relative to the Earth and Sun. I'll consider three types of missions,
the first and most important being the case where the reflector bounces
light from the Sun to the Earth. Here the direction of reflected light
AA
M , must be - . Two other interesting applications are Earth
escape, in which the reflector is pointed so as to increase its orbital
radius; and one where the reflector points back towards the Earth, so as to
allow radiation to be bounced from one point on the Earth to another.
When considering the first and third missions, we often want to reflect
radiation to some specific point on the Earth, varying the reflector's
23-
attitude to track this point throughout the orbit. This obviously requires
synchronous period orbits. However, once we're in a synchronous orbit,
the attitude changes required to maintain the orbit, and to reflect radia-
tion onto the Earth, are larger than those required to fine tune the
pointing direction to a specific point on the Earth. So I'll just treat
the zero order problem of reflecting to the center of the Earth, the atti-
tude and control histories developed for the purposes of mission analysis
in this chapter can then be modified slightly to reflect to any desired
specific location on the Earth.
As was alluded to above, we must be able to control not just the
reflector's attitude over a single orbit, but also the variation of the
orbit's parameters over multi-orbit periods. There are two problems of
orbital maintenance facing a solar reflector, as discussed in Ref. [24,33].
The first is shadowing of the reflector by the Earth, and the second is the
growth in orbital eccentricity over the course of a year. For an orbit
with constant angular momentum b, , there will be two periods, at least,
during the year when the sun vector R is approximately normal to 1a.
When O lies within of the orbital plane, then the
reflector will be shadowed once an orbit for ~ 1 hr. This potential
shadowing occurs over ~i of the year, for a constant , orbit.
During the shadowing time the Sun is turned off for the reflector. This
ends the solar-induced tension forces, and also leads to a temperature
quench since the reflector's heat capacity is small. The combined effects
of thermal stresses and gravity gradient forces will cause the reflector to
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lose its shape during a shadowing event; I don't know whether it can
recover again. Consequently, I will assume that shadowing destroys the
reflector. The need to avoid shadowing confines us to two classes of
missions: short-time ones in which the mission is over before the shadowing
time of year arrives; and long-time missions in which we use solar
radiation forces to precess , so as to keep h ,. nonzero.
0
The other orbital maintenance problem arises in cases where the
orbital plane is not normal to the Sun vector 2 . Radiation forces
acting on a reflector always have a positive component away from the Sun,
i.e., along V . The effect of such a constant sign, constant
direction force on the orbit, is to perturb its eccentricity vector in
the fxh, direction. If the orbit's inclination to the Sun ,
see Figure 13, is not close to i i , then this effect is large.
Obviously we could just hope that the perturbation is small enough so that
six months later, when 2 is reversed, then the perturbation is reversed
and over a full year the orbit's eccentricity won't change. By making
the reflector heavy enough we can insure that this happens. But such an
approach is bad for two reasons -- increasing the reflector's thickness
over the level required structurally and reflectively is wrong; and also since
we can't vary b, for a heavy reflector fast enough to avoid shadowing,
so by avoiding the eccentricity growth problem, we've run into the shadowing
one.
The eccentricity and shadowing problems require conflicting fixes
to allow long-time missions. In general, if a reflector is light enough
so that we can precess A , it's so light that e, will be driven
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close to 1 during a year. As e, grows, then the perigee drops and the
peak gravity gradient, and attitude change torques grow too large to be
handled. There appear to be only two ways out of the dilemma and which
thus permit multiyear Earth orbit missions.
The first possibility is for a Sun-polar orbit, i.e., one where
hlis i . For this orbit nxI is zero, so there
is no systematic eccentricity pumping effect. On the other hand, this orbit
maximizes the necessary h, precession. In order to precess b,,
we'll have to control the reflector's attitude, a reflector which always
reflects sunlight to the Earth has y =s* and no effect on _ or
the eccentricity vector e . So precessing , requires that part
of the mission be devoted to the y=is , Earth pointing phase, and part
to the h, precessing job; this approach of partial orbit utilization
was discussed in a different context in Ref. [22]. During the y avr' phase
we will potentially perturb e, but since this is not a systematic
effect, one can presumably find an attitude profile which properly pre-
cesses 6, , while not perturbing , . The Sun-polar orbit is nice
also because your average projected area is larger than for other orbits in
which sunlight is reflected to the Earth. However, such orbits are not
suitable for Earth pointing missions, i.e., = -D , since the solar
inclination y is o
The other possible long-term orbit occurs when the orbit's inclination
to the ecliptic v3 , is small, and the orbital plane Y1 is precessed
Q36~
so that n = s +c . Since 3 is small, the precession
requirement is also, which allows a heavier reflector. The eccentricity
perturbation is inherently largest at small y, , but because we don't
have to precess b. quickly and can thus use a more sluggish reflector,
the magnitude of the e, perturbation can be reduced. It's not practical
to continue this procedure, i.e., decreasing f3 , to too low a value,
since when 1y31< Fo" a circular orbit has shadowing problems. So
we can't accept the 16,l perturbations if our original orbit is circular.
However, if the initial orbit is an ellipse with perigee in the I, k
plane, the , perturbation will just tend to precess the initial
apse direction -- by proper selection of yP3 , and the initial
eccentricity e, it should be possible to precess both . and e,
and thus have a stable orbit. As in the Sun-polar case, the attitude
history necessary to reflect radiation to the Earth, is not going to precess
ho, y!9 properly, so part of the orbit is used for each task. This
type of orbit will not be very useful as for low inclination orbits the
average area used for reflecting sunlight to the Earth is lower than in
Sun-polar orbit, we have to use a heavier than desired reflector in order
to match the required A, and e, precession rates, and, finally, since
e0 o the perigee height is less than synchronous radius D, thus
increasing peak gravity gradient and attitude change stresses. To handle
these we have to reduce the reflector radius C.
As long as we are not in Earth orbit for a long time, we can ignore
orbital maintenance problems. This can be done for Earth escape missions
and for reflection to Earth missions in which we don't care what happens
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to the reflector after its served for a short mission time. The best orbit
for Earth escape is clearly Sun-polar, while in analyzing short-time
reflection to Earth missions I will assume that r =sm 7,3 ^+ cos f N . For
a general orbit
n^ = 5in y'Z + cos ? 3k (8.42)
where due to the need in short-time orbits to reflect to specific Earth
locations, while not being concerned with orbit maintenance, it is often
desired that not be the ecliptic vector k -- making 6 .
But since we're not concerned with Sun dynamic terms, due to the length of
the year, for short-term behavior, we can just treat the
l Sir sl3 Q + cOS o3 1 (8.43)
case, and later when considering the small orbital modifications needed to
reflect to specific Earth locations we can replace k by and yO
by ? . This formal manipulation lets me treat all four missions by
the same model. The four cases I'll consider are: 1) Long-time Sun-polar
circular orbit; 2) Long-time elliptic low inclination orbit; 3) Short-time
Earth reflection circular orbit; and, 4) Short-time Sun-polar Earth escape
orbit.
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D. Model for Earth Orbital Missions
I will consider orbital perturbations using a variation of parameters
approach. The reference orbit has an angular momentum vector k , and an
eccentricity vector e, . Its radius is r , its semi-major
diameter is D, semi-latus rectum is p, , and its orbital frequency is
W . Previously I have used D and o in this thesis for
synchronous orbits; except for Earth escape missions they will still be the
synchronous values. From Figure 13, there are three orthonormal basis
sets. The inertial set is ? ,k where 7, J lie in the ecliptic
plane and k is normal to it. A more useful slowly varying set is
^ A AA A
, k where 4b lie in the ecliptic plane and Q is the
much used Sun vector. And motion of the reflector in its orbit about the
Earth is described via the cl, basis where 1 is normal to
the orbit's plane.
AA
A s oI +_sin (8.44)
-SI iaJ? + corya (8.45)
d co~ - 5 ~~ 3k(8.46)
Ai= +(8.47)
A e ofE (8.48)
The reference orbit's
in it are given by:
A
e e,
-
' 0
(%,=r,
60) _ and position and velocity, r,, Y,
(8.49)
(8.50)
r =p, (-etcos-' 0 (8. 51a ,b)
(8.52)
(8.53)D cosy, cos 6 2 P b sin, cos 0 k
It requires two angles to describe the reflector's normal z in the
above basis sets. One will be the much used inclination angle y , and
the other is . Once i is known, then we can find the projection
of -Q into the reflector's plane, i.e., l^ of Figure 1, while ^r
completes the /^,), basis.
-sn Y cos /yn si b -cs /y cos p6 k
-Cos?, 
-sg&
Z=-cosy 
-I +Jill ?IYsig b +kiyos;&
(8.54)
(8.55)
(8.56)
And using the definition of gravity gradient angles ),, ,
get
Cos Co= c spjcosy coS9-siny Ing0in4+SIn gyfJVi cos o co-S
sintf co.Syo = cos' sin 61 smny +'/An yco5s3 C05~ f c S'J
from (4.46) we
(8.57)
(8.58)
2L1 0
sm 6 S inc J n s .- (8.59)
We can use (4.55a, 4.56a, 4.57a), remembering that Uy and
^ A
v~-r to get the spins in terms of Y and
ny (8.60)
(8.61)
- cosy (8.62)
(8.63)
where as before W, , W;, w3  are components of the reflector's angular
velocity w along T,, respectively, and is the angle of mis-
alignment between h and the vectors which are fixed in the
reflector.
Once we specify a desired reference orbit, and attitude history ytt),
5s (-) we can calculate the quantities ()F , )F , F from
(4.166, 4.94, 4.95, 4.137, 4.140, 4.173) modifying them slightly to allow for
elliptic orbits. For mission analysis purposes we can certainly use the
approximate form of the roll moment equation for qd-) (4.166), instead
of the more accurate one (4.457). I'll collect the equations here for
convenience.
8 {3w (D/r) 3  (nJYcs cosg 4 -w,-f , i (8.64)
3mo (D/r ) (8.65)
where B as usual is 2-a = for our reflector. The9 o u  
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reflector for mission analysis purposes can be considered parabolic with
curvatures e, , e -- this is the first iteration of the shape equation.
The curvatures e, , e- are obtained from (4.267, 4.268).
.r e, (--.5r) - er r +,.sy -r 2 .as-)
as
=iS tn CsOn -F, /( sny cos)
z_
(8.66)
(8.67)
(8.68)
We then solve the roll moment equation, which is linear except for the
difference between 4 and sm1n
F.In c . ., - (8.69)
Solving this gives us oty)
F) F )e,) e and le
which completes our determination of
ts us find F, Fe, F
Fz (D/ r ( sin2yc cof5 ) -
F (D/y)3 ( a 3 szn. o.) -1 -
3s (D/ w0 s) nly si, c7 + ,m w t
(8.70)
(8.71)
(8.72)
The reflector will be in tension if two conditions are met, b,cos-b>o and
Cos - = - (e+.sa, )5m yces ycos o +[0-i;,)cos +.s-,5ijnlyJ e, -F,
K= (e+.rac )sjy cosy'fn +2 ,k + + t E
(8.73)
(8.74)
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=LL U-i) cos) J~' { ,K/( ,.os -b,) * Fi (8.75)
where I used (4.177, 4.179, 4.171, and 4.493). If possible, we use the
value of y given by (4.495)
( 2, , + e, )(8.76)
but if this is less than YLL we must set y yLL and if it is
greater than ye we must set Y . Note that the upper
limit on y is operative only when we're reflecting radiation to the
Earth, for Earth escape or for h., e precession maneuvers we're not
limited. I'll set the stress parameter at , describing the size of the
rim stress, to 3 the maximum allowed value from (4.232).
-= I- ( s-b b )Io (8.77)
b, 0-~ ,)yco5y -i (8.78)
As a practical matter, the largest power requirement comes if we cannot
use the natural t from (8.76), but are pinned at either JU or y, ,
Our power affordability condition is essentially just (8.36), as the other
terms from (6.50) are not limiting for our of 2.5 x 10 . Using a
value for o . of 2.3 x 10" and our value T, = 300 'K, C, = 1, a8 = .4,
= .6 we see that we can tolerate a 1 ,+ e~e,-e,yJ of 5 x 10 .
This was 2.5 times the initial curvature z,4, for the interplanetary
reflector of section 8.B, but is - of the value required for typical
Earth orbiting reflectors. The ability to operate off the (8.76) value of
which helped widen the d, , '), regions of accessibility for the
2L'q.3
interplanetary reflectors is largely missing from orbital missions.
In the last few pages a method to determine whether a reflector could
stay in tension and if we could vary its shape with the available control
power was detailed. It followed directly from a knowledge of the refer-
ence orbit and Fth, 0f) . Determination of yLf) and ?,d) is a
prerequisite. Our choice of yt)h and yg(t depends on what mission
we're on, and on the variation of orbital elements e.,A, desired, and
that caused by a given y, od-) . To find this, we need the
acceleration of the reflector a due to radiation forces. We can, for
our present needs, use the zero order terms of (4.20, 4.21, 4.22) in which
we can neglect reemission forces since f,=o . The acceleration
is just
= .y - -(8.79)
Expressing it for our value of a, of .25 and putting Z in Q,1,k
coordinates from (8.56), we get
a = l o n i4Cosv) co y' - 6snY'cos y/ ( slinJ +-cosy, k ) (8.80)
Use the equations for h , e , D and their variation due to a
disturbing acceleration a
ho = , xY, (8.81)
rSxa (8.82)
GMee_,=y, X A '-GMe ^83 (8.83)
GM e, 2r,0(y-V -V y, a- ) -a.(_r,.y,
-a~D 2GM, ~,
(8.84)
(8.85)
(8.86)2 Da z D GMl y,- O
where G is the gravitational constant, and Me the Earth's mass. It turns
out that the yyg history desired for Earth escape is fundamentally
different from that required for the other missions, and is the easiest to
find, so I'll derive it now.
Clearly, we want to maximize Sb and thus from (8.86), to maximize
VO0
w.Da 0 (~~ -oe, (I+cos'l ')SIA6o.ja5 csy -OS gsm os -f
sin 4 + sinsn Cos% 3I
For the sun-polar, quasicircular case I'm considering, =g
so
w, =-w0 D Vr, 2 .s sin (6 )
So clearly this is maximized by
y=sin~ -is
Using the relation WD G , we get for 0
0 ; /(3 GM)
L. e0 tcos 67)
(8.87)
and e,= ,
(8.88)
(8.89)
(8.90)
(8.91)
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We can also check that for this -, o, selection and reference orbit,
that r,. and r,-y0  are zero. Averaging over one orbit, then, 9 ,
goes to zero, since )4- L is constant and r, is cyclic. The
S has cyclic b and k components, and a Z , i.e., n for
this orbit, component of
D (8.92)
This just corresponds to the D of (8.91). So the y,76 of (8.89, 8.90)
maximizes D and has no other effects on the orbit, it stays in the same
plane and quasi-circular.
The difference between Earth escape attitude and that for the other
three orbital applications lies in the behavior of fg . The other
missions will be carried out using a f6 which is an odd function of
6 . A function is considered odd with respect to 6 if it changes
sign when sin does, while it is defined even if it has the same
value for ±6 . For attitudes in which ? is even and r6 odd,
we find that only the b components of Sb, and Si, fail to vanish
identically when averaged over a single orbit of the reflector about the
Earth. Since the b components of S-, and Si, are the precession
causing ones which were discussed in the previous section, by using an even
y and odd ?6 we can avoid adding unnecessary and undesired e, and
A perturbations while selecting the y, y, needed to give the
desired precession terms b ,. . However, we must show that
the two reflection-to-Earth attitudes satisfy the ' even and g odd
conditions.
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If the reflector points to the Earth, then z = -D
inspection of (8.53) and (8.56) gives
cosy = cosr, cosp
siny co =
So that y is seen to be even, and , odd. We differentiate
-- which, through (8.60, 8.61, 8.62) gives us w,)W A ,w 3
, = 6' cos7o sin 0 /sin-y
#6 = -Ssin7r, /sin y
If the reflector bounces sunlight to the Earth, then >n =
m = Z +2 cosy z =-D
(8.96)
(8.97)
(8.98)
Once again we find )v and y6
C os a ? - Cos Y3 C asi t
sinAy2 Sin pF -sing
siny cosf sing, cos
p=$cos y, sin 2 sin z y )
S6 OS- 'P 1s n 2
by inspecting (8.53, 8.56).
(8.99)
(8.100)
(8.101)
(8.102)
(8.103)
2V,7
. Direct
(8.93)
(8.94)
(8.95)
and k
to get
This required 4 is even, and the y, is odd. So we know that ygg
satisfy the even, odd conditions during the working parts of our orbits --
those parts where we're reflecting light to Earth. Since even, odd choices
for -w, 6  produce the precession SA and e , while not any of the
other unwanted parts, there is no reason for having a noneven Y or a
nonodd . So, from now on, I'll assume that y is even, and 7e
odd:
Y(sn S) = ~ L-si) (8.104)
% -sin)- - p Csin) (8.105)
From the expression for , , (8.87) we see that v 2 is odd.
Forming the dot product of (8.53) with (8.80) we see that r' a is even.
And from (8.48, 8.52) we see that r.V is odd. From these facts, and
from the definition of S e, in (8.84) we see that j-,I - e, are
odd and will average out over an orbit, while b"-e is even and will
not vanish. Similar examination of Sh, in (8.82) shows that its V and
k components are odd and will vanish over an orbit, but its b com-
ponent is even and doesn't cancel. The b components of 5, and Z
are:
h4-0 i 0 r. cayCOS 6' ( 5 eyco-0~ 6 -6CSy51O 3 -,i~ (8.106)
b ,s ( tsn e ? S sno sy p +51, ( cos (8)cosy7
cos %.TJ + sny os~,ksiny, smnbcos6g i (8.107 )
The eccentricity growth term which is so troublesome for solar
reflectors is
(1-i,)*,(-sdrB)(H+6co 2 7V)'y cC0553 (8.108)
This can be seen to be a large term which only changes sign when
cosy?3  does, i.e., twice a year, and vanishes when cos-7, does, i.e., for
Sun-polar orbits.
Next, we can show that a 0() odd, solution to (8.69) is
possible. By using this solution in the mission analysis equations, we
can show that all quantities are either odd or even. Thus, we'll only
have to analyze 1/2 of a given mission, and by virtue of the odd, even
symmetry properties, we know immediately the behavior of the other half
of the mission.
Using the fact that 76 is odd, and y is even, we can immediately
confi rm that G)W, W , , and F are odd. Similarly,yc ,,, d.w
are even. We can't go farther without knowing the symmetry properties of
. It can be easily seen that an odd f is consistent with (8.69).
Such a # would have 4 even and 9 odd. The even q
makes F odd, along with the odd # , an odd F makes e, odd. So
both the left- and right-hand sides of (8.69) are odd. Knowing that an odd
4 exists, my mission analyses will find and use the odd ' solution
to (8.69). As a consequence pp , F , e., ) K are all odd, while ,
the from (8.76),F,,F , F , b2 , b,cosp-b,, and yL are all even. Since
the natural is even and the lower limit is also even, then
the f we select will be also. This makes the oC defining rim stress
even, from (8.77), as is the cost criteria (8.36). By virtue of these
symmetry conditions we know that if one half of the mission is hackable,
then so will its corresponding other half.
I will conclude the design model of this section by setting down the
required average values of S and Ei, over an orbit, which cause
steady precession over the course of a year.
( )= , = , (8.109)
( )r =Cs (8.110)aov ?.-o2~~3
I'll nowutilize the model developed in this section to analyze the
four missions discussed at the end of section 8.C.
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E. Earth Escape
Earth escape can be analyzed analytically. The angles yr, o were
given in (8.89, 8.90). The gravity gradient angles y, are seen from
(8.57, 8.58, 8.59) to be y,= 2 . The equation for the spins
and 9 are:
W, -w. smny (8.111)
02=0 (8.112)
Wp -JoC05t (8.113)
c .s-(e +Sa.)smnyos 1 y - B sny0 -cosy)Lsn (8.114)
This is homogenous, for the purposes of this section I'll use 4 = 0.
et- 28 l-ra + 48 do (8.115)
=0 Kz=0 (8.116a,b)
F6 =3 (8.117)
ILL< 0 (8.118)
We're allowed to operate down to zero, and are not
restricted to an upper value of .01 - since we're not reflecting light to a
target. Integrating (8.91) we get the time to escape of
fesc = 2? wD) (8.119)
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For a reflector with fi, = 4 x 10~1 gm/cma then escape from
circular synchronous orbit takes 53 days. Using the same zz- of
2 x 10 considered in section 8.B for interplanetary space, and a,
of 4 x 10' , we see that initially e, = 1.1 x 10- , y = 1.8 x 103
while at escape e, = 3.9 x 10~' and = 5.1 x 10~3 .
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F. Short-Time Reflection Missions
Even though there is no orbital maintenance requirement, we can still
not use all of the orbit to reflect light to the Earth. This is a result of
the attitude profiles given in (8.93 through 8.97, and 8.99 through 8.103).
Obviously, for a reflector pointing at the Earth, half the orbit is ruled
out for this use as the required y/ from (8.93) has the wrong side of the
reflector pointing to the Sun. But even at the end of the orbit, 6 = 0 we
run into problems since y goes through a minimum. This results in a
large 6 from (8.97), which has its worst influence on 4, . The angle
4# can't respond fast enough through the roll equation (8.69) to this
w, requirement. So, in general, only a small fraction of the orbit in
the neighborhood of 0 ~ 600 is usable. For small 6 , and for
6S o" we must bail out of the Earth pointing mode. The same type
problem occurs for the missions where we wish to bounce sunlight to the
Earth, although they're less severe. For these, swn2* is a minimum at
both ends of the orbit, so we can't operate at - o,Tr , but can use
.?A-the middle portion in the vicinity .< . In the inaccessible
regions we adopt a slowly varying y, ) profile to try to minimize
the attitude change requirements. The problem of inaccessibility is most
severe for low inclination orbits, as is clear from (8.93, 8.99) and does
not exist for ? 2 5-o" . But high inclination Earth pointing missions
are unattractive since the average y is high, making it harder to stay
in tension. And, in general, we would be better off using a long-term
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Sun-polar reflector for missions where a large (f. is allowed, rather
than a short term reflector with somewhat better tailored orbit. So the
main regions of interest for short-term reflectors are low inclination
orbits: We're presumably more interested in following a specific target
on the Earth which is easiest at low f03 . This is also a less
accessible region for long-term reflectors, so there is more incentive to
put up short-term reflectors. Unfortunately, it is the low inclination
region in which the inaccessibility problem is most severe. I will
illustrate the behavior of low inclination, short-term reflectors by
considering a reflector with r03 = 30 , which reflects light to Earth,
and does so for 6o's0 _ S 1200 . This reflector has a specific mass
of i, =4 x 10 gm/cm2 , an at of 4 x 10 , and WT, (0 0 ) of
6.9 x 10~ "K, and a radius of .5 km. I'll plot the attitude angles
Y, and to illustrate the amount of tension, will plot the
--
5-
rim stress parameter o( - for two values of zz , 1.25 x 10 and
1.75 x 10 . As can be seen, o(> o everywhere, so the membrane stays
in tension. As can be seen from Fig. 14D and 14E the 2,= 1.75 x 10-5
value is somewhat superior, also note that the # angle undergoes ± io*
oscillations, the complex maxima, minima of o( in Fig. 14E correspond to
the zero crossings and peak of 0 in the 70*<9< 1300 region.
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G. Long-Term Low Inclination Mission
This mission is more of a mathematical curiosity than a practicality.
It has all the difficulties of the low inclination short-term missions of
the last section, but is even worse for four reasons: 1) We are forced
by the need to decrease Se', to go to heavier reflectors; 2) To then reduce
the required Sh, , we must use lower inclination orbits; 3) The regions
at the 0--o,Tr ends of the orbit can no longer be used to reduce attitude
changes, but instead must be used for the orbit precession maneuvers; and,
4) At perigee the characteristic orbital frequencies and gravity gradient
terms are higher. All of these effects guarantee that even if we find an
orbit and profile which precess e, and k properly,
the reflector will not be able to stay in tension unless we drastically
reduce its size C.
We can see from (8.108, 8.110) that we need e,<O , corres-
ponding to perigee on the Sun side of the orbit. This helps us find an
orbit since we can now look at lower inclinations ?3 than for a circu-
lar orbit, since the reflector is shadowed potentially only at apogee.
I have managed to find orbits which precess properly; the following
example will illustrate them. The initial orbit has inclination of yP= 7.?*
an e, of -.50, and a synchronous period, reflecting light to the Earth
for O 0's L. " . The membrane has a specific mass of 11.7 x 104
gm/cm& with a. of 4 x 10- , and (T(o*) of 6.9 x 10 *K.
The average of (8.106, 8.107) over an orbit agree with the desired values
(8.109, 8.110) for the following p, chosen in the nonreflecting
regions of the orbit.
o 0 :s 60*
Y= 37.5- + 223.7 sin'g -6 Sy.9 sinO +soo sin'6 (8.120)
? = - 137. 1? *,s-2.1 1 sin3 (8.121)
y - 6 0 + 32.3 s - 3.3 fin (8.122)
r4 = - 19o + 137. 8,sin~ r -2.) $In 30 (8.123)
where y and ?4 are given in degrees.
As expected, though, C must be made very small in order that the
reflector stay in tension. The usual .5 km reflector undergoes * 20",p
oscillations and fails as it requires very large , i.e., y>) to
stay in tension. Likewise, a 50-meter radius reflector has /LL up to .75
and cannot stay in tension. I had to go to a 20-meter radius in order to
stay in tension, with a peak y of $ . This occurs out of the
6o0 *s 61).20* region in which /L is operative, but it's doubtful
that the shallow shell model used is valid at such a . Because of
the small size C, I don't consider it worth investigating the matter further.
The long-term, low inclination, elliptic orbits will not be useful ones for
the reflectors considered in this thesis.
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H. Long-Term Sun-Polar Orbits
These orbits will prove to be the most useful for large scale uses
such as weather or climate control. In these applications we need to maxi-
mize the effective reflecting area of a large fleet of reflectors. The
Sun-polar orbits have a large average projected area, since cos y is
and constant for a nonprecessing orbit, the need for orbital
manipulation will cut the reflecting time of an orbit to , for a
utilization factor of the reflector's area of . Since the more
effective use we get out of the reflector, the fewer of them we need, so
Sun-polar orbits are attractive from this standpoint. We also, when
considering a. large fleet of reflectors for climate modification, cannot
afford the cost of employing only short-term reflectors with a lifetime of
1 month. Since the low inclination, elliptical orbits of section
8.G are not useful, even though they have a long orbit life, the only
candidate remaning for long-term missions are the Sun-polar orbits.
Finally, deployment of a large surface area of orbital reflectors provides
a great incentive for minimum mass reflectors. Sun-polar reflectors also
require low mass, whereas the reflectors of 8.G were required to be heavy in
order to simultaneously precess h, and e, . In summary, then, if
Sun-polar long-term orbits are possible, they will be clearly superior to
either short-term orbits or low inclination long-term orbits for applica-
tions such as climate control, or solar flux augmentation, which demand
large reflecting areas in space.
When r becomes the equations for Sd, , simplify;
set e, to zero, and P to w, and re-express (8.106,
8.107, 8.109, 8.110):
$ -f ( +Cosi)cos ycos6 (8.124)
b-Si, -si i9 , 1 1+.sdN)cos y6 +Sin$in <::os0 snycosI (8.125)
( S0 ) =w D b (8.126)
(L , )a = 0 (8.127)
As can be seen, the systematic eccentricity growth term of (8.108) has
vanished. We can also see from (8.99, 8.100, 8.101) that when reflecting
P,
light to Earth y, = - . If we spend all our time
reflecting light to earth, then Sh and Si, from (8.124, 8.125)
both vanish when averaged over an orbit. The vanishing of Si, is
welcome, but since we are required to precess A, according to (8.126), we
see that we can't reflect sunlight to Earth for all of the mission, but
must devote part of our time to A, precession.
In order to make the orbital average of (8.124) agree with (8.126), we
see that when engaged in orbit maintenance, y should be low in the
$~~1Y neighborhood, and y should be high when 9~o
An upper bound on the Sh, available from an average over an orbit can be
obtained from (8.124) by a step function y history: When cos6 is
< 0 set -f =0, and when co.6 > o ,set y = - . This
tells us that
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(b-D (Dc cos/d(8.128)
For a synchronous Earth orbit this sets an upper limit on acceptable
in, of 4.2 x 10- gm/cm" . This upper limit is optimistic in
two respects; it does not allow any time to be spent reflecting sunlight to
Earth, the need to do so will reduce the time that can be spent precessing
h, ,and thus require a lighter , ; secondly, it did not use a
smoothly varying ? control, which a reflector will be forced to do in
order to stay in tension. Still, the upper limit sets a goal against which
to measure the performance of y,7w profiles.
Note that $06 does not appear in the precession equation for
h , (8.124), so it can be selected to reduce the .e precession
and the , spin rates. The obvious choice for 4P is the value
used in the reflection part of the mission, namely = -6 ; from
now on I'll use this yP4
6 (8.129)
6I
- w.D n inycos'y cosp (8.130)
,J~ -o0 sin7 (8.131)
- , s (8.132)
When looking for a y profile which gives the average of (8.130) to
be zero, and which gives the proper precession of h, , we're helped by
not having the inaccessible regions at ~ o, fr . In low inclination Earth
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reflection orbits, we could not reflect to Earth at the ends of the orbit,
and in order not to totally waste this region of the orbit, had to perform
our orbital maintenance there. But a Sun-polar reflecting orbit has no
ends, so we can make the perturbation maneuvers more leisurely, being
able, for example, to devote two orbits to orbital precession, followed
by two orbits spent reflecting light to the Earth. This technique will
reduce the required i rates. The canonical mission I analyze
will consist of M+2 orbits, where by symmetry I need only consider one
half of each orbit. The maneuver begins with 9 at -Tr , and y
at some minimum value. As 9 increases towards 0, the angle yv also
increases to some maximum value in the neighborhood of 6' = 0. At the
9 = 0 point, i/z of the first orbit has been completed. As 6
increases towards some value 6, , between 0 and 7r , then y
decreases from its maximum value, smoothly becoming 450 at P9= 0,
At the 6= 0, point we have completed the portion of the mission devoted
to orbit maintenance and from now on, i.e., up to 6 =fr , and then for
M more half orbits, will reflect sunlight to the Earth. When 9 = (M+ )
we have completed the portion of the mission which must be considered, the
remaining M+2 half orbits are symmetric to the first part. So we'll con-
tinue to reflect light to Earth up until 0 = zflM-M+1 )-, , and then begin
the precession maneuver, with y reaching a maximum in the neighborhood
of -~ 2fr (M*) and declining to its minimum value at 6= (2M*3 )r
But by symmetry we need only consider the 9 range from -Tr to (M +)
1r . During the M orbits totally spent in reflecting light to Earth, there
.2 6I
is no change in e, or , . So the precession rates which y must
give are:
gr +,) ,( D 2 s0n .. ( CosY) osyr COsPd (8.133)
) sf Cos Cosd6 ~ sY i , = o (8.134)
Here (8.133) precesses , and (8.134) prevents the precession of
e . By manipulating &, and the form of y , i.e., its minimum
value, its maximum, the 9 position of maximum , etc., it is
possible to find y profiles which satisfy (8.133, 8.144). Such a
history then maintains the orbit and generally also allows the reflector
to stay in tension everywhere. I'll illustrate a Sun-polar mission with
a radius C of 2 kms -- a far cry from the doubtful 20m value of section 8.G.
The reflector has a. = 2 x 10- , d/i, =.93 x 10- gm/cm2 - 22% of the
upper limit, which considering that it will spend 55% of its time reflecting
light to Earth, is not bad. The c-r T,(o* ) is 6.9 x l0 3K. The
mission has 6, = 145 0 and M = 2, for a working fraction of 55%, as
mentioned above. The angle y has a minimum value of 100 at 0 = -180
and reaches a maximum of 59.850 at 6 = 0 , dropping to 450 when 0=
145 , and staying at 45 0 while 1 increases to the symmetry point
6 = 5400 . As usual, I considered the 4 odd solution to (8.69)
which must be 0 at 0 = -1800 , and 9 = 540 ; this 4' undergoes
j-±S'O oscillation.
The y values needed to remain in tension are not above the .01 upper
limit anywhere; I'll plot the rim stress parameter o( for two values of
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2Z , 1.4 x 10 and 1.8 x 10 ,in Figure 15. The o( jumps near
0 = -90" and 0= 30 are due to the jump in Y at these values, which
was caused by the control law I used. I simply let Y be constant
over different 0 ranges, this being a simple and adequate approach for
mission analysis. By a minor change in y near -90" and 30 0 , 6 values,
the jumps in o( can be avoided. The X values used are always the
natural ones given by (8.76), ranging for the 2 = 1.4 x 10 case
from 2.3 x 10 and 6.6 x10 , while for the , = 1.8 x 10
case, Y is between 3.0 x 10 and 7.9 x 10 .
The example above shows that large solar reflectors can be utilized in
stable Sun-polar orbits spending * 50% of their time reflecting light to the
Earth, and the remainder in precessing their orbit so as to receive full
use of the sunlight, and to never be shadowed.
In Figures 16,17,18,19 I'll plot snapshots of various re-
flector quantities at the 6 =-160O location in the mission,
where y =11.230 , and < =2.48' . Figure 16 shows the built-
in ay, MQ, and the zero order solar normal force. These are
linear functions of rcos0 only, so I'll plot them along the = O
and ? ' meridians of the reflector. In Figures 17 and 18 are
plotted the shape and stresses along 4 meridians. Remember that
this entire mission is performed using the of (4.495), which
makes the largest I term vanish. In Figure 19 I show the re-
maining J dependence, clearly j>o , so we have enough control
power to carry out the mission.
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CHAPTER 9
DISCUSSION
This thesis was written to investigate the feasibility of a large
space reflector which does not rely on a truss for structural support,
or on rockets and/or momentum wheels for stationkeeping and attitude
control. I felt that in order to deploy and maintain the large re-
flecting areas required for such interesting applications as Earth cli-
mate control or solar flux augmentation, an alternative to the conven-
tional reflector design philosophies was needed. Now it's immediately
apparent that simply by virtue of being a large area solar reflecting
device, a reflector intercepts a large solar radiation energy and
momentum flux. Except for the center of mass acceleration due to the
planet it orbits, the solar flux dominates all other environmental
disturbances. So the problem is simply one of how to make the Sun work
for you, to provide structural support and pointing torques.
Because I was interested in proof of principle, I was prepared to
devote most of my analysis to demonstrating that a solution existed to
the two most important questions: Whether one could manipulate sunlight
in order that the reflector maintain its shape, and whether one
could control the reflector's pointing direction. The attitude control
problem is essentially a subclass of the requirement that the reflector
remain in equilibrium, so I devoted considerable effort to showing how
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a reflector could remain in equilibrium under the influence of solar
derived forces, and disturbing influences due to gravity gradient forces.
The basic approach used to insure equilibrium has been discussed several
times; one simply must guarantee that the reflector is everywhere in
tension. It's obvious that in-plane stretching forces can be provided
in the Sun direction by differential absorption of photons, and in the
orthogonal surface direction by a positive curvature surface in that
direction. Unfortunately, the fact that this implies differential
reflective forces normal to the reflector's surface was immediately
apparent as well -- the way out of the dilemma took more effort to find.
As I've discussed before, the effect of the differential normal forces
can be removed by designing the reflector so that its variable absorption
coefficient is accompanied by a variable specific mass given by equation
(4.76a). The physical basis for the cancellation effect is easy to
appreciate: The zero order effect of reflect sunlight is simply to cause a
center of mass acceleration of the reflector, in the normal direction
Z ,this acceleration is proportional to (1-.s5d,). Now, of the
total Z force acting at a point on the reflector's surface, a portion
must be used to provide the center of mass acceleration, the required force
is simply proportional to how much mass it must push, i.e., to m,0 -,s5,).
If aO is less than the average value -a at some point on the
surface leading to a larger than average reflection force, then by making
the local mass rn, greater than average we can insure that the increased
force is used to push the increased mass at the center of mass acceleration,
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and thus the force is not available to cause stresses. This is a good
point to illustrate that the attitude control problem is a subclass of the
equilibrium shape problem. The use of a variable absorption coefficient
generally results in a built-in and large torque due to the differential
reflection forces. But the same variable mass which cancels the stress
causing portion of the normal forces also shifts the reflector's center of
mass the precise amount necessary to cancel the torque. If this did not
occur, the large zero order torque due to the variable absorption co-
efficient would make it impossible for us to control the reflector's
attitude.
The in-plane A direction stretching forces would, in the absence
of disturbing influences, and with the help of positive curvature in the
A
T direction, provide tension everywhere, and thus keep the reflector
in equilibrium. But things are complicated by the presence of normal
forces other than the cancelled (i-,sa,) reflection force. These
disturbing forces arise from a number of causes, gravity gradients,
inertial forces due to attitude changes, reflector curvature in the Sun-
direction, i.e., 9 , reemission forces due to a , term, and
reflection forces due to an uncancelled ct, absorption coefficient.
Because of the shallowness of the reflector, the stresses required to
remain in equilibrium with these variable normal forces are the same size
as those provided by the stretching , forces. In order to cancel the
disturbing normal forces, we make use of the only one we can control in
space, namely, the curvature . The much used first iteration to
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to the reflector's total shape, is just the shape which cancels the above
listed normal disturbing forces. Subsequent terms must be added to the
first iteration, which, for the reflectors discussed in this thesis, is
simply a paraboloid shape, in order that the reflector be in equilibrium
in the out-of-plane direction with its surface stresses, and with the
smaller, second order normal forces which exist. This equilibrium in the
normal direction is a dynamic one -- you want to be just far enough out
of equilibrium so that the resulting shape change is the one which alters
the shape to the value required for quasi-equilibrium as time increases.
The equilibrium equations were also greatly complicated by the need to
include in-plane forces smaller than those due to the /0 stretching force.
These smaller forces were required by consistency though, because the
curvature of the reflector in 'r --which is our tension-causing
mechanism in the Y' direction -- gives only a small in-plane force.
Likewise, by including first order terms in the in-plane equilibrium
equations, we're bound by consistency to include second order terms in the
out-of-plane equilibrium equation. So the one fact that most complicates
the equilibrium equations is that our tension-causing mechanism for the
7 direction is weak; if it were as large as the A stretching,
the equations of Chapter 4 would be much simpler. Because it is small, we
are limited often to only small values of the misalignment angle t . That
this is regrettable follows by recognizing that because we can best control
normal forces on the reflector's surface it is harder to roll about Z
than it is to point Z . But when we yaw the reflector we also change
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the direction $ ,since we can't tolerate large values <p of/,X mis-
alignment, and since we can't roll 9 fast without also requiring
large values of si , then our allowed yaw rates are limited. So
I would prefer that a larger I tension mechanism existed.
Even including first order terms in the in-plane equations and second
order terms in the out-of-plane equation, the results of section 4.F show
that we can achieve good accuracy by working with an approximate set of
equilibrium equations (4.133 through 4.136) rather than the full set (4.129,
4.130, 4.131). This approximate set is still simple enough to make the
selection of a nominal stress state in section 4.C and determination of
the reflector's shape in 4.D a relatively straight forward process. The
discussion in sections 4.F and 4.G just demonstrates that the simple stress
state and shape are useful quantities. Once it became apparent from
Chapter 4 that a reflector could, by a combination of a built-in stretching
force and controllable normal forces, remain in tension and be pointable,
then I had to show that the power was available to control the normal forces.
Obviously, a sun-tap was the desired power source, but it was necessary to
design a solar cell which was an integral part of the reflector, and did
not result in concentrated masses. I also needed a cell which would be
simple and inexpensive to build. The Shottky barrier, metal photoemission
cell designed in Chapter 7 is easy to make. The only important restriction
on the dielectric is that its resistivity be . 10 ohm-cm, it does not
have to be a high quality semiconductor. Considerable effort in Chapter 7
was made to determine what power levels this cell could deliver. The intent
of this thesis was to show the feasibility of a ribless reflector; for this
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reason it was essential to show that the reflector could be kept in equili-
brium, and that a source of control power existed. Since the reflector
must have enough control capability to control its desired shape -- which
changes over a mission -- then the capability to control vibrations about
this shape certainly exists. In Chapter 5 I showed what types of natural
vibrations exist, that most are high frequency and not often excited, and
how to use control power to damp them. Since the vibrational problem is
not as critical as the one of static equilibrium, and since the control
power to damp vibrations exists, I merely outlined the manner in which to
use this power for the damping, and did not consider it necessary to go
into the depth that was employed when addressing the static equilibrium
problem in Chapter 4. Similarly, in Chapter 6 I showed how the control
power could be used to vary the reflector's shape and/or apply surface
forces to it. Some power transmission algorithm is needed to get power
from the solar cells and to resistively dump it in the locations found in
Chapter 6. The switching should, of course, be done so that the loads and
power cells are resistively matched in order that the power cell operates
at its optimal current level. The switching semiconductors and power lines
can be made as an integral part of the 1IA thick reflector. Design
of the switching algorithm should be straightforward--I did not do so in
this proof-of-principle thesis.
The problems of fabrication and deployment of these reflectors are
not addressed in the body of the thesis and will be briefly discussed here.
Much of the technology developed in the electronics industry over the last
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15 years is directly applicable to the fabrication of these reflectors.
The capability to vapor deposit very thin films, and to provide the degree
of internal structure needed for the transmission grid, power cell, and
resistive thruster cells already exists. What is needed is only a dif-
ference in scale, not of kind. It is clear that strips of the reflector
material of arbitrary length can be produced, but how to produce sheets
of arbitrary size is less obvious. If no means is found to do so, one
can always vacuum weld the strips together to form an arbitrarily large
reflector. This is a good point to discuss two other fabrication questions:
How to get the variable mass per unit area which is needed, and what
material to construct the reflector out of. The preferred way to get a
variable surface mass is simply to vary the thickness of the reflector. I
assumed throughout the thesis that the thickness h was constant, allowing
it to be variable makes no difference at all in the selection of the desired
reflector shape 9 , or the nominal dimensionless stress state aA of
(4.256, 4.257, 4.258). Since the actual stress state s- is /hgt;
times the dimensionless R' , then the stress is different in magnitude--
but never in sign--from the values analyzed with h constant, the difference
is of O(e) 6 . The only effect this has is in the determination
of the necessary oTr from the compatibility equation, which is an
O(#o) effect, whose calculation is straightforward. So the modi-
fications necessary to use a nonconstant h are simple, and this technique
should be the one used to get the variable specific mass which is needed for
equilibrium. I've generally assumed, when I needed material prooerties for
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use in a numerical example, that the reflector material was Al . But
this is not essential, if one is fabrication limited to some lower limit
0
on thickness, say 5000A, then it clearly pays to use a low density metal;
since we are not strength limited we must minimize lo , not // .
An intriguing possibility is thus to make the bulk of the reflector out of
an alkali metal or alloy thereof. Lithium has the lowest density, but its
melting temperature of 450 *K is inconveniently low. By alloying it with
small amounts of other metals, for example, tin, we get a metal with den-
sity ~ 1 gm/cm3 and melting point of 750 'K. The Sun-polar long
life reflector of section 8.H would have a Ia thickness if such a
metal were used. The major problem of Earth fabrication of the reflectors
will probably be that of handling them. Because we want to avoid atmospheric
reactions with the surface of the reflector, the fabrication should be done
in vacuum. This raises the problem of contact vacuum welding between
portions of the surface which touch. To avoid this, a very large vacuum
chamber is required, but even if we built one, we would have to package
the reflector for launch, and run into the problem at this stage. An
alternative is to use a material which forms only a thin oxide layer and to
let it be removed naturally in space. The problem of handling a film
in a one gee field without ripping it, is unavoidable, though, if we build
the reflectors on Earth. The alternative of space fabrication avoids these
problems. We simply need some way to handle the reflector as we're fabri-
cating it. This can be done from a distance--we don't need to physically
touch it. The handling forces can be applied from close range via surface
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charges, ferromagnetics, eddy currents, etc., transferring momentum
between a tugging device, and a point on the reflector's surface. Or they
can be supplied in a more distributed manner from farther away by selected
absorption of laser light, or, in a probably superior approach, by gas jets.
Reflection of a high energy gas molecule such as Xe from a surface is not
elastic, the molecule strikes the surface, transferring its momentum,
then finds that it can't bond to the surface for a long time, and leaves
at low velocity. During the interaction a force has been applied to the
surface.
Deployment of a reflector built in space can be done using the above
mentioned handling forces. The most obvious technique is simply to use a
short-range tugging device around the rim of the reflector and to pull it
into shape. An alternative is to give it some deployment in-plane
velocity and then prevent it from bouncing back after it becomes taut by
subjecting it to in-plane gas jet forces as it tautens. There are many
ways to get the initial deployment velocity; one comes to mind from the
attitude used in the Earth escape mission of section 8.E, here the gravity
gradients act only in the ' direction and serve to stretch the reflector
in this direction, while the sunlight-caused ,$ stretching force acts
in the other in-plane direction. By choosing the angle -p to the Sun at
which the reflector is deployed, we can make the magnitude of the two
deployment forces the same, so what results is a simple radial expansion,
the bounce of which is damped via the gas jets. Another approach is
simply to supply deployment forces via the gas jets, since we need them,
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anyway, to control bounce-back. All we need show is that the mass of gas
required is not large. The characteristic gas mass is just the reflector
mass multiplied by the ratio of deployment velocity to gas jet velocity.
The deployment velocity of a gravity gradient stretched reflector goes as
wC , so if we use a 2500 *K, He gas jet, the characteristic gas
masses are ~ 10- - 10- reflector masses. Thus, deployment of a
reflector looks easy.
Another interesting question is that of where the reflector is con-
trolled from. Does it carry its own brains, or are control decisions made
elsewhere and relayed to it. Since the calculations necessary for control
are simple ones, the reflector can clearly carry the IC chips necessary,
and has the power to run them. The difficulty I have not addressed is one
of observability. I've assumed that the reflector shape and attitude are
known. In practice, these quantities must be measured somehow. Measuring
-'y is simple, we simply look at the average temperature. It should also
not be difficult to tell what 0 is, but the other attitude angle f
from Chapter 8 cannot be found from a knowledge of the direction of incoming
sunlight. The shape is best obtained from a knowledge of the temperature of
the surface. From (6.15), we get good information from this of r)p and
less accurate information on a possible 9((T) term which could not be
inferred from . This lack is not critical, though--the extent to
which we need to know go-) to include its effect in the out-of-plane
equilibrium equation is also second order. Still, it is probably superior
to obtain (T) from the compatibility equation; we measure the
temperature and stress state. Knowing the temperature tells us
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which is integrated to obtain all shape terms involving both p and 1 .
We then infer a q(T) term from its appearance in of the
compatibility equation, since we know the other terms. Finally, the
reflector must know its position in respect to the nearest mass, if it's
orbiting the Earth it should know where in the orbit it is and what its
attitude with respect to the Earth is. The best approach to this problem,
which also solves the problem, is to receive a reference beam from
Earth. The beam can carry the orbit information and provide the other
attitude reference needed.
I wanted to be able to place a reflector in a general synchronous
orbit and have it continually beam light to a desired point on Earth. As
shown in Chapter 8, this is not possible. General long life synchronous
orbits are not allowed for reasons of orbital maintenance, and for low
inclination orbits the required attitude changes near the sunline of the
orbit needed to reflect light to the Earth are larger than can be provided
for by a reflector which must stay in tension. If orbital maintenance is
not required, though, we can fly missions in which ~1/3 of the orbit
is spent reflecting light to the Earth, either light originating from
another Earth location, or sunlight. Longlife reflectors can be used in
high inclination, Sun-polar orbits devoting half their time to reflecting
sunlight to the Earth. This is the orbit best suited for the climate
control solar-energy augmentation applications which need large numbers of
space reflectors. I expect these orbits to be the most important ones for
the reflectors discussed in this thesis. The use of the herein designed
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ribless solar reflectors, in continual sunlight, Sun-polar orbits, provides
the necessary alternative to conventional truss-mounted reflectors which
will make it feasible to deploy and maintain large reflecting arrays
about the Earth. These arrays can be used to augment the solar flux
received by the Earth, providing among other benefits control over the
climate of our planet.
20
SYNTHESIS
A solar reflector in space must be designed for minimum mass and
pointability. Since the Sun has a finite angular diameter, reflectors
should be flat, to ~~ 1 part in 100. To minimize the mass of a flat
reflector, it should be as thin as possible while still reflecting light;
so metal reflectors should approach 1000 angstrom thicknesses. Since a
reflector this thin is not a rigid body, one should take care when design-
ing it, that it hold its shape. The two conventional ways to control the
attitude of a satellite are by using either rockets or gyros. These apply
concentrated loads to a satellite, which, by its nature, a flat, thin
reflector is unable to handle. This conflict can only be resolved by
building a truss to resist and transmit the torques, and to force the
reflector to hold its shape. As a truss is an unnatural addition to a flat,
thin reflector, and since kilometer dimensioned trusses are inconvenient to
build and deploy, an alternative approach is desired to satisfy the pointing
and structural needs of a reflector in space. As is well known, solar
radiation forces are large enough to be used for attitude control, even for
kilometer sized reflectors. But this is no longer the case if we adopt the
obvious mechanism for keeping the reflector flat, namely, spinning it. A
flat reflector which is spun fast enough to stay flat in the presence of
disturbing solar and gravity gradient forces is too gyroscopically stable to
be pointed by the available solar radiation forces. This thesis derives and
explores an alternative means of keeping a flat reflector flat; the approach
is to use solar radiation forces both for attitude control and to keep the
reflector in tension everywhere.
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The following strategy is used to insure that the reflector stay in
tension: The reflector essentially lies in a plane, with normal vector
z , pointing back towards the Sun. The incoming solar photons
travel along a vector 2 , the projection of which onto the reflector
plane defines a direction -, ; another unit vector in the reflector's
plane, T , is introduced to complete an orthonormal ip ), triad.
By making the absorption coefficient of the reflector decrease as one pro-
ceeds along the p direction, i.e., making the part of the reflector
farthest from the Sun absorb more photons than the portion closest to the
Sun, a stretching force is created in the A direction. Stretching is
provided in the i direction by giving the reflector a slight, less than
1 part in 100, positive curvature in the ^r direction. As long as the
reflector is stretched in the two orthogonal in-plane directions, / '
it will be everywhere in tension and retain its flatness. This simple
scheme is complicated by the fact that a variable absorption coefficient
inevitably produces, in addition to the variable forces in the , direc-
tion which are used for stretching, variable forces in the Z direction
as well. Now since the stresses produced in a shallow membrane by unbal-
anced normal forces, are much greater than those produced by in-plane forces,
and furthermore can never result in a pure tension stress state, then
simply varying the absorption coefficient, a, will drive a reflector into
compression and cause it to lose its shape. Fortunately, it is possible
by accompanying the nonconstant absorption coefficient by a nonconstant
mass per unit area, m, such that the quantity (2-a)/1m is constant;
to cancel the stress-causing normal forces, while retaining the ^ directed
Qe2.
stretching forces. In this way, it is possible to keep a flat space reflector
in tension without spinning it, or using a truss. This approach only works
if solar radiation forces dominate the gravity gradient ones, which for
kilometer sized reflectors, rules out low Earth orbits.
In order to produce the a stretching forces, a reflector must be
constructed with an absorption coefficient which decreases in one direction,
defined as , while its specific mass is increasing. When this is
done, the X direction becomes a direction fixed in the reflector,
unlike which depends only on the reflector's attitude. So a
reflector which is in tension when = is in compression if the
attitude changes, making S=- x . The requirement to keep A and
X close, as well as the desire to point the reflector at some target,
shows that we must be able to control a reflector's attitude over orbital
periods. Now, in order to control the reflector's attitude via solar radia-
tion forces, we must be able to manipulate these forces on demand. This
may be done in three ways, either by controlling the absorption coefficient,
or by controlling the force due to emitted thermal radiation, or by making
small changes in the reflector's shape. All of these techniques require
the use of control power; which is obtained via thin, simple solar cells
designed as an integral part of the reflector. We don't need the high
efficiencies of conventional photovoltaic cells, but do need a thin and cheap
cell. To this end I've designed a simple power cell based on photoemission
from a metal, across a Shottky barrier, which has a reflection coefficient
of .85 with a conversion efficiency of 2.5 x 10~. In this way a small
portion of the incident solar energy is converted to electricity. All of
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this converted solar energy must be ultimately rejected to space as thermal
radiation, but by intermediately having it available as electrical energy,
we can choose where on the reflector it is taken from, and where it is
rejected to space. In this way we can control small temperature excur-
sions from the average reflector temperature. The temperature variations
can be used in two ways -- either to control the reflector shape via thermal
strains, and/or, to apply surface forces due to emitted thermal radiation.
The production of surface forces caused by varying the shape of the
reflector, is the most efficient way to utilize the available control
power, but the directness and simplicity of the re-emitted radiation
pressure approach makes it the preferred control method for very small
corrections to the reflector's attitude and stress state. The primary
approach to attitude and shape control, however, is to use thermal strains
to vary the reflector's shape.
The small deviations of the reflector from a flat sheet which are needed
for the attitude control cause small out-of-plane differential solar
reflection forces which cause stresses of the same size as those due to the
in-plane po stresses, and the gravity-gradient caused stresses. So the
reflector shape must be chosen not just to create the proper torques, but
also to be in equilibrium with the desired all-tension stress state, and with
gravity gradient forces. An analytic means for finding the shape which does
this, is developed in Chapter 4 of the thesis. This shape is in equilibrium
with the desired all-tension stress state, and produces in-plane torques as
desired. Regrettably, we have much less ability to control out-of-plane
2I
torques, i.e. along A , than we do to control 2 itself. Now, the
angular orientation of the reflector around i does not affect the
direction of reflected light, but it does determine the relative orienta-
tion of and ^ , i.e., whether or not the reflector is in tension.
Fortunately, the reflector is stable about this axis; if , moves away
from ) , then the variable absorption coefficient results in a
restoring torque which causes the reflector to roll about Z so that X
zAAtracks . During attitude change maneuvers, though, ,3 and x
will differ; depending on the attitude of the reflector, it can tolerate
deviations of ^ from / of up to and exceeding 90*, while remaining
in tension. Vibrations of the reflector about its desired shape have been
considered; these consist of low frequency rigid body, and inextensional
modes, as well as the general extensional modes -- which have eigenfrequen-
cies typically 2 2 1/2 orders of magnitude above the orbital frequencies
of the reflector. Because we have enough control power to continually vary,
as required, the reflector's desired shape, we also have enough to damp out
the vibrations.
As expected, reflectors designed in this thesis function quite well in
interplanetary space, both in holding fixed attitudes relative to the Sun, and
in their ability to apply angular accelerations, and thereby shift to new
attitudes. But for Earth orbital missions one wants some specified relative
configuration between the Sun, the reflector, and the Earth. Over the course
of an orbit, the required reflector attitude varies smoothly. Reflectors
typically are faced with two orbit maintenance problems when orbiting a
planet. Unless the orbital plane is precessed once a year, then the
reflector is shadowed from the Sun for two periods during the year.
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Since the tension-causing mechanism is off if the Sun is shadowed, and since
shadowing is accompanied by a temperature crash, I will assume that the
reflector is effectively destroyed if shadowed. Clearly, a multiyear
reflector is possible only if the orbital plane is precessed. The other
orbital maintenance problem consists of an eccentricity growth in the orbit's
A
plane, and normal to the Sun vector Q . Since . reverses every
half year, this is not a critical effect for heavy reflectors. But both the
desire for mass minimization, and the need for a light enough reflector so
that its orbital plane can be precessed, make the eccentricity effect critical.
There appear to be only two classes of long-term orbits which avoid shadowing
and eccentricity growth. One is an orbit whose plane is close, e 100
to the ecliptic which reduces the required orbital plane precession. This
allows the reflector to be made heavy enough so that the eccentricity growth
is reduced to the level where it only causes a yearly precession of an
initially eccentric orbit. An example of such an orbit was found, 1/3 of
which is used in reflecting light to the Earth, while the remainder must be
used to precess the orbit. Because of the low perigee of these eccentric
orbits, and the large required attitude change rates, only small, A. 10
meter, reflectors can be kept in tension. The other long term Earth orbital
mission available is where the orbital plane is always normal to the Sun
vector I , and is precessed to keep it so. For such sun-polar orbits, the
systematic eccentricity growth vanishes. It was shown possible to keep
large, a 5 km diameter, reflectors in tension in such polar orbits,
devoting 1/2 the time to precessing the orbital plane, and the other half to
reflecting sunlight to Earth. These and other missions are analyzed by means
of a simple model presented in section 8.D of the thesis.
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Before widescale use of solar reflectors for such purposes as Earth
climate control can become a reality, an alternative to the present clumsy
truss-mounted reflectors must be found. The reflectors designed in this
thesis, which use the natural solar radiation forces of space for
structural support, attitude control, and orbital maintenance provide such
an alternative.
2 V
CONCLUSIONS
1. A shallow reflecting membrane without any rigid members can exist in
a state of static equilibrium under the influence of solar radiation
forces.
2. In order to remain in equilibrium under the influence of disturbing
forces, such as gravity gradients in synchronous height orbits, or
while the reflector's attitude changes, distributed forces can be
applied normal to the reflector's surface.
3. Small differential normal forces can be applied via either con-
trolling the thermal photons emitted from the surface, or by
controlling the magnitude of the reflection forces at a point by
controlling the local angle of inclination of the surface to the Sun.
This last approach, requiring control over small, -103 to 10~?
deviations of the reflector's shape from a flat plane, is the preferred
technique.
4. These small shape changes can be controlled by controlling the thermal
stresses in the reflector. Since controlling forces due to reemitted
photons also require thermal control, we can control the normal
forces needed by controlling small thermal variations about the
reflector's equilibrium temperature.
5. Thermal control is achieved by either depositing heat at a location by
resistively dissipating electrical power, or to cool a point,by con-
verting part of the incident solar power at the point into electrical
power and transporting this power away from the point to be cooled.
The solar cells necessary to obtain the electricity can be made as an
integral part of the reflector, and operate by the principle of photo-
emission from a metal, across a Schottky barrier.
6. A reflector designed according to the above five principles can vary
its attitude while orbiting the Earth so as to continually reflect
light to the Earth. For orbits of low inclination to the ecliptic, the
ends of the orbit closest to and farthest from the Sun are not usable
for light reflection to the Earth due to the rate at which the attitude
of a reflector which is to remain in tension must be varied.
7. Due to problems associated with shadowing of the reflector by the
Earth at two periods each year and with perturbation of orbital
eccentricity -- general synchronous orbits are not suitable for
multiyear reflector missions. The orbits which are suitable for
longlife reflectors are the Sun-polar orbits, in which the normal to
the orbit's plane points either to or away from the Sun.
8. Reflectors with multikilometer apertures and I 1 micron thick-
nesses can operate in Sun-polar orbits for multiyear periods. Half
of their time is spent reflecting sunlight to the Earth, with the
other half spent precessing their orbital plane so as to have the
orbit remain Sun-polar. Through all the attitude maneuvers, the
reflector remains in tension.
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